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1 first person IMP imperative
2 second person IMPF imperfective
3 third person INCL inclusive
a/e aspect/evidential INF infinitive
ABL ablative INST instrumental
ACC accusative LOC locative
ADV adverbial NEG negative
AGR subject agreement NF nonfinal
ASP aspect NOM nominalizer
AUX auxiliary NP noun phrase
CLP clause linkage particle OBJ object agreement
COMP complementizer PART participle
COP copula PERF perfective
CT Classical Tibetan PL plural
DAT dative PROG progressive
DEM demonstrative PRST present
D.PST distant past PST past
EFV end of a finite verb QUOTE quotative
ELEG elegant S sentence
EMPH emphatic SG singular
ERG ergative SUBO subordinator
EVID evidential t, TNS tense
EXCL exclusive TOP topic
FUT future V verb
GEN genitive VOL volitional
HON honorific VP verb phrase





Chapter 1

Language changes constantly. This simple fact is the ����� �"!$#&%(' )$*+�",  of
historical linguistics, which has set itself the tasks of describing the
ways in which languages develop through time and of trying to
explain the mechanisms of language change. All levels of linguistic
structure are subject to change but, traditionally, researchers in
historical linguistics have concentrated their attention to a large extent
on the description of sound change and lexical change, while change
in the grammar—especially syntactic change—has received less
attention, a situation that has started to change in recent years.
Increasingly, it is felt that research on how the grammars of languages
develop through time—the mechanisms and causes of grammatical
change—can make a significant contribution to our understanding of
the phenomenon of language in general. The growing interest in
grammatical change coincides with a general trend in linguistics
where language is seen as inextricably rooted in a social and historical
context and not merely as an abstract system, which can be studied
just as well, if not better, in isolation from that context as in it.

Grammatical change includes change in the inflectional morphology
and syntax of a language. Boundaries between these two levels of
linguistic description, on the one hand, and the lexicon, on the other, is
so fuzzy, so that the classification of a particular change as
grammatical rather than lexical is not always unproblematic.
Nevertheless, the notion that some kinds of change are best described
as grammatical has proven its worth in historical linguistics.
Morphological and syntactic changes are often interdependent, since a
common type of change is one where some grammatical category
changes from morphological expression to syntactic expression, or
vice versa. How, then, do languages acquire new grammatical
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constructions and categories and discard old ones? Regular sound
change frequently leads to loss of morphological categories, while
new bound morphology often arises through the process of-/.10232406587 9:06;87 <=0/5>7+?$@ , i.e., the development of content words into bound
grammatical morphemes via intermediate stages as function words
and clitics. Exactly the same developments—grammaticalization
clines or pathways—have been attested again and again in languages
around the world, for example, the development of nouns into case
endings via postpositions, or that of verbs into morphological markers
of tense or aspect via an auxiliary stage (Hopper and Traugott
1993:106ff). The end result of grammaticalization may be zero, i.e.
bound grammatical morphemes are ultimately ground into dust by
regular sound change. Grammaticalization in many cases is seen as a
part of a larger cycle of grammatical change, in which languages
move through the successive stages isolation – agglutination – fusion
– isolation. This cycle is fed by the constant mustering of new content
words as input to grammaticalization (Givón 1979:208f). An
important characteristic of grammaticalization is that it is
unidirectional, that is, it leads from a “ less grammatical”  to a “more
grammatical”  unit, but not vice versa.

Both sound change, with the concomitant loss of bound morphology,
and grammaticalization are first and foremost seen as internally
motivated changes, i.e. their causes are intrinsic to the particular
language system in which they take place and they can be described
and explained without reference to social factors—such as stylistic
varieties, language planning, prestige, taboo, etc.—or to the influence
of other languages (Gerritsen and Stein 1992b contains a lucid
discussion of internal and external factors in language change). To put
the matter drastically, even if there existed only one language in the
world, that language would still change over time. The reality we live
in is different, of course, as there are quite a few languages in the
world (counted in the thousands, but, according to most estimates, not
more than 6000, cf. Majewicz 1989:9), coexisting in the sense that a
large proportion of the world’s population (at least half, according to
Romaine 1989:8) speaks more than one language. In this reality the
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question naturally arises whether grammatical change could not also
be motivated by influence from another language, i.e., by language
contact, rather than, or in addition to, causes internal to the language
itself. This is a question on which linguists stand divided, however,
whether a language can borrow grammatical contructions and
categories from another language, or whether foreign influence at
most can bring about a change in the distribution of already existing
constructions and categories. Difference here is between the addition
of new grammar and the elimination of old distinctions. It is generally
agreed that language contact may play a role in the latter case, and it is
only to the former that we may properly apply the label ‘borrowing’ .
There is no lack of consensus about the possibility of borrowing in the
lexical domain, including the borrowing of some derivational
morphology. It would be hard to claim otherwise, since loanwords are
a fact of life in most languages. Borrowing in the phonological system
is also deemed possible by many linguists. It is mainly when it comes
to grammatical borrowing that linguists differ in their opinions. Some
linguists find it natural and self-evident that languages should borrow
grammar, while others are more skeptical (Prince 1995: 2):

I believe that the overwhelming majority of cases of
language contact phenomena involve importing new
meanings to old forms and that the borrowing of new forms,
at least at the syntactic level, is highly unlikely.

There is generally no disagreement about the relevant facts, only about
their interpretation, as is so often the case in linguistics. Different
linguists mean different things by the terms ‘grammatical change’  or
‘syntactic change’ , depending on their theoretical preferences. Some
linguists understand ‘syntactic change’  very broadly; for example,
Rþóe-Draviña (1969:73ff), who includes valency changes in
individual verbs under this heading, but also the appearance of new
coordinating constructions as a result of the borrowing of coordinating
conjunctions by languages where those did not exist earlier. On the
other hand, generative linguists in particular tend to construe the term
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extremely narrowly; for them, there is only one kind of  syntactic
change, viz. reanalysis of syntactic rules, which takes place on a
‘deep’  level of grammar. Generative grammar is explicitly categorial
and not stochastic, so that, for example, a change in relative frequency
in the use of two competing constructions cannot count as syntactic
change (Gerritsen and Stein 1992b:5).

Prestructuralist linguists generally had no qualms about attributing
grammatical change to language contact (cf. chapter 22 in Paul 1909).
With Saussure and structuralism, however, emerged a view of
language as a self-contained system, governed by its own internal
laws, with little scope for language-external influence, be it from non-
linguistic factors or from other language systems. The lexicon is not
part of the linguistic system in the strict sense; hence, it is the only
part of a language open to outside influence: “Thus, one is always
returned to the same conclusion: that which is borrowed, in essence,
are elements of vocabulary”  (Meillet 1958 [1914]:87). Today the
structuralist tradition is continued mainly by generative grammar in its
various incarnations. It is not so much that adherents to this linguistic
tradition deny the possibility of externally motivated grammatical
change, but rather that there is a systematic theoretical bias against
invoking external factors in general, and language contact in
particular, as significant factors in language change:

It would certainly be odd to encounter a book with the titleACBD$B/E>F D�GIH=J/E>F+K"L
. However, it is precisely a monolingual

perspective which modern linguistic theory takes as its
starting point in dealing with basic analytical problems such
as the construction of grammars and the nature of
competence. Chomsky (1965: 3), for instance, has defined
the scope of reference for the study of language as follows:
‘Linguistic theory is concerned primarily with an ideal
speaker-listener in a completely homogenous speech-
community, who knows its language perfectly.’   (Romaine
1989:1)
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We could add that not only is the “basic analytical problem” of
“construction of grammars”  preferably dealt with in the generative
tradition from a basically monolingual perspective, but also change in
grammars and its causes.

Even though language contact phenomena have been observed and
noted for a long time by linguists, it could be fair to say that contact
linguistics as a distinct research field was born in the 1950’s. The first
attempt at a comprehensive systematic account of the multiplicity of
factors involved in language contact is M�NPO=Q�R=N:Q/S:TVUWO XIYPO6Z N[$Z  by
Weinreich (1970 [1953]), a frequently cited and many times reprinted
work which includes chapters on the bilingual individual and the
socio-cultural setting of contact situations. Weinreich, following
Meillet (1958 [1914]), suggests that structural similarity between the
languages involved in a contact situation makes borrowing easier,
because the bilingual individual gets cues from structural or functional
similarities of the category involved. He also explicitly states that
elements belonging to all levels of grammar can be borrowed, namely,
“phonic” , grammatical and lexical.

Unfortunately, Weinreich’s work was somewhat out of tune with the
times. It appeared in the heydays of American structuralism, and a few
years before the start of the Chomskyan ‘ revolution’  in linguistics. As
previously mentioned, language contact studies were not high on the
agenda in either of those two frameworks. Nevertheless, quite a few
linguists were interested in language contact in spite of the
untimeliness of the topic in the quarter century after the appearance of
Weinreich’s book. Even during this period there was a slow but steady
accumulation of research findings, contributed from many linguistic
disciplines, notably the research on such topics as language variation,
language attrition and language death, bilingualism, language
planning and standardization and pidgin and creole formation, often
conducted under the wider heading of sociolinguistics.
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A related, and slightly older, discipline is areal linguistics, which
examines issues that arise when a group of languages have been in
contact with each other for a long time, of which the classic example
is the so-called Balkan linguistic union, or \^]�_"`$a=b�cPd:ef  (first described
by Sandfeld 1930), and the languages in question share structural
features which cannot be ascribed to common heritage. In the case of
the Balkan g>h�i1jk:l6mPn=op , we know the histories of the languages
involved (Greek, Albanian, Bulgarian, Macedonian, Serbian,
Romanian and Turkish) fairly well, so that those shared traits which
are unlikely to be due to a common genetic origin can be singled out.
For most of the worlds languages, we are not so fortunate, however,
making it very hard, or impossible, to distinguish similarities between
languages due to common heritage from those due to contact in such
cases. This is at the root of the so called Sapir/Boas controversy in the
early decades of this century in American linguistics. The controversy
concerned the grouping of the American Indian languages, where
Franz Boas tended to see common traits as areal phenomena, i.e.,
spread through borrowing, while his student Edward Sapir was more
inclined to posit genetic relationships on the basis of the same traits
(Haas 1976:66f; Emeneau 1980 [1962]:56f). Boas argued that in
contact situations all levels of grammar can be influenced, and that
there is no level of language that can remain unaffected (1911:48).
Sapir, on the other hand, was convinced that it is only the ‘superficial’
aspects of language that can be affected by borrowing: this includes
nonbasic lexicon and phonology, but not the “deeper kernel”  of
language, for example, bound morphology (1971 [1921]:192ff). The
Sapirian viewpoint became more popular in mainstream—especially
American—linguistics, despite the clear evidence to the contrary
available in the literature.

In the 1980’s contact linguistics started attracting the attention of a
wider linguistic audience. In Europe, several symposia on language
contact and related matters took place, among others, under the
auspices of the Center for Bilingualism in Brussels, founded in 1977,
and the Linguistic Circle of Mannheim (Nelde qrts/u  1986). The second
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half of the decade saw the publication of a number of book-length
works devoted to language contact and related matters, such as Appel
and Muysken 1987, Lehiste 1988, Van Coetsem 1988 and Thomason
and Kaufman 1988. The last mentioned of these works turned out to
be the most influential, which can be seen from the way most
subsequent works on contact linguistics explicitly define their own
theoretical positions in reference to it. It contains a detailed
examination of various aspects of language contact; ranging from
evidence from code-mixing/switching to pidgin and creoles. Despite
some minor problems or limitations that have been brought out at
times with the framework presented by the authors, it remains the
single most comprehensive model for examining language change in
contact situations. The most impressive aspect of the framework
presented in the book is the incorporation of linguistic and
extralinguistic factors within a unified theoretical framework. They
criticize earlier work for putting excessive emphasis on the role of
linguistic factors (such as markedness and typological distance) and
ignoring the importance of extralinguistic factors. While this criticism
may be largely justified, it ignores the contributions of some works
such as Weinreich (1970 [1953]) who stated explicitly linguistic as
well as extralinguistic factors as crucial ingredients for language
change.

Thomason and Kaufman argue that investigation into the extra-
linguistic history of a contact situation provides revealing answers
about which elements are transferred in a particular contact situation
and which elements fail to get transferred. A direct consequence of
their insistence on the primacy of the sociolinguistic setting in
determining the linguistic outcome of a language contact situation is
their distinction between two types of contact situations: language
maintenance and language shift. The latter is traditionally known as
substratum influence. These two types of contact situations are linked
with two types of processes: borrowing and interference through shift.
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Language maintenance is the most widespread type of contact
situation. In this situation, the languages which are in contact are
maintained. The consequence of the contact situation is such that one
or several of these languages—or rather, the speakers of the
language—borrow constructions from the neighboring language. The
most easily borrowed items in such a contact situation are lexical
items. This happens even in casual contact situations, and it is only in
the context of intense contact with a lot of bilingualism that syntactic
elements get borrowed. In language maintenance, the direction of
borrowing as well as which items get borrowed depend(s) to some
extent on the degree and length of the contact. All languages involved
maintain their own grammars in this language contact situation.

In language shift, on the other hand, speakers of one language aban-
don their language and adopt the language of another group. This only
happens in special set-ups, requiring powerful extra-linguistic causes,
which drive speakers to consciously shift to the other language, and
abandon their own language. For this reason, in order to examine the
shift varieties, a grasp of linguistic as well as extra-linguistic factors is
necessary. The linguistic outcome is also different from that of
borrowing, beginning in this case with phonological and syntactic
elements.

While Thomason and Kaufman emphasize the role of sociolinguistic
factors, such as length of contact and degree of bilingualism, Trudgill
(1990) criticizes them for not taking into consideration the factor of
age of speakers. Trudgill (1994) makes a distinction between language
contact situations involving adult speakers only on the one hand, and
situations involving child language contact and bilingualism on the
other hand, because, he argues, the results of these two situations are
different. The first kind leads to pidginization in the short term and to
the formation of a creole language in the longer term, through the
three processes of reduction, admixture and simplification. The second
kind of contact situation occurs in stable long-term
bilingual/multilingual setups, and the long-term result here is not
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reduction or simplification, but convergence, and sometimes
complication, in the linguistic systems of the languages involved.
There is a large amount of borrowing of lexical items, and also
borrowing at the sound-level. An example of the latter is the
acquisition of click consonants in Bantu languages from the
neighboring Khoi-San languages. There can also be borrowing of
syntactic features, cf. Gumperz and Wilson’s (1971) work in Kupwar
village in Gujarat, India, where (the local varieties of) Kannada,
Marathi and Urdu have converged through borrowing (of lexical items
as well as grammatical) so that “messages show word-for-word or
morph-for-morph translatability, and speakers can therefore switch
from one code to another with a minimum of additional learning”
(Gumperz and Wilson 1971:165).

Van Coetsem (1990) argues that the relative dominance of the
languages involved, a factor largely ignored by Thomason and
Kaufman, and from which quarter the transfer is initiated—from the
target language speaker (TL agentivity), or from the receiving
language speaker (RL agentivity)—are also crucial factors in a contact
situation. RL agentivity is the same as borrowing, but TL agentivity is
called ‘ imposition’ , and leads to shift in Thomason and Kaufman’s
terminology.

Thomason and Kaufman conclude the main part of their book with the
observation that case studies on contact situations are urgently needed
which “strike a better balance of linguistic and social analysis than
most of the literature we have studied reflects”  (1988:213). They
partly respond to that need in the second part of the book, which
consists of eight case studies of language contact situations. In recent
years, there have appeared several volumes devoted to the linguistic
and social aspects of contact situations and contact languages, for
example, Ivir and Kalogjera 1991, Gerritsen and Stein 1992a, Bakker
and Mous 1994 and Thomason 1997. A major difference between
these recent works on language contact and the older works on the
topic is the increasing insistence on the necessity of “discovering the
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relevant linguistic facts and correlating them with known social facts”
(Thomason and Kaufman 1988:214). They systematically attempt to
provide an overall framework to account for issues that arise in
language contact situations, and also to provide a large body of data,
making it feasible now to evaluate principles and hypotheses which
have been made over the years in this field of investigation, and
thereby laying the foundation for more precise generalizations and
principles.

Another parallel development in the recent history of linguistics is an
increasing awareness among linguists about the need to take into
consideration data not only from the much-studied Western languages,
but also from lesser-known languages. The present study is a
representative of this positive development.

This monograph concerns itself with issues involved in grammatical
change, in particular, in the development of the modern aspect
markers in Tibeto-Kinnauri languages. It is a descriptive, comparative
and historical study of the aspect morphology in these languages. The
Tibeto-Kinnauri languages examined for this purpose are Kinnauri,
Pa ani, Tinani and Lhasa Tibetan.

The Tibeto-Kinnauri languages form a subbranch of Tibeto-Burman, a
language family which includes several hundred languages, and in
which the classification of individual languages in several
subbranches is still uncertain. A brief background on the current
classification of the Tibeto-Kinnauri languages is provided in chapter
2, together with a socio-geographical sketch of the languages which
provide the data discussed in the subsequent chapters.

A descriptive analysis of the finite verb morphology in the Tibeto-
Kinnauri languages is presented in chapter 3. In this analysis, attention
is paid to morphosyntactic structure and the discourse context where
that structure is used, and to the semantic and pragmatic differences
between various structural patterns. In this chapter, we will see that
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the perfective and the imperfective aspect markers in Tibeto-Kinnauri
languages occur in a number of related constructions, but that
Kinnauri and Pa ani show one kind of patterning, while the closely
related Lhasa Tibetan and Tinani exhibit another kind, a state of
affairs which calls for an explanation.

The historical part of the study, contained in chapters 4 and 5,
examines the creation of aspect morphology. Tibeto-Kinnauri
languages present interesting data in this regard, raising questions
concerning motivations and mechanisms of grammaticalization and
syntactic change. If lined up diachronically, the various “functions”  of
the perfective aspect markers in these languages suggest two pathways
for the development of the modern aspect markers:

(1) Lhasa Tibetan, Gahri and Tinani are grammaticalizing nom-
inalizers as perfective aspect markers.

(2) Kinnauri and Pa ani are reanalyzing participle forms as
perfective and imperfective aspect markers.

Synchronic as well as single language diachronic evidence will be
presented to suggest that the reanalysis of nominalizers as aspect
markers in Tibeto-Kinnauri is a language-internal development,
whereas the reanalysis of the participle forms as aspect markers is
triggered by the influence of the neighboring Indic languages.

Two frequently observed historical sources of tense/aspect and
evidential morphology are verb serialization and nominalization. A
diachronic study of the development of modern aspect and evidential
markers in Lhasa Tibetan is presented in chapter 4. The materials exa-
mined for this purpose are listed here in their chronological order:
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(i) a sixth century Tibetan text from v6w�xy6w:zx={  (Thomas 1957),
(ii) classical Tibetan texts (Hahn 1974),
(iii) |~}����W���1�P��=���(�W}��1�$�� �+�$�P� , a fourteenth century Tibetan text

(De Jong 1959), and
(iv) data from standard Lhasa Tibetan (DeLancey 1985, 1986,

1990, 1992).

Examination of Tibetan texts representing various time periods
suggest that certain aspectual and evidential markers in modern
standard Lhasa Tibetan evolved by grammaticalizing the older nomin-
alized copula construction. It will be argued that the copulas in such
constructions have been reinterpreted as evidential markers in Lhasa
Tibetan, and that the verb suffix -�I� , which has a perfective
interpretation in Lhasa Tibetan, is a reanalysis of the nominalizer -��� ,
when it precedes evidential markers (such as ���W�  and � �6�1� ), and that
=��� , the imperfective marker, is a reanalysis of ���W� , a nonfinal marker
indicating temporal overlap. As a sequel to the reinterpretation of
copulas as evidential markers and -���  as the perfective marker, the
clause structure in Lhasa Tibetan is also undergoing change, where the
evidential markers also indicate the end of a finite verb.

Givón (1979) suggests that syntactic constructions arise from loose
paratactic constructions involving lexical items which slowly increase
in discourse frequency until they become a required part of syntax. In
chapter 4, arguments will be presented to suggest that the loss of the
old tense/aspect  system in Tibetan led to the development of a
periphrastic construction consisting of a nominalized clause with a
copula:

s[ NP  s[NP  VP]s NOM  COPULA]s

The copula eventually took on the values of aspect and evidentiality,
which led to a reanalysis of the structural configuration of the clause
in Lhasa Tibetan:
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s[NP   V-ASP EVID]s

The present study, while discussing the pathway for development of
the new aspect markers, will also examine the factors that motivate the
functional extensions. This is the topic of chapter 5, where it will be
suggested that the direction as well as functional extensions are
motivated by links which speakers perceive between any two adjacent
points on the pathway. The notion of ‘metaphor’  is invoked in this
regard, which, in some cases, leads to functional extension (Heine and
Reh 1984).

A related question concerns the choice of competing sources for
developing aspect markers. The question that will be raised in this
regard is: What is the functional motivation for utilizing the same set
of markers for a range of functions, including the perfective marker,
and what implication(s) does it have for its historical development?

The various “functions”  of the perfective aspect markers in Tibeto-
Kinnauri languages, such as Kinnauri and Pa ani are those of

(I) past participle
(II) nonfinal verb followed by a subordinator in adverbial

clauses
(III) nonfinal verb in the clause chain construction
(IV) nonfinal verb in the compound verb
(V) perfect marker

These functions could be seen as diachronic stages in the development
of the modern perfective morphology. The order of these stages is
toward increasing formal dependence of the verbal constituents
involved, and a gradual loss of the semantic features of the units
concerned, the latter exhibiting some sort of ‘bleaching’  (Givón 1984).
This development at the semantic front affirms the claim that the
morpheme undergoing reanalysis “ is only partially empty in the sense
that some feature values are suspended while others are held constant”
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(Vincent 1993:436). The pathway suggested in chapter 5 illustrates the
gradual bleaching of the semantic features of the morpheme and its
accompanying increasingly dependent nature. In Kinnauri, a
subordinator follows the nonfinal verb in the temporal adverbial
construction (stage II), but not after the nonfinal verb in the clause
chain construction (stage III). Furthermore, while the constructions at
stages II and III may have different subjects in each clause, the
compound verb construction and the construction involving the copula
auxiliary do not allow this possibility, suggesting a difference in the
degree of independence of the verb.

Chapter 5 also examines the issue of internal vs. external motivations
for the development of perfective aspect markers in the Tibeto-
Kinnauri languages. It will be argued here that it is not easy to
distinguish language-internal from language-external factors in a
contact situation. Rather in some cases a more advantageous approach
is to recognize the relevance of both (Aitchison 1981, Mithun 1992).
One crucial prerequisite for most kinds of contact-induced language
change is an extended period of close contact between the target and
the recipient languages. The Tibeto-Kinnauri languages have long
been in contact with Indic languages. The data presented in chapter 5
suggests that the reanalysis of participial forms as perfective and
imperfective markers in the Tibeto-Kinnauri languages examined is
due to external factors, namely, contact with neighboring Indic
languages (a subbranch of Indo-European). Yet the very potential for
this reinterpretation existed in the structure of the languages
themselves; illustrating an interplay of external and internal factors.
This conclusion is arrived at after examining the tense and aspect
markers not only in the aforementioned Tibeto-Kinnauri languages,
but also in Indic languages spoken in the geographical region where
Tibeto-Kinnauri languages are spoken and Tibeto-Burman languages
(of which the Tibeto-Kinnauri languages form a subbranch) outside
this region. It is shown that, on the whole, the diachronic sources for
new aspect morphology are different in the two (genetically unrelated)
language groups Tibeto-Burman—which favors nominalized forms—
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and Indic—where participles are preferred. The exceptions in this
investigation are made up by those Tibeto-Burman languages
(including Tibeto-Kinnauri languages) which are, and long have been,
in intimate contact with Indic languages in a sociolinguistic setting
where one or more of the Indic languages are prestige languages, i.e.
the kind of setting that favors structural borrowing from the more
prestigious to the less prestigious language. In these Tibeto-Kinnauri
languages we find new aspect markers that have participle forms as
their diachronic source. It is important to note, however, that the
markers themselves have not been borrowed, but only the concept of
reanalyzing the participle forms as aspect markers, suggesting a
complex interaction of internal and external factors in a certain contact
situation.
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Chapter 2

2.1 �¡ 8¢�£1¤1¥�¦�§¨ �©6©�ª«6¬� ®^ª©6¯$«6ªP¯£:°

There have been several attempts to classify the Tibeto-Burman
languages, for example, Shafer (1955, 1966, 1967, 1974), Benedict
(1972), Thurgood (1985) and Nishi (1990). Classification of Tibeto-
Burman languages is still uncertain. Fig. 1 presents the classification
of the Tibeto-Kinnauri languages based on our current knowledge.
The postulation of Tibeto-Kinnauri as a separate branch is from
Benedict (1972) and the classification of West Himalayish is from
Nishi (1990). The parenthesized languages under West Himalayish are
my additions (Saxena 1992).

Fig. 1 Classification of the Tibeto-Kinnauri subgroup

Tibeto-Burman
Bodic

Bodish
Tibeto-Kinnauri

Tibetan: Western, Central, Southern, Khams, Amdo, Monpa
West Himalayish:

a) Kinnauri-Pa± ² ani, (Tinani)
b) Thebor-Gahri, Rangpa, Chaudangsi, (Darmiya)

The Tibeto-Burman language family includes several hundred
languages. These languages are spoken from northeastern Vietnam in
the east to northern Pakistan in the west, from the Tibetan plateau in
the north to the Malay peninsula in the south. There has been
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relatively little work done on comparative Tibeto-Burman. Genetic
classification of some of the subbranches remains problematic.
However, most Tibeto-Burmanists agree that the four major branches
of the Tibeto-Burman language family are Bodic, Baric, Burmic and
Karenic. The two subbranches of Bodic are Bodish and East
Himalayan. Tibeto-Kinnauri belongs to the Bodish subbranch. It
includes Tibetan, which is one of the two best known Tibeto-Burman
languages (the other being Burmese) and West Himalayish languages,
which are some of the least documented languages among the Tibeto-
Burman language family. The Tibeto-Kinnauri languages considered
in this monograph are Tibetan, Kinnauri, Pa ani and Tinani.

2.2 ³µ´�¶�·®¸¨¹�º¼»½^»=¾P¹¿¶"À

There has been very little work done on the West Himalayish
languages. We do not, for example, have a definite knowledge of how
many languages there are in this subbranch. The following languages
are listed in the ÁÃÂ Ä=Å�ÆPÂ Ç�È>Â+ÉËÊ/Æ:Ì�Í=ÎÐÏ ÑÐÒÔÓ"ÄPÕ/ÂWÖ  (Grierson 1909) as
belonging to the West Himalayish subgroup Gahri (also known as [=
hereafter] Bunan), Pa ani (= Pattani, Manchad), Tinani (= Tinan),
Kanaawarii (= Kinnauri), Ranglooi (= Ranglo), Kanaashii (= Kanash),
Tibarskad (= Thebor), Rangkas, Darmiya (= Darma), Chaudangsii (=
Chaudans), and Byaangsii (= Byans). Chitkal (= Chitkulii) was first
mentioned in Bailey (1920). Kinnauri, Pa ani and Tinani are spoken in
the Himachal Pradesh state in India.

2.2.1 ×$ØÙ$Ú+ØÛÜÙÝ$Þ8ß>Ý=à"á6Þãâ�á$Ù=ä1å6à"Ø�Ý=æç

The Indian subcontinent has a long history of linguistic diversity and
multilingualism, spanning more than three millennia. Languages
spoken in this region belong to four language families: Indo-Aryan,
Dravidian, Tibeto-Burman and Munda.
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Societal multilingualism is an established tradition in India, where not
all languages, which are spoken in one community, are employed in
all spheres of activity. Instead, in the Indian context, language use is
often situationally differentiated, where one language is used, for
example, in school or at work, another at home, and possibly yet
another for religious purposes. Individuals in such communities may
either be fluent in all the languages involved or they are fluent in their
mothertongue, but have working knowledge of the other languages in
that particular social situation. In this regard, the linguistic situation in
India differs from the pattern which migrating social groups in the
Western world commonly display, where the second or third
generation immigrants give up their mother tongue, and accept the
language of the new country (for example, English in the US) as their
own language. In such cases language shift is the norm and language
maintenance is an exception. In the Indian setting, on the other hand,
language maintenance is the norm, not the exception. A native speaker
of Kannada, a Dravidian language spoken in Karnataka, maintains
his/her language, even when (s)he moves to another state (for
example, Gujarat, where Gujarati is the dominant language) and the
next generation continues to regard Kannada as their mother tongue
and uses Gujarati in certain specific spheres of activities. Such contact
situations have enormous impact on the linguistic structures of these
languages. The case study by Gumperz and Wilson (1971) of the
linguistic situation in a particular multilingual speech community in
India, the village of Kupwar, shows that as a result of close long-term
language contact, shift from one language to another does not
necessarily mean shift from one grammar to the grammar of another
language. Instead, the grammars of the three languages involved have
converged to the point that switching from one language to another
often entails nothing more than the exchange of lexical items of one
language for those of another in a grammatical framework which
remains the same across languages.

Despite this stable multilingualism, language death is not uncommon
in the Indian context, either. In India, as elsewhere in the world,
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languages have died and are dying at an alarming rate because of the
social upheavals brought about by industrialization and urbanization.
Indigenous languages with no written tradition and with no or very
little political and/or economic power at the local and national level
are especially likely to fall by the wayside enroute to modernity.
Speakers of these languages in many cases favor the neighboring
dominant language rather than their own language, seeing the latter as
more of a liability than as an asset. Some languages completely vanish
from the face of the earth and others are given up in particular
contexts. The socially dominant languages in India belong to two
language families: Indo-Aryan and Dravidian, both of which are
relatively well researched and described in the linguistic literature.
Communities which speak West Himalayish languages are classified
as tribal communities. Tribal languages have been ignored to the
extent that we do not even know how many of them exist.

In modern times, partly because of the rapid development in
technology and changing socio-economic patterns in India, the socio-
cultural patterns in the region where West Himalayish languages are
spoken, are also undergoing changes. As is typical of the whole of
India, speakers of minority languages (West Himalayish languages are
regarded as minority languages) are bilingual to a varying extent.
While minority-language speakers learn the language of the dominant
group, the reverse is usually not the case. Most young people of this
region who strive for higher education are bilingual. There is no
university in this region, forcing them to migrate (in some cases
temporarily and in others permanently) outside this area, where the
medium of instruction and the è>é+ê:ë�ì�íî ï�ð1í$êñ�í  are not their mother
tongue. Many of them also end up taking jobs outside their region.
Such social situations have important linguistic consequences for
these languages. An example of this will be presented in chapter 5. It
will be suggested there that one set of the modern aspect markers in
West Himalayish language represents a case of syntactic convergence
with the neighboring Indic languages.
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The geographical region where the West Himalayish languages are
spoken display contact with ‘outsiders’  (i.e., non-West Himalayish) at
various points in their history, manifesting layers of different socio-
cultural traditions. Regions where Kinnauri, Pa ani and Tinani are
spoken lie on the Indo-Tibetan border. Tibet is a sacred land where
Gods and Godesses live according to some Indian mythology. Pran
Chopra (“On an Indian Wonder” ) proposes seeing a pervasive Indic
influence in the region wherein all aspects of social life are impinged
upon. This can, for example, be seen very clearly in the festivals of
Kinnauri. The festivals of Kinnaur include Hindu festivals, Buddhists
festivals and indigenous festivals.

Here is some brief information on the geographic description of the
West Himalayish languages considered in this study.

òôó¿õ6õ�ö÷6ø�ó
Standard Kinnauri is spoken in the area extending from Saraahan to
Poo, i.e., Nichar, Kalpa, Sangla (excluding two villages (Chitkal and
Rakcham) where Chitkal is spoken), most subcounties in Morang, and
several villages in the Poo county. The total number of native speakers
of Kinnauri is 59,154 (Census report of India 1981).

ùÃú ûü$ý
Pa ani is spoken in the Pa an valley region, from Tandi to Thirot. It is
the þÃÿ��������	��
�������  of the region. The number of native speakers,
according to the Census report of India (1981), is 7,121. However, this
number also includes the speakers of another language, Daagi.

�����������
Tinani is spoken between Sissu Nullah and Tandi. This region is
called Gondhala. Rangloi is an adjoining language, spoken in
Khoksar. The number of native speakers of Tinani is 1,833 (Census
report of India 1981).
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2.2.2 ��������� ��! "�#�$&%('()+*��,��)("��-*�.0/1*�2�)435'768��%7�,9�'�2-:

While there are a number of individual Bodish languages and dialects
for which documentation is lacking, the West Himalayish subbranch
remains the most seriously underdocumented genetic unit within
Bodic. While reconstructing the proto-Tibeto-Burman verb agreement
system, DeLancey states,

The Kanauri languages [West Himalayish],
unfortunately, constitute another group for
which documentation is inadequate.
(1989:324)

This can be measured by the fact that these languages have so far been
considered non-tonal (thus tones are not marked on the data), whereas
my work has shown that at least one of them (Pa ani) is tonal (Saxena
1991a). Most of the works that are available on these languages,
provide only sketchy descriptions of morphology and, at the most, a
passing mention of syntax.

Two varieties of Kinnauri have been mentioned in the literature. They
are labelled as Lower Kinnauri and Upper Kinnauri. There has been
no comparative work done on these two varieties of Kinnauri, which
allows one to determine whether they are two separate languages, or
are two varieties of a single language. In this study we will
concentrate on the Lower Kinnauri, which is also referred to as the
standard variety of Kinnauri.

The available material on Kinnauri (Bailey 1909, Joshi and Rose
1909, Neethivanan 1971, Sharma 1988) are good initial attempts to
describe Kinnauri. However, they miss some very important
phonological and grammatical facts. They lack the kind of detailed
information needed to do comparative and historical work (Saxena
1992, 1995, 1997).
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Of the literature for the remaining languages of this group, we have
only the ;�<�=�>@?�<+A�BC<7DFE ?�G,H�I�JLK�MON�=�PQ<�R  (Grierson 1909), Francke (1909),
Zoller (1983), Sharma (1989) and Saxena (1992,1997). Zoller (1983)
is a reasonably complete and reliable description of Rangpa. Francke
(1909) presents sets of verb paradigms and nominal conjugations in
Tinani, Gahri, and Pa ani. This provides useful material on begining
work on case marking and verb morphology for these languages.
However, it has limitations. Francke does not describe the morphemic
alternations that are permissible, nor deals with the semantics of the
copulas and verb endings, crucial for studies such as the present one.
One faces similar problems while using Sharma (1988, 1989) as
reference material.

2.2.3 SUTQV�TXWZY�[\V�]�^X_@[�^�`,^�aQVb`ZVCc�d,e@fhgi^�`�V4jlk7m8T�n+T�e�k+`,]

The Kinnauri, Pa ani and Tinani data for this study was collected
during my two fieldtrips to India in 1989-90 and 1994.1 The
description of my Kinnauri, Pa ani and Tinani consultants follows.2

oUprq q�s�t u�p
For Kinnauri, my primary consultants were Santosh Negi, Suraj Negi
and Sneh Negi. At various stages, I also collected data from Arjun
Negi and Jwala Sukhi Negi. Jwala Sukhi Negi has since passed away.
Suraj Negi and Santosh Negi are sisters and Jwala Sukhi Negi was
their mother. They are not related to Arjun Negi and Sneh Negi. Arjun
Negi and Sneh Negi are similarly not related.

Jwala Sukhi Negi lived in the Kanai village, which comes under the
jurisdiction of Sangla county in Kinnaur district. She was about sixty
five years old at the time of data collection. She never left Kinnaur,
except for occasional visits to Simla, the closest city. She could
understand and speak some Hindi, an Indic language. Although
illiterate, she was a very good storyteller.
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Santosh Negi was born and brought up in the Kanai village. She was
about thirty three years old at the time of data collection. She had left
Kinnaur ten years ago to go to school in Simla. She now works in a
government office in Simla. Her family is still in Kinnaur, with whom
she maintains close contact. She visits Kinnaur very frequently. She is
well-versed in Hindi.

Suraj Negi was born and brought up in the Kanai village. She was
about thirty seven years old at the time of data collection. She lives in
the village with her daughter and her sister-in-law. She has never left
Kinnaur, except for occasional visits to Simla to visit her sister.
Unlike her sister, she is illiterate. She speaks Hindi fluently. I met her
in Simla when she was visiting her sister. She is an extremely warm
and friendly person. This characteristic of hers created some problems
while working with her. Her desire to be accomodating proved to
compromise data collection. She was afraid to say that a particular
form is not acceptable in certain constructions. It took me a while to
realize this. After that, I did not collect data from her, and had to
recheck the entire dataset with Santosh Negi, who was not afraid to
speak her mind.

Sneh Negi is also from the Sangla county. She was about twenty four
years old at the time of data collection. She was studying for her
masters degree at the Himachal Pradesh University at the time of data
collection. Her mother lives in the village. She visits Kinnaur
frequently. She is fluent in Hindi.

Arjun Negi is from the Rikhong Pyu village which comes under the
jurisdiction of the Kalpa county. He was about twenty five years old
when I worked with him. He was studying for his bachelors degree in
business management. His family still lives in Kinnaur. He visits them
very frequently. There are some morphophonemic differences between
his speech and the speech of the rest of my Kinnauri consultants. My
consultants attributed these differences to the geographic distance
between his village and theirs. He was a fluent Hindi speaker.
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My consultants, for Pa ani, were Chemme Angmo Shabnam and
Sonam Dolma. None were related to one another. I collected data with
Chemme in Simla, and from Sonam in Delhi. Most of the Pa ani data
used in this study was collected from Chemme. Data from Sonam was
collected, primarily, to fill in the gaps towards the end of the first
fieldtrip.

Chemme is from Sumnam village which comes under the jurisdiction
of Tandi county in Lahul district. She was about twenty three years
old at the time of data collection. She left her village as an adolescent
to live with her father in Kullu, the closest city. She presently visits
her village every summer. She was attending the Himachal Pradesh
university in Simla when I worked with her. Though Pa ani is her
native language, she was a fluent speaker of Hindi.

Sonam Dolma was about fifty five years old at the time of data
collection. She left her village in the Pa an valley upon getting
married. Her husband’s job frequently required moving to different
places. She has lived in many places outside of the Pa an valley. She
visits her village once or twice every year and constantly has people
visiting her from her village. She talks to her husband and relatives in
Pa ani and in Hindi to her children.

|�}�~���~�}
Tinani data was collected with the help of Rajesh Thakur from
Teeling village in the district of Lahaul and Spiti in the state of
Himachal Pradesh. He was well-versed in Pa ani and Hindi, the
former being the �(�+���@����� ���,�������  of the region.

�U�����O�������(�����������O�,����� ���r� ���
For my data collection I used a combination of direct elicitation and
narratives, as I feel that a combination of these two techniques yields a
better result than using either in isolation. I chose Hindi as the medium
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for data collection, because all of my consultants, except one, were
well-versed in Hindi (I am also fluent in Hindi, my native language).
Besides collecting a large corpus of direct-elicited data on various
topics, I also collected narrative texts. Pa ani and Tinani texts were
collected from Chemme Angmo and Rajesh Thakur, respectively. The
Kinnauri texts were collected primarily from Santosh Negi, Sneh Negi
and Jwala Sukhi Negi. The data with Jwala Sukhi Negi was collected
during my trip to her village in Kinnaur. Santosh accompanied me on
this trip. All the stories were told in storytelling sessions, where Jwala
Sukhi was the narrator and her family members were sitting around
her. Storytelling was a common feature in their household. The tape
recording was a novelty at the beginning of the first few sessions, but
was soon forgotten. The stories were directed at her grandchildren,
and the grandchildren in return responded to the narrator appropriately
at various intervals. The narratives were folktales and personal
narratives. Narratives collected from Sneh Negi, Santosh Negi and
Chemme Angmo were in more formal settings.

2.3 �������,�,�� 

Unlike West Himalayish, there is substantial data and analyses
available for Tibetan. There are fairly detailed dictionaries available of
Classical Tibetan as well as modern Tibetan (for example, Jäschke
(1881) for Classical Tibetan; Goldstein (1978) for modern Tibetan).
For Central Tibetan there are the works of Chang and Chang (1964,
1965, 1978, 1980, 1981, 1983, 1984), Goldstein (1973), DeLancey
(1985, 1986, 1990, 1992) and my own (Saxena 1989, 1990a, 1990b,
1991b, forthcoming). There are also Tibetan texts of various time
periods available, for example, sixth century Tibetan texts (Thomas
1957), Classical Tibetan texts (Hahn 1974, Jäschke 1954), and modern
standard Lhasa Tibetan texts (Chang and Chang 1978). Standard
Lhasa Tibetan represents the speech of the educated community of
Tibetan speakers of the Lhasa region in Tibet. The Tibetan writing
system displays a remarkable degree of conservatism, so while spoken
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Tibetan dialects display variation, they produce the same written form
of their cognates. An example of this is ¡,¢�£�¤ , the written word for
‘hair’ . All educated Tibetans recognize this along with its meaning,
but a Tibetan from Bhutan or Sikkim pronounces this as ¥�¦�§ , from
Tao-fu as ̈Q©�ª,« , from Purik as ¬,�®,¯  and from Central Tibetan as °�±

2.3.1 ²U³ ´+³XµZ¶�·\´+¸�¹Xº�·-¹�»,¹�¼Q´b»�´(½�¾�¿@ÀÂÁ�Ã�Ä�¹�´�³�¼

In order to examine the development of the modern finite verb
morphology in Tibetan, the following materials, listed in their
chronological order, are examined.

(i)  Sixth century Tibetan texts from Å Æ�ÇÉÈ�Æ�Ê�Ç�Ë
  (Thomas 1957) ( Ì�Í�Î�Ï Í�Ð�Î�Ñ  texts,

hereafter),
(ii) Classical Tibetan texts (Hahn 1974) and descriptions
      (Francke  1929, Jäschke 1954),
(iii) ÒÔÓ�Õ�Ö+×OØ,×�Ù�Õ�Ú�×�Û�ÓÜØ-Ý�×�Þàß7á�×�Ø , a fourteenth century
       Tibetan text (De Jong 1959), and
(iv)  Lhasa Tibetan (DeLancey 1985, 1986 1989, 1992).

â�ã�ä å�ã�æ�ä�çéè8ê�ë�ì�í
The î ï�ð�ñQï�ò�ð�ó  texts were procured from the famous walled-up library
at ô�õ�ö-÷ ø�ù@ú�û�ü�ú@ý(þ�ù�ÿ  near �������������
	  in Western ����������  in what used to
be Northeastern Tibet (now a part of China). These texts are the oldest
Tibetan texts available. They represent the Old Tibetan variety of
Tibetan. The term Old Tibetan is used “for the language spoken
during the earliest period for which written records exist - more or less
arbitrarily, for the language spoken, say, from the seventh to the tenth
century”  (Beyer 1992:19). For the present study, texts III and IV of
Thomas (1957) were analyzed. Text III is entitled ��������������� ���"!$#&%'���( !�!��*) ( � . It depicts transition from the Golden Age to an Age of
Decline, describing the decline of humanity after the retreat of the
gods to heaven, which resulted in the deterioration of religion, morals,
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and an increase in immoral activities, whereby immoral people
became rich and powerful. The Text IV is entitled +�,.-0/2143�-�5�687:9�-�;=< >�-?A@$B 7DC$E�>�F ? FHG @ 7'9�,.3�/�I F�9�3J7�< ?LK -�687M,�7:/�9 , describing the pre-Buddhist
religion and mythology of the Skyi kingdom. 

Thomas (1957) makes the following conjectures concerning the time
range of these texts, and the geographical area which they represent.
Text III makes reference to a Black-face king, the Turk tribes and
their division, and Text IV makes reference to a Turk alien. Historical
works show that Turks were in control of Western Kan=su by 560
A.D. Power was passed from the Turks to the Tibetans around 662
A.D. Thomas takes this to suggest that text III “relates itself probably
to the first half of the VIIth century A.D.” , and Text IV is dated
around 500 A.D. The texts, according to Thomas (1957), reflect the
geographical area in Western Kan=su or Chinese Turkistan. A closer
look at the N�O�P�Q.O�R�P�S texts suggests that dialectal variation existed
even in Old Tibetan (Thomas 1957, Beyer 1992).

TU�V�WAW2XZY
V�U\[]X_^=`AaHV�b
Classical Tibetan is the standard written variety of Tibetan. According
to the Tibetan tradition, the first grammar of Tibetan was written by
Thon-mi Sa bhota in the seventh century A.D. (Hoffman 1975).
Later varieties of Classical Tibetan are adaptations of Sa bhota’s
description of the language. As Beyer states “The basic phonological
distinctions underlying the classical language have remained -
throughout its history - those of Old Tibetan”  (1992:37). Because
Classical Tibetan does not relate to one particular time period, it
creates some problems for doing a diachronic study. For example, a
grammar of Classical Tibetan can have data from relatively older texts
as well as relatively newer ones, for example, fourteenth century and
nineteenth century, where they represent the standard written Tibetan.
This should, however, not lead one to suggest that a Classical Tibetan
from all age represents exactly the same speech. An example of
Classical Tibetan reflectng variations based on the prevalent speech is
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cedZf=g'hjikh�l�fnm=h (see below). The description of Classical Tibetan in this
mongraph is based on the analysis of Classical Tibetan texts provided
in Hahn (1974), except where otherwise mentioned.

o*pZq�r8s4tks�u�qwv=s=x pytwz�s�{}|�~.s�t
���$��� ���k���������

 was a Tibetan poet-saint, who lived from 1040-1123.
His songs are still very popular among the Tibetans. ���Z���:���A�����n�=�]�'�
�A�������'�����  ‘a biography of ���Z���:�0�w�� ���¡=� ’  was compiled by ¢¤£�¥w¦2§n¨�¥k©�ª« £�¬'¦kn®]¯'°±¥A²�®�¬ ¦�¯'´³�©�¥w¦¶µ�®·¥¸£
¹A¦'µ�®D¯¶°±¥Zº
³�®�²�¦$»
®�²  lama (De Jong 1959). It
describes significant events in ¼�½$¾=¿'ÀjÁkÀ�Â�¾nÃ�À ’s life. The text is divided
in nine chapters. Chapter III is taken here as the representative of the
Tibetan of this period. This chapter describes ÄeÅ$Æ�Ç ÈÊÉkÈ�Ë�Æ
Ì=È±Í s youth
and his indoctrination into the mysteries and craft of black magic. De
Jong believes that the text was written sometime between 1188 and
1548. The language used in this text is relatively colloquial and is said
to show signs of the Tibetan spoken in the Tö and Tsang regions.

ÎÐÏ.Ñ�ÒwÑÔÓ]Õ_Ö=×AØHÑ�Ù
Lhasa Tibetan is one of the varieties of Central Tibetan. It represents
the speech of the educated classes in the Lhasa region. It is the same
variety of Lhasa Tibetan which is described in various works of
Chang and Chang (1964, 1965, 1978, 1980, 1981, 1983) and
DeLancey (1985, 1989, 1990, 1992).
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Chapter 3

3.1 ânã�äAå
æ�ç.è.ékä2ê2æ�ã

Verbs take different sets of affixes depending on the position of their
respective occurrences. When verbs occur in nonfinal positions, they
require nonfinal marker; likewise, when they occur in the final
position, they require one or more finite verb suffixes. Tense, aspect,
agreement and evidential markers occur in the final position in Tibeto-
Kinnauri languages and function as the finite verb morphology.

The aim of this chapter is to provide a description of the finite verb
morphology in selected Tibeto-Kinnauri languages, concentrating on
their aspect morphology. For the sake of brevity, attention will be
focussed here on the finite verb structure in affirmative constructions.
The analysis of each language will begin with a description of the
basic finite verb morphology, which will be followed by an account of
the aspect and its related morphology in that language. The descriptive
account of the finite verb morphology in Tibeto-Kinnauri languages,
presented in this chapter, will form the basis for examining the
development of the modern aspect markers in this group of languages
in chapter 5.

When describing the verbal system in Tibeto-Kinnauri languages, the
terms ‘perfective’  and ‘ imperfective’  are frequently used. They are
defined here as follows:
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A PFV [perfective] verb will typically denote a single event, seen
as an unanalyzed whole, with a well-defined result or end-state,
located in the past. More often than not, the event will be punctual,
or at least, it will be seen as a single transition from one state to its
opposite, the duration of which can be disregarded. (Dahl
1985:78)

ónôÜõ=ö�÷køAönùkú$û8ü�ö
... an imperfective situation may be one viewed as in progress at a
particular reference point, either in the past or present, or one
viewed as characteristic of a period of time that includes the
reference time, that is, an habitual situation. (Bybee ý�þ ÿ �
1994:125)

3.2 �������	��
���

Tibeto-Burman languages are clause chaining languages, in which the
verb of the final clause carries the tense, aspect and agreement
morphology. A finite verb in Kinnauri involves a verb stem, tense
marker and a subject agreement marker (Saxena 1995). In some cases
the object agreement marker, honorific marker and aspect marker are
also affixed (see below for details). The copulas and other verbs in
Kinnauri share subject agreement markings and some tense suffixes.
Section 3.2.1 provides a description of the basic finite verb
morphology in Kinnauri. The sections on the copulas and other verbal
constructions follow next, concentrating on the features that are
specific to them.
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3.2.1 ����������������������� �"!"#�$&%�!�')(�%+*�%�,"-

Table 1 describes the subject agreement markers in Kinnauri.

Table 1. Kinnauri subject agreement markers

 Person SG  Dual PL

     1       .0/   1 (EXCL)   - /20354  (INCL)/PL

     2 (-HON)       607        8:9         ;:<+=�>@?
     2 (HON)       A0B      C        D
     3 (-HON)    0 / EGF ,H0I         0          0

     3 (HON)      J    K        L

The subject agreement markers are the same in copula and noncopula
constructions. There is, however, some variation among Kinnauri
speakers in regard to the first person dual (INCL) and the plural
agreement marker and in regard to the third person nonhonorific
singular subject agreement marker.  In the speech of my language
consultants from the Kanai village in the Sangla county, two suffixes,
M  and N:O5P , function as the first person dual (INCL) and plural
agreement markers. On the other hand, Kinnauri speakers from other
regions have only Q as the agreement marker in such constructions.
Concerning the third person singular subjects, all language
consultants, except one, have 0 as the subject agreement marker. In
this consultant’s speech1, there is an alternation between 0 and RGS /T:U  for
third person nonhonorific singular subjects in noncopula
constructions, as for example, VXWZY	[ , \^]`_	a�b0c  ‘ (s/he) saw’, d , e�f:g
‘ (he/she) ate’ . Such an alternation is restricted to a few verbs in the
past tense, even in this consultant’s speech. More work needs to be
done in order to examine the alternation in detail.
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A finite verb in Kinnauri can have one of the following two structures:
V-(OBJ)-TNS-AGR or V-(OBJ)-ASP  (AUX-TNS-AGR). Copula
constructions have the structure V-TNS-AGR, where h�i , j+k  and l+m
function as the copulas (see the section on copula construction for their
distribution). Copulas may also occur in noncopula constructions,
where they function as auxiliaries. Such noncopula constructions have
the structure V-(OBJ)-ASP  (AUX-TNS-AGR). In my dataset, the
imperfective aspect marker nporq  is never followed by an auxiliary; with
other aspect markers the occurrence of the auxiliary is optional. The
tense markers in copula constructions as well as in noncopula
constructions involving copulas, are the same, i.e., sGt�u /vGw`x /yGz|{ /}G~�� /�p� /�:�
(future tense) and �:� � /�����  and ���"�  (past tense). The present tense does
not have any overt marking. All the examples in my data involving
noncopula verbs in the finite verb structure V-(OBJ)-TNS-AGR are in
the past or in the future tense. The future tense markers are the same,
as indicated above. A separate set of past tense markers (� /�:� /�:� /0)
occurs in this finite verb structure (see the section on noncopula
construction for the distribution of this set of past tense markers).

The distribution of future tense markers (�G�|� /�@�`� /�G��� /�@��� /�p� / :¡ ) is as
follows; ¢G£�¤  precedes the first person singular and second person
nonhonorific agreement markers (exx. 1-2), ¥G¦`§  precedes the first
person dual (EXCL) and second and third person honorific agreement
markers (exx. 3-4), ¨G©|ª  comes before the first person dual (INCL) and
plural agreement markers (ex. 5) and «G¬|  occurs with the third person
nonhonorific subject (ex. 6). The distribution of ®p¯  and °0±  is
phonologically conditioned. The suffix ²p³  occurs with verbs ending
with / / (ex. 7) and ́:µ  occurs with verbs ending with / / (ex. 8).2

(1) ¶�·¹¸»º ¼Z½¿¾ÀÂÁpÃ)ÄÆÅ¿ÇÉÈËÊÆÇ�Ì
      I    priest   be-FUT-1SG

      ‘ I will be a priest.’

(2)  ÍGÎGÏ|Ð ÑÆÒÆÓ      ÔÖÕØ×XÙÛÚ"Ü Ý|ÞÆßáàâÉãËäÉå¿æÆäÉç 3

      you(-HON)-ERG  tomorrow  a   movie   see-FUT-2(-HON)

      ‘You will watch a movie tomorrow.’
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(3) èÆéëê ì�í î»í ïñð|òÆóÂôpõ÷öÆø¿ùÉú ûpüÂý þ
     we(Dual) priest     be-FUT-1Dual(EXCL)
     ‘We will be priests.’

(4) ÿ�� ÿ �Æÿ � �����	��
��� �
     mother  tomorrow  come-FUT-3HON

     ‘Mother will come tomorrow.’

(5) ����� ����������� ���"!#� $&%�'�(*) s +�, -/. 0
     we    all      priest     be-FUT/1PL

     ‘We will be priests.’

(6) 1�2 354�687:9<;>=�?�@	A>B
     s/he  work    do-FUT/3(-HON)

     ‘S/he will do the work.’

(7) C�D CFE�G>H�I JLKNM O�P�QR/S
     you(HON)  book     read-FUT-2SG(HON)

     ‘You will read the book.’

(8) T:U�V TXWZY�[\U^]�_�`Na bdc	e
     name  money  steal-FUT

     ‘Ram will steal (some) money.’

The suffixes f:g�h /ijlk  and mn�o  function as past tense markers. p:q�r
occurs with the copula s�t  and uvxw  occurs with the copula yxz . When
followed by an agreement marker, {:|�}  and ~�l�  are sometimes realized
as � ���

(9) �N���d� ����>�������F���/��� �>���	���5�	�
      I-ERG a   lion   kill-IMPF be-PST-1SG

      ‘ I had killed a lion.’

(10) ��� �#� �&�d����� �¢¡�£�¤d¥§¦
        s/he  priest   be- PST

       ‘S/he was a priest.’

(11) ̈N©«ª#¬ &®�¯�°*± ²´³ µ�¶/·�¸�¶/· ¹º³>µ�¶¼» ½¿¾5À	Á
        I    priest    be-PST-1SG     be-PST-1SG

        ‘ I was a priest.’
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The suffix ÂÄÃÆÅ  functions as the distant past tense marker. It is
sometimes realized as ÇXÈXÉ . The distribution of Ê:ËXÌ  and Í/ÎÆÏ  is not
phonologically conditioned.

(12) Ð�ÑÓÒ ÔÖÕ ×dØ	Ù�Ú§ÛÝÜßÞZàâá�ã¿ä5åâæ
       two boy-PL  go-D.PST

       ‘The two boys went.’

(13) ç�è�édê ë ì�é	íÄîâï
                   s/he-ERG  say-D.PST

       ‘S/he said (it).’

ðòñ�óõôNö/÷ùøúñâûxü�ý	þ�ôNø�ý/ÿñâû
���

, ���  and ���  function as equational as well as existential copulas. 	�

and ��  occur in non-future tenses. Clauses involving the copula ���
may have all three persons as their subjects, but ��  may only take
third person arguments as their subjects. The copula ��� , on the other
hand, occurs in all tenses.4 In the future tense it can occur with all
persons, where the tense and subject agreement markers are suffixed
to the copula ���  (ex. 14) but it can take only third person subjects in
past and present tenses. No inflectional endings are affixed to ��  in
non-future tenses (ex. 15); here discourse context specifies the tense
of the clause. All three copulas can occur with third person subjects in
the nonfuture (ex. 15). In such constructions their distribution is
semantically conditioned (see below for details).

(14) ���������  "!$#&%(' )�*+%(,+-�%/.
        I    tomorrow  house-LOC be-FUT-1SG

        ‘ I will be at home tomorrow.’

(15) 02143 g 57698;:�<+=(> ?A@CB DFEHGJILKNM O PFQSR4T - UWV�X�YFZ\[^]`_ba�Y/c;[ ]ed�f
       s/he-PL school-LOC read-NOM  boy-PL  be-PST    be-PST   be/nonFUT/3
       ‘They were students.’

Besides the copula function, gh  in Kinnauri also functions as a verb,
meaning ‘stay’ .
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(16) i�jlk9m(n o`prq�sutFvxw�y$z|{u}�~(�2�r� ���b���
        I    two night  name-near  stay/PERF

        ‘ I stayed with Anju for two nights.’

The following examples illustrate that �u�  occurs with all three persons,
but ��  and ���  occur only with third person subjects in equational
constructions.

(17) ���������A��S�;���b���/� ���L�����/�
            I   teacher be-1SG     be-1SG

        ‘ I am a teacher.’

(18)  ¢¡ £�¤�¥A¦§J¨;©«ªb¬�/® ¯�°L±�²�/®
                   you(-HON) teacher   be-2SG(-HON)    be-2SG(-HON)

                   ‘You(-HON) are a teacher.’

(19) ³r´�µ µ�´�¶A·¸S¹;º�»b¼ ½e¾�¿ ½eÀ�Á
       name teacher  be/PRST/3SG  be/PRST/3SG   be/PRST/3SG

           ‘Ram is a teacher.’

The distribution of ÂFÃ , ÄÅ  and ÆÇ  with third person honorific and
nonhonorific subjects is semantically conditioned. The semantic
interpretations of ÈFÉ  and ÊË  with honorific subjects are different from
their interpretations with nonhonorific subjects.

We will first consider the semantic interpretations associated with the
copulas in clauses involving nonhonorific subjects. Ì�Í  in such
constructions indicates that the subject is somehow related to the
speaker. This may either be because they are members of the same
family or because they are in physical proximity. ÎÐÏ  is used in
contexts where the subject does not belong to the speaker and the
speaker has no information or knowledge about the subject. ÑÓÒ  is used
in conversations where the hearer has some doubts either about the
very existence of the subject, or in identifying the subject as either A
or B, while the speaker definitely knows the answer (either because he
himself saw it or because he has some way of knowing the truth).
Consider the following sentence.
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(20) Ô¢Õ;Ö+×�ØlÙ�×�Ú Ö+Û Ü`Ù�Ý ÜßÞ�à
                   book  good  be/PRST/3SG     be/PRST/3SG  be/PRST/3SG

                   ‘The book is good.’

á�â
 is used in (20) above, when the book either belongs to the speaker

or is in his possession when speaking; ãä  is used when the book
neither belongs to the speaker nor is in his possession; åæ  is used if the
hearer has some doubts concerning the book being good, while the
speaker is quite confident that the book is good.

The distribution and the semantic interpretations of the copulas ( ç�è , é�ê
and ëì ) remain the same with animate subjects. In (21) below, í�î  is
used when Sonam is either a family member of the speaker, or is
presently with the speaker. ïÐð  is used in (21) when Sonam is not a
family member of the speaker, nor is she in physical proximity to the
speaker. ñóò  is used if the hearer has some doubts about Sonam being a
good person, and the speaker knows that she is a good person.

(21) ô¢õ�ö�÷�øÐù�÷�ø ú+õ ûßù�ü ûeö�ý
                   name  good  be/PRST/3SG   be/PRST/3SG   be/PRST/3SG

                   ‘Sonam is good.’

The following examples show that the distribution and the semantic
interpretations associated with the copulas remain the same in the past
tense.

(22) þ�ÿ���� �����
	�������
��������� �����
�
� �!�����
                   I    priest   be-PST-1SG     be-PST-1SG

                   ‘ I was a priest.’

(23) "$# %�& '�(�)
*�+�,.-0/
1�2�3�1�4 5�6�7
8
1 9!3�1�4
          you(-HON)  priest    be-PST-2(-HON)     be-PST-2(-HON)

                   ‘You(-HON) were a priest.’

(24) :
; <$=�;
>0?A@ BDCFE G�HJILK�M!NPOJQ RTSVUXW0Y
ZA[�\^]`_
a
Z�bc\^]`d
e
        s/he school-LOC  read-NOM boy   be-PST   be-PST   be/nonFUT/3
        ‘S/he was a student.’
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The copula fhg  is used in (24) above, if the subject is either a family
member of the speaker or is in physical proximity to the speaker. ikj  is
used if the hearer has some doubts regarding the subject being a
student, while the speaker knows that the subject was a student.
Otherwise, lnm  is used.

Next, the semantic interpretations of the copulas with honorific
subjects is considered. The choice of the copulas o p  and qsr  in such
constructions is determined by the semantic feature animacy of the
subject. tvu  occurs with animate subjects and wnx  occurs with inanimate
subjects. The semantic interpretation of ysz  with honorific subjects
remains the same as with nonhonorific subjects.

(25) {$|
}
~$� ��� ���
��� �0�
�T� � �����
�
�L� � ���
�
                   name   beautiful  be-3(HON)       be-3(HON)    be/nonFUT/3
                   ‘Sudesh is beautiful.’

(26) ���V���v�$�A�
�  c¡�¢$�L£ ¤
¥
¦§¤
¨ª© «c¬�©T ®® ¯�°�±0²
³�´�µ�³L¶ ·
             s/he-PL-GEN clothe-PL good  be-PST-3(HON)      be-PST-3(HON)

       ‘Their clothes were good.’
 

The copulas ¸h¹ , ºs»  and ¼s½  also function as existentials. Their
distribution is the same, as mentioned above for equational copulas. In
this case too, all three copulas are permissible with third person
subjects. The semantic interpretations of the copulas with honorific
and nonhonorific subjects are the same; as described above for
equationals. For example, ¾�¿  in (28) indicates that the dog either
belongs to the speaker or is with the speaker at that moment. ÀÂÁ
indicates that the dog does not belong to the speaker and that he has
no knowledge how it (=dog) got in the house. ÃÅÄ  is used if the hearer
has some doubts concerning the dog being in the house, while the
speaker knows that there is a dog in his house.

 (27) ÆvÇÉÈËÊÍÌÏÎ�Ð Ñ0Ð
ÎAÒ^ÓÕÔ×Ö
Ø
ÎAÒ
        I   house-LOC be-1SG    be-1SG

                    ‘ I am in the house.’
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(28)  ÙVÚ ÛLÜ�ÝÏÞ�ß àâá�ã
àåä0ß æèç
ã æ`é
à
         my house-LOC  a  dog  be/PRST/3SG  be/PRST/3SG   be/PRST/3SG

          ‘There is a dog in my house.’

As in equational constructions, the choice of the copula with honorific
subjects is determined by the animacy feature. êvë  occurs with animate
subjects and ìîí  occurs with inanimate subjects.

(29) ï�ðVñ
ò�óvô õ÷öùøcúAû ü0û
úLý þ ÿ�� ��������
                   he(HON)--PL  below-LOC  be-3(HON)    be-3(HON)
                   ‘They (HON) are downstairs.’

(30) 	�
�	 ���� ������������� � ��� ��!�"$#&%�"�' (
           mother   below  be-PST-3(HON)    be-PST-3(HON)

       ‘Mother was downstairs.’

Tables 2-4 present the Kinnauri copula paradigms in the past, present
and future tenses. These tables also summarize the distribution of the
copulas.

 Table 2. Kinnauri copula paradigm (Past tense)

Person SG Dual PL

   1      )$*,+.-0/1+2-  3$4,5.6�705  (EXCL) 8:9<;2=0>1;.?@>  (EXCL)/ PL

   2(-HON)     A$B,C.D0E1CGF     H:I<J.K1L0J2M    N:O,P.Q0R0P2SUTVO�W
   2(HON)     X$Y,Z.[0\1ZG]     ^:_<`.a1b0`    c:d,e.f0g0e
   3(-HON)   h:i,j2k1l  / mon  /

  pUq1rVsUt
    u:v<w.x1y  / zo{  /
    |U}1~��o�

   �:�,�.�0�  / �o�  /
   �U�1���o�

   3(HON)   �:�,�2�1��� /
 �U�1���o�1�  / �U�

   �:�,�2�1�0� /
   �U 1¡V¢U£1¡  / ¤U¥

   ¦:§,¨.©0ª0¨ /
   «U¬1�®o¯1  / °U±
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Table 3. Kinnauri copula paradigm (Present tense)

Person SG Dual PL

  1       ²:³,´2µ    ¶:·<¸   (EXCL)    ¹$º,».¼¾½  (INCL)/PL

  2(-HON)       ¿:À,Á2Â    Ã:Ä<Å2Æ    Ç$È,É2ÊoË�ÈÍÌ
  2(HON)       Î:Ï,Ð2Ñ    Ò:Ó<Ô    Õ$Ö,×
  3(-HON)   ØUÙ  / Ú$Û  / ÜoÝ   ÞUß  / à$á  / âoã    äoå  / æ:ç  / èêé
  3(HON) ëíìïî / ðòñôó / õíö ÷ùøïú / ûýüôþ / ÿ�� ����� / �	��
 / ��

Table 4. Kinnauri copula paradigm (Future tense)

Person SG Dual PL

  1      �������������   ���������!  (EXCL) "�#�$�%�&  (INCL)/PL

  2(-HON)      '�(�)�*�+�),'     -�.0/�1023/4-     5�6�7�8�9�7,5�:<;�=
  2(HON)      >�?�@�ACB!D�E     F�G0H�IKJ!L     M�N�O�PCQ!R
  3(-HON)      S�T�U�V�W       ----     X�Y�Z�[�\
  3(HON)      ]�^�_�`Ca!b       ---- c�d�e�fCg!h i�j!k�l

Copulas also occur in possessive constructions. The semantic
distribution of the copulas in such constructions is the same, as
described above. mon  in (33), for instance, indicates that the land
belongs to the speaker but the subject has the temporary possession of
it. prq  in this sentence occurs only in response to a query, ‘Does he
have seven acres of land?’ . Otherwise, sut  is used.

(31) vxwzy!{}| ~�������� ��� ���}� ���}�
                   my-with a  house be/PRST/3SG  be/PRST/3SG   be/PRST/3SG

         ‘ I have a house.’
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(32) ���}�������}� ��������� ��� �� }¡ ��¢}£
       you(-HON)-GEN-with a  house be/PRST/3SG  be/PRST/3SG  be/PRST/3SG

       ‘You(-HON) have a house.’

(33) ¤¦¥x§0¨3©�ª!«}ª�¬} ®�¯±°�²�³ ´¶µ ·�¸}¹ ·»º}¼
                   s/he-PL-GEN-with a   house  be/PRST/3SG  be/PRST/3SG  be/PRST/3SG

        ‘They have a house.’

½r¾�¿ÁÀ¦¾xÂÄÃoÅ�ÆÇÀ�¾�¿ÉÈËÊ<ÌÍÃ3À�Ê�Î<¾�¿
If the object is a first or a second person pronoun, then Kinnauri marks
object agreement on the verb. The object agreement marker is Ï

(except for the verb ‘give’ , see below for details). It is suffixed to
the main verb and occurs in all tenses and aspects. Clauses involving
object agreement can have all three persons as their subjects. (34) is
an example of a sentence involving the object agreement marker. (35)
shows that the object agreement marker does not occur with third
person objects.

(34) Ð�Ñ}ÒÔÓCÕ�Ö ×xØ3Ù!Ú Û�ÜxÝoÞàß á0â�ã�â�ä å
        name-ERG  me-DAT  see-OBJ-PST-3(HON)

        ‘Ram saw me.’

(35) æ�ç}èÔéCê�ë ì�ë�í�î tï�ð�ñ}òôó�õ÷ö�ø,ùúò¶ñxûzü!ýxü�þ ÿ
        name-ERG girl-DAT           see-PST-3(HON)

        ‘Ram saw a girl.’

Examples of object agreement in clauses involving the imperfective
and progressive aspects follow.

(36) ��� �����	� 
������� �������
       you(HON) me-DAT like-OBJ-IMPF

       ‘You like me.’

(37) ���������	 �! "$#�%'&�( )+*-, .�/�*	0
        I   you(HON)-DAT see-OBJ-PROG  be-1SG

        ‘ I am watching you.’

Though 1  is the most frequent object agreement marker, the verb
‘give’  shows a change in verb form depending on the person that is
being affected. The verb form 24345  ‘give’  occurs with first and second
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persons and the verb form 687�9  ‘give’  occurs with third person
recipients. In such cases the object agreement marker : , does not
occur.

(38) ;�<>=@?+A�B�CEDGF HJI�K�L�M�N-O PQ�R�S�TVUWS�X�Y[Z�\�] ^
       name-ERG  name-DAT  book  give-PST-3(HON)

       ‘Arjun gave a book to Mohan.’

(39) _�`J_�a+b _�c - d e f+g�h	ikj l�m�nWh[o�prqs
       mother-ERG  me-DAT  eat-NOM give/OBJ-PST-3(HON)

       ‘Mother gave me food to eat.’

(40) tWu�vJw�x�y z�{�|-}�~ ��������$���V�������	�G���[� � �����W�����	�G������
      name-ERG you(H)-DAT a   book  give/OBJ-FUT-3(HON) give-FUT-3(HON)

       ‘Ram will give a book to you.’

 ¢¡r£¥¤W¦W§'¦	¨£ª©r£¬«�V®W¨«4¯r°¨�¯r«¬£
The two finite verb structures in noncopula constructions are V-(OBJ)-

TNS-AGR and V-(OBJ)-ASP  (AUX-TNS-AGR). Copulas ( ±+² , ³µ´  and ¶µ· )
function as the auxiliaries in such constructions.

(41) ¸W¹�ºJ»�¼�½ ¾J¿�À�Á�Â�Ã-Ä Å�Á�Æ�Ç	È�Ç�É Ê
       name-ERG  name-DAT  see-PST-3(HON)

       ‘Ram saw Mohan.’

(42) ËWÌ�ÍJÎ�Ï�Ð Ñ Ò+Ó[Ô�Õ�Ö	× Ø$Ù�Ú'Û$Ü�Ý Þ�ß�à+á�âäãæå$ç�à	è�â
       name-ERG  boy-DAT see/PERF  be-PST    be-PST

       ‘Ram saw a boy.’

In the imperfective and progressive aspects, the semantic distinction
of the copulas is carried over in the noncopula constructions. In the
perfective, however, the semantic distinction of é�ê  and ëµì  is indicated
by the choice of the finite verb structure. The semantic interpretation
of the structure V-PERF í+î4ï�ð�ñ -AGR parallels òµó  (i.e., it indicates that
the subject does not belong to the speaker and that he has no
information about it) and V-PST-AGR parallels ô�õ  (i.e., it indicates that
the subject is somehow related to the speaker). At this stage the
function of the copulas in the perfective is not entirely clear.
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öø÷ùWúøûýüÿþW÷�������÷����
	
Clauses involving the structure V-(OBJ)-TNS-AGR, in my data are in
the past or in the future tense. Their subject agreement, object
agreement and future tense markers have already been described.
Hence, I do not repeat their description here (see tables 1 and 4
above).

The past tense markers are ��� /�� /� /0 and ����� . The suffix ����� , as
mentioned earlier, functions as the distant past tense marker (ex. 43).
The distribution of the remaining past tense markers has ���  occurring
when the verb stem ends with / / or / / (ex. 44) and ���   following
verbs ending with a consonant other than / / or / / (ex. 45).

(43) ���� "!$#&% ')( * ha+-,/.10&2436587694:
       then  two  boy-PL  go-D.PST

       ‘Then, the two boys went (to the brahmin).’

(44) ;�<�=?>A@ BDCFE GIH-JFK LNMIOQP$R SUT�V6TXWZY
       name-ERG me-DAT see-OBJ-PST-3(HON)

       ‘Ram saw me.’

(45) []\I^U_ ` aUb�cedAfhgiFj6k6l�m?n k6oep qsrFt u�vNw�x�yFw�yFz
        I-ERG  lock    break-NOM try    make-PST-1SG

        ‘ I tried breaking the lock.’

(46) {}|�~��������/���F� �&�4�6��� �
       name   house-LOC go-3(HON)

       ‘Sonam went home.’

(47) �]�I�U� ��� �-���}�/� � �U�D�/�6 �¡
        I-ERG yesterday  clothe-PL wash-PST-1SG

        ‘ I washed clothes yesterday.’

The past tense marker ¢  alternates with the other past tense markers,
such as £�¤  and 0 (for example, ¥§¦ ¨�©  and ª§« ¬  ‘ (s/he) said’  or   and ®8¯
¯  ‘ (s/he) died’). It is plausible that °  is an allomorph of ±�²�³ . My
consultants regularly gave verb forms with ´�µ�¶  and ·  as alternate
forms.
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¹}º�»
¼�½4¾�¹�¿�À]Á ¿
Â
Ã
¹�Ä�Å�À]¹�¿�Æ
Ç
Examples of the finite verb structure V-(OBJ)-ASP  (AUX-TNS-AGR)

follow.

(48) È�É�Ê Ë�É�ÊÍÌ�ÎÐÏNÑ�Ò�ÓFÔ Õ�Ö
             name  work    do-PROG be/PRST/3SG

       ‘Ram is working.’

(49) ×}Ø�Ù�Ú�Û?ÜÞÝDß à�á   th â�ãåä}â�ä}â æ�ç�è8é-ê
       name-ERG  one   lion   kill/PERF be-PST

       ‘Sonam killed a lion.’

The morphosyntax of the object agreement marker and the auxiliary
complex have already been described. The distribution of the various
aspect markers is presented next.

ë�ìîí]ìDíðï�ñ�ò�óeô]õ÷öùø4ú�ò�û4øýü8øÿþ��

A three-way aspectual distinction is made in Kinnauri; perfective,
imperfective and progressive. Aspect markers are suffixed to the main
verb.

���������
	����������������	
�
The suffix �����  and the reduplicated form of the verb (e.g.  ��� ���
‘see/PERF’  from  �!  ‘see’) function as the perfective aspect markers in
Kinnauri. Their distribution is phonologically conditioned. The  suffix
"�#%$  occurs when the verb ends with / / or / /. The reduplicated form
of the verb occurs in all other cases.

(50) &('*)*+*,.-0/21 354 687:9(;=<?>*@BADC�E F�GIHKJ L*M   
       name-ERG  yesterday a  book   read-PERF  be/PRST/3SG

       ‘Sonam has read a book yesterday.’

(51) N(O*P*Q*R.S0T2U VXW*Y Z [�\?]�^`_ a*b*cedXfhg?i�jlk(m2n8oqp r*s
        name-ERG name die-NOM talk     hear/PERF be/PRST/3SG

        ‘Sonam has heard the news of Ram's death.’
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The perfective formation of the second type (i.e., the reduplicated
form) is formed by reduplicating the final syllable of the verb stem.
Most Kinnauri verbs are monosyllabic and the perfective is the
reduplicated form of the full verb stem. However, when the verb stem
is disyllabic, the perfective is formed by reduplicating the final
syllable of the verb stem (compare 51 and 52).

(52) t�uwv*x?y2y?x z%{}|*~��.�������*���(�=���(���2�*���
        I    Delhi  go-NOM  hear/PERF  be-1SG

        ‘ I have heard about (his) going to Delhi.’

The perfective in Kinnauri also occurs in certain nonfinal positions. In
such constructions the phonological distribution of its allomorphs
remains the same. First, it functions as the nonfinal verb form in the
clause chain construction (ex. 53) and in the compound verb
construction (ex. 54). “A compound verb comprises the finite form of
one of these [auxiliaries] following a non-finite or stem form of a main
or primary verb”  (Hook 1991:60). Auxiliaries, which add specific
information to the main verb in the compound verb construction also
function as lexical verbs in the language.

(53) �
� �����?�*�B�D��� ���I�K� � �¢¡*£¥¤ ¦K§
¨ª©K« ¬�« �®�«
       s/he(-HON) book   read-NF food  eat/NF  sleep-PST

       ‘S/he read a book, ate food and (then) slept.’

(54) ¯±°D²*³:²*´*µ�¶�·¹¸ º*´*»½¼�¾�¿ÁÀ�Â gÃÁÄ�ÅlÆ Ç%È�É Ê  ËÁÌ?Í g- Î
       his     near-ABL pot       break/NF GO/PST5    break-PST

             ‘He broke the pot (accidentally).’

Second, it also functions as the past participle verb form, occurring in
the attributive position.

(55) ÏXÐ*Ñ Ò
Ó=Ô
Õ
       name come/PERF

       ‘Ram came.’

(56) Ö*×2Ø2Ø?×2Ù�Ú¹Û Ü
Ý=Þ
ß à.á
       Delhi-ABL come/NF man
       ‘The man who came from Delhi.’
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Third, it occurs before a subordinator in adverbial clauses.

(57) â�ã�ä�å æ`ç2äªèêéXë ì�í2î2ï�ð�ñhòIó�ô*õIö=÷ ÷*ø ùúø û?ü�ý}þ�ÿ=þ��
       I-ERG  man-DAT song    make/NF SUBO see-PST-1SG

       ‘ I saw the man after he sang a song.’

�������
	���
�������
����������
�
The two imperfective aspect markers in Kinnauri are �����  and ����� . The
imperfective marker  "!�#  occurs after the object agreement markers as
well as after verbs ending with / / or / / and $�%�&  occurs in all other
cases.

(58) ')(+*�,.-0/21 3 4�5�6879;:8<�=0> ?A@8B.C�DFE G0H0C�I
        I    everyday  boy-PL-DAT  see-IMPF  be-1SG

        ‘ I see boys everyday.’

(59) J2K0L MON2PRQ�SUTUVXW�Y Z[Y�\ ]_^a`Ub
        name this    house-LOC  stay-IMPF

        ‘Ram lives in this house.’

Besides functioning as imperfective aspect markers, c�d�e  and f"g�h  also
have certain additional functions. They function as the present
participle markers (exx. 60-61) and as the agentive nominalizer (exx.
62-63).

(60) i)j8k�lnm.oAp[q;r8sutAv0w0x�yFz {}|Ax�~��2� �A�8�.�������
       I-ERG song   make-NF man-DAT  see-PST-1SG

       ‘ I saw a man while he was singing.’
       ‘ I saw a man while I was singing.’

(61) �)�8��� ���[�A� ��� ������� �[�8��;�����
        I-ERG name  angry-NF  see-PST-1SG

        ‘ I saw Sita getting angry.’

(62)  ¡0¢8£�¤F¥ ¦ §�¨�©8ª«;¬
       sleep-PART child-PL

       ‘Children who are sleeping.’

(63) �®)¯°�±³²´�µ ¶�·¹¸»ºA¼�½ ¾�¿ÁÀ�ÂÄÃ Å�Æ;Ç8ÈÉ;Ê
       floor-GEN on    sit-NF child-PL

       ‘Children who are sitting on the floor’
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Loan words in Kinnauri do not necessarily follow the phonological
rules governing the distribution of the various aspect markers. ËÍÌ
‘cloth/spread’  is an Indic loan word. Following the morphophonemic
rules, Î�Ï should take Ð"Ñ�Ò  and Ó"Ô�Õ  as the imperfective and the perfective
aspect markers respectively. Yet, Ö�×  takes Ø�Ù�Ú  and the reduplicated
form of the aspect markers. Loan words tend to take the more
frequently used allomorphs, when, as is the case in Kinnauri, they do
not follow phonological rules. The suffix Û�Ü�Ý  and the reduplicated
forms are the more frequently occurring aspect markers.6

(64) Þ2ß0à�áãâAä åÍæ�ç è_é�ê ëÍì�í î_ï�ðòñ
        name-ERG  bedding-ACC spread-IMPF   
        ‘Ram spreads the bedspread.’

(65) ó2ô0õ�öã÷Aø ùÍú�û ü ýÍþ�ÿ � ����� �
       name-ERG  bedding  spread/PERF

       ‘Ram has spread the bedspread.’

�	��
�������������������������
The progressive aspect marker is � � .

(66) !#"�$&%('#)�*,+.-0/213+4/�5,6 7 8:9<;>= ?<=.;A@ B     
       girl           clothing-PL wash-PROG be-3(HON)

       ‘The girl is washing clothes.’

(67) C�D�E�F G.HJI,KMLJNJOQP�R S.T.PVU3N
       me-DAT pain   bring(OBJ)-PROG  be-PST

       ‘ I was having pain.’

The progressive aspect marker, like other aspect markers, may also
occur in nonfinal positions. In such cases, it has the following
functions. First, it functions as a noun modifier indicating an on-going
action. For example,

(68) W X:Y<Z>[ \�Y   
       die-NF  man
       ‘The dying man’
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Second, it also functions as a nonfinal verb in the clause chain
construction, where it marks temporal overlap.

(69) ]�^._ `badcfeJgih.j.k>l.kVm3n o#p�q�k�n gsrst3uAv
     name  cry-NF-EMPH  all-EMPH  tell-PST

       ‘Suraj weeping, told everything.’

3.3 w	x y{z�|
}�~A}�~A���������V�����:�����V����������������������:�����

A finite verb in Pa ani involves a verb stem, tense marker, subject
agreement marker and, optionally, an aspect marker. In Pa ani, as in
other Tibeto-Kinnauri languages, copulas and other verbs share the
subject agreement markers and some tense suffixes but they differ
concerning other finite verb morphology. Table 5 provides the subject
agreement schema in Pa ani7. As this table shows, every agreement
marker has two allomorphs each.8 These allmorphs are in free
variation.9

Table 5. Pa ani subject agreement markers

Person SG Dual PL

    1      �����b���      �   ¡ ¢      £ ¤�¥ ¦ §
    2 (+/-HON)     ̈ ©�ª�«�¬       ® ¯ °     ± ²�³ ´ µ
    3      0 / ¶�·¹¸      ºi»{¼ ½i¾      ¿ À�Á�ÂiÃ

Unlike Kinnauri, honorificity in Pa ani is marked on second person
pronominal arguments but is not indicated on the verb.
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(70) Ä�Å Æ ÇiÈbÉdÊ:Ë ÌÎÍ�ÏÐ�Ñ Ò Ó:ÔÖÕ�×�Ø,Ù ÚÜÛ.Ý�Þ
       you(-HON) everyday sleep  happen-IMPF AUX-2SG

       ‘You (-HON) sleep everyday.’

(71) ßJàJá.â ã äbådæ¹ç èêé�ëì�í î ï:ðòñ>ó ôÜõ.ñ�ö
       you(HON) everyday sleep  happen-IMPF AUX-2SG

       ‘You (HON) sleep everyday.’

÷�øJùûú�ü�ýÿþø���������ú�þ��
	bø��
��

 and ú function as the copulas in Pa ani. Tables (6-9) present the
copula paradigms. As these paradigms suggest, the tense markers in
copula constructions are ���  (future tense)11 and ���  (past tense). Present
tense does not have any overt marker.

Table 6. Equational & existential copula paradigm (Future)

Person SG Dual PL

  1      ���������������      �� �!� "$# %     &�'�()'+*-,/. 0
2 (+/-HON)      1�2�3�2/4-5�6�7     8�9�:�9 ;$< =     >�?�@)?+A-B/C D
  3      E�F�G�FIHJG     K�L�M�L/N�O$P$Q     R�S�T)S�U�V�W$X

Table 7. Equational & existential copula paradigm (Past)

Person SG Dual PL

    1     YJZ�[�\J[�]�^�_�`      aJb�c�dec f$g h     iej�k�lJk$m-n/o p
    2 (+/-HON)     qJr�s�tJs$u-v�w�x      yJz�{�|e{ }$~ �     �e�����J�$�-�/� �
    3     �J�����      �J�����e�$��$���     �e�����J�$���
�/�
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Table 8. Equational copula paradigm paradigm (Present)

Person SG Dual PL

    1      �������� �¡      ¢�£ ¤�¥ ¦      §�¨�©�ª$« ¬
    2 (+/-HON)      �®$¯-°�±�²      ³�´ µ�¶ ·      ¸�¹�º�»$¼ ½
    3 ¾ ¿�À�Á�Â$Ã$Ä      Å�Æ�Ç�È�É�Ê

Table 9. Existential copula paradigm (Present)

Person SG Dual PL

    1 ËeÌ-ËÎÍ�Ï�ÐÒÑ�Ó ËeÌ�ËJÍ�Ï Ô$Õ Ö ×eØ�×JÙ�Ú/Û�Ü Ô/Õ Ö
    2 (+/-HON) ÝeÞ-ÝÎß�à/á-â
ã�ä    åeæ�åJç�è é$ê ë ìeí�ìJî�ï/ð é�ê ë
    3    ñeò    óeô�óJõ�ö$÷�ø/ù�ú óeô�óJõ�ö/û�ø
ü�ú

The copula ýJþ  also occurs in the progressive construction, in the
stative construction and in the obligative construction. The copula
carries the finite verb morphology in these constructions too. The
progressive construction has an infinitive verb form followed by the
progressive morpheme ÿ������  and ending with the copula ��� . In the
stative construction the main verb has the same form as the nonfinal
verb in the clause chain construction followed by the copula ��	  and the
obligative construction involves a nominalized clause with the copula
�� . (72-74) illustrate these three constructions.

(72) ������������ ����������� �"!$# %"&�'�(*),+.- /10�'�2 )13
       name-ERG clothe-PL wash-INF  PROG  be/PRST/3SG

       ‘Ram is washing clothes.’

(73) 4�5 4�6�7 4�8�9;: <"=?>1@
       s/he  there  fell-NF be/PRST/3SG

          ‘S/he is fallen over there.’
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(74) A�BDCFE�GIH,J.K�LNMPO Q"RTSVU
       s/he pen  buy-INF  be/PRST/3SG

        ‘S/he is to buy a pen.’  (= He needs to buy clothes.)

The copula W  also functions as a lexical verb where it has ‘happen’
interpretation. In the following sentence XZY [  ‘sleep’  functions as a
noun, and \  as the verb.

(75) ] ^�_"` a�b1cedgfihj*kml npo"q r*s
       name  sleep happen-PST

       ‘Shanti slept.’

tvuxwzy�u|{~}��p��y�uxwF�����i}�y��p��uxw
The noncopula construction in Pa ani has two finite verb structures V-

TNS-AGR and V-ASP AUX-AGR. The former structure has ��� /�"��� /�����
and ����� /�|� /� � as the respective future and past tense markers. There is
no overt marking for present tense. The distribution of the future tense
markers is phonologically  conditioned  to a  large extent. The  suffix
�����  occurs when the verb ends with a nasal and the stem final nasal is
deleted if non-velar (compare (76) and (77)). The suffix ���  occurs with
verbs ending with a vowel (ex. 78) with the stem final vowel deleted
for such constructions in more rapidly spoken speech. There are,
however, some instances where the future tense marker ����   (which
occurs in the remaining enviornments) also occurs with verbs ending
in vowels (ex. 79).

(76) ¡�¢¤£1¥ £§¦�¨ ©«ª*¬��ª¯® °�± (tú²  ‘drink’ )
        I  water drink-FUT-1SG

         ‘ I will drink water.’

(77) ³�´�µp¶ ·F¸V¹iº »"¼�½¿¾�À�Á�ÂpÃNÄ�ÂpÅVÆ (khán ‘see’ )
        s/he-ERG movie  see-FUT-3SG

        ‘S/he will watch a movie.’

(78) Ç�ÈÉÇ�Ê1Ë Ì�Í�Î�Ç (kù ‘make’ )
        I   song make-1SG

        ‘ I will sing a song.’
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(79) Ï�ÐÒÑ ÓPÔ Õ ÖØ×|Ù�Ú ÛFÜ�Ú¯Ý Þ�ß (sá ‘kill’ )
        I   lion  kill-FUT-1SG

        ‘ I will kill a lion.’

(80) à.á�â�ã�äæåFç�è�éëêì*í�î1ïñð òFó�ðpôVó (õ ö rík ‘cut’ )
        name   fruit  cut-FUT-3SG

        ‘Sonam will cut fruits.’

The following examples illustrate the various past tense markers.12

(81) ÷�ø�ù ú�ûVü1ýñþ ÿ �������	��

       name  glass  break-PST

       ‘Ram broke the glass.’

(82) ������� �����	�����	��� 13

        we    die-PST-1Dual
        ‘We died.’

(83) ��������� �"!$#%	& ' (*),+ -*.
       name   sleep  become-PST

       ‘Sonam slept.’

(84) /1032546/1798 :�;�<>=1?
        I   run-PST-1SG

        ‘ I ran.’

In the finite verb structure V-ASP AUX-AGR in Pa ani, unlike Kinnauri,

copulas do not function as auxiliaries in non-progressive constructions
(i.e., in perfective and imperfective aspects). Rather, a different set of
auxiliaries ( @	A , B�C , D>E6F  and G,H ) occur. These auxiliaries seem to have
temporal interpretations denoting a two-way tense distinction, distant
past and non-distant past tense. The latter could be, depending on the
context, interpreted as present or future tenses. The auxiliary I	J  has the
distant past tense interpretation and auxiliaries K>L , MON6P  and Q>R  have non-
distant past tense interpretation. The syntactic distribution of these
auxiliaries is as follows. SUT  occurs with all three persons, V>W  with
nonthird person subjects, X�Y[Z  with third person singular subjects with
volitional verbs, while \,]  occurs with third person dual and plural
subjects. The occurrence of the auxiliary is obligatory, except, with
third person singular subjects.
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In the progressive construction, on the other hand, the existential
copulas function as the auxiliaries. Their distribution in this
construction is the same as when they function as copulas. Sentences
(85-90) illustrate ^�_ , `Oa6bdcfe,g  and hji  functioning as auxiliaries in the
perfective and imperfective constructions and (91-92) illustrate
copulas functioning as auxiliaries in the progressive.

(85) k1lnm�oqp�rts�u�v�wxoyp�z�w|{*}~l oOv�{���k��
        I   a      cloth   buy-PERF AUX/non3-1SG

        ‘ I bought a piece of cloth.’

(86) �1�n���q�������������y�����|�9� �O�����O����� ���
        I   a     cloth  buy-IMPF AUX/non3-1SG

          ‘ I buy a piece of cloth.’

(87) �����*   �¡y¢�£���¤�¥�¦§¡q¢�¨�¦|�*©�� ¡O¥��*ª
        you-ERG  a    cloth   buy-PERF  AUX/non3-2SG

                    ‘You bought a piece of cloth.’

(88) «�¬��®�¯§°6±�¯�²�³µ´O¶ ·�¸�¹
        name   work    make/PERF AUX/3SG

        ‘Sonam did her work.’

(89) º�»½¼¾	¿�À*Á�ÂÄÃ�Å�ÆÈÇ�É Ê�Ë ÌOÍ�Î*Ï
        boy-PL work     make/PERF AUX-3PL

        ‘The boys did their work.’

(90) Ð�Ñ�Ò�ÑÓÑ�ÒÕÔdÖ ×�Ø ÙÛÚ$ÜÝ*Þàß á,â ãOä�å	æ�ä
        we   yesterday sleep happen/PERF AUX-1PL

         ‘We slept yesterday.’

(91) ç1èÈéëê$ìí*îàï ð*ñ,ò ó*ô�õ ö�÷�ø6ù ú�û�úOü�ó�ý þ�ÿ
        I   sleep happen-NOM PROG be/PRST-1SG            
        ‘ I am sleeping.’

(92) ���������	� ��
 � ���� ����� ����������� ���� �! "�#�$�!�$&%�'
        I   yesterday house-LOC go-NOM  PROG be-PST-1SG

        ‘ I was going home yesterday.’
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Pa ani also makes a three-way aspectual distinction, perfective,
imperfective and progressive.

DBEGFIH*JLKMH*N	O�P�Q*HGRMS�FTHBN*O
The imperfective aspect markers in Pa ani are based on the infinitive
verb form. Pa ani has a range of infinitive markers (U V /W XZY , []\L^B_ , ` ,
aLbdc /e�f<g , hjilk  and m]n ). Their distribution is not phonologically
conditioned15. Verbs take one particular infinitive marker from this
set. The imperfective in Pa ani is formed by substituting the final
vowel of the infinitive verb stem with oqp 16. The only exception to this
rule is the verb ‘go’  which has a suppletive form r&s�t<r  (INF) with uwv<xqy
(IMPF). Table 10 lists verbs in their infinitive and imperfective forms
to illustrate the similarity of the two forms.

Table 10. Pa ani imperfective aspect morphology

Infinitive Imperfective Gloss

       z<{	| }	~       �6�*� ���       ‘say’

       ��� �q��� ��� �q���       ‘drink’
�&�]�	�]�L�*� �L���	�]���]�       ‘write’

�]� �q�       ‘eat’
�&�	�]� �¡��¢<� £¥¤�¦�§ ¨¥©«ª

   ‘make, do’

The imperfective in Pa ani can be followed by one of the
aforementioned auxiliaries ( ¬=&®G¬�¯ , °�±³²  or ´Lµ ). Their distribution is the
same; as described above. The auxiliary occurs obligatorily, except
when the clause has a third person singular subject, in which case its
occurrence is optional.
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(93) ¶�·�¸q¹=º¼» ½�¾�¿�À3Á�Â ÃÅÄ ÆÈÇÊÉ]Ë�Ì3Í�Î Ï¥Ð ÑÓÒ�Ô�Õ�ÖL×=Ø
        I   everyday clothes    buy-IMPF AUX/non3-1SG

        ‘ I buy clothes everyday.’

(94) ÙqÚ�ÛTÜ�Ý ÙqÞ=ß¼à á�â�ã�ä3å�æ«çÅè éÈêÊë]ì�í3î�ï ð&ñ òôóBõ¥öÅ÷ùø
       name-ERG everyday clothes    buy-IMPF   AUX/3SG/VOL

       ‘Ram buys clothes everyday.’

(95) úMû�ü³ý]þ ÿ������ ���
	����������� �����
       mother everyday food   make-IMPF

       ‘Mother cooks everyday.’

(96) ������ ��!#"%$'& (*)�+-, .�/
0�1�2�3�/�4�5 687 tó-r
       boy-PL/ERG everyday food   make-IMPF AUX-3PL

       ‘Boys cook food everyday.’

The imperfective in Pa ani, as in Kinnauri, occurs in certain additional
constructions. First, it occurs in the present participle construction. In
such constructions the verb can, without, apparently, causing a major
change in meaning, be either the complete imperfective form or the
verb form without the final syllable (see, examples 97-98).17 The
morpheme 9;:=<  optionally follows the participle form (ex. 98). The
occurrence of this morpheme is restricted to the present participle
construction in the dataset. The present participle in Pa ani is
frequently repeated.

(97) >�?A@�B
C�D�E�F�B�G�H I�J K L�M�N�OQPSR�O*NUTWV#X Y�Z�R
[ M�\�V X
       s/he food   make-NF   SUBO cry-NOM PROG be-PST/3SG

       ‘S/he was crying, while cooking.’

(98) ]'^;_�`a�b�c#d�e fhg*i�jlk mhn�oqp�r�s�tQu vqwyx#z
{'| z�| }�~�xh� ���
        boy-ACC hit-NF    SUBO  mother-ERG this say-PST/3SG

        ‘Mother said this, while beating the kid.’

Second, the imperfective in Pa ani also functions as the agentive
nominalizer, denoting ‘one which “verbs”  ’  (Comrie and Thompson
1985).

(99) ���������������� �*�A�����%�������h�#������ ���  *¡
        song  say-NF  woman-child-PL

        ‘The singing girls’
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(100) ¢ £8¤
¥ ¦'§�¨#©%¦'ªA«�¬
          lion  kill-NF man
          ‘The man who kills lions’

(101) �®�¯U°q±�²�³ ´-µ'¯¶´h·
         flow-NF     water
         ‘The flowing water’

The imperfective marker ¸'¹8º¼»  seems to be the most frequently used
marker in this nominalized construction. As can be seen in table 11
below, it also occurs with verbs which take some other suffix in the
infinitive and imperfective. Further, all the Indic loan-verbs in the
dataset have ½'¾8¿'À  as the suffix in this construction. For example,

(102) Nominalized formsÁ Â�Ã�Ä;ÅÇÆ�È�É Ê-Ë'Ì ‘drive-NF’ÍWÎÐÏ Ñ Ò�Ó�Ô Õ-Ö'× ‘ read-NF’Ø'Ù�Ú
Û�Ü�Ý#Þ-ØÐÜ�Ý#ß*à ‘ teach-NF-PL’

The following table illustrates the similarity in the infinitive form, the
imperfective form, the present participle and the agentive nominalizer
in Pa ani.

Table 11. Pa ani imperfective and related morphology

Infinitive

Imperfective Present Participle Agentive

nominalizer

Gloss

á'â=ãÐä;áQå á¼â�ã'ä;á'æ á'â=ã'ä8á¼æçä;â�è á'â=ã'ä8á¼æ  ‘kill’
é;ê=ëíìîé;ï=ð ñ�ò=ó ô�õ=ö ÷¶ø�ùûú8ü�ý ø�ù=þ

 ‘do’
ÿ���� ��� ����	 
�� ������ 
 ���� ���

 ‘say’
��� � ��� � �� ! "�#�$ "�% &  ‘hit’
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The perfective aspect markers (8 9 /: ; , <>= /? @ACBED F�GIHKJ L  are suffixed
to the verb stem (i.e., the verb form without the infinitive marker).
Their distribution is not phonologically conditioned. Each verb
consistently takes one particular perfective marker. Only four verbsM6N O P QSR�T�USV W X Y�Z\[^] _3`�a

 ‘do, make’ , b�c�d  ‘ take’) in the dataset never
take any perfective suffix. All instances of these four verbs in the
dataset are followed by auxiliaries. Sentences (103-104) illustrate the
perfective construction and table 12 presents the perfective markers.

(103) egf hji>kml nji>oqpsrut v�w
                     s/he  yesterday cry-PERF

         ‘S/he cried yesterday.’

(104) x>ygz|{6} ~g����6������>���j���      thù
         name-ERG tree    cut-PERF  AUX/3SG/VOL

         ‘Ram cut the tree.’

Table 12. Pa ani perfective aspect morphology

Infinitive Perfective Gloss

�^��������� ����� �          ‘kill’

�)������� �����          ‘ laugh’
���^�^�|�j  ���^�^�|�

         ‘cry’
¡6¢ £>¤K¥ ¦0§ ¨>©          ‘drink’
ª�« ¬  ®�¯ °>±

         ‘sell’
²�³�´�µ ²�¶�³

         ‘come’
·�¸^¹�· ·0º�¸

         ‘go’
»�¼¾½�¿ÁÀ Â�Ã�Ä�ÅÁÆ Ç          ‘buy’
È�ÉqÊ�Ë�Ì�Í�Î�Ï ÍÑÐqÒ�Ó�Ô          ‘break’
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The perfective in Pa ani can be followed by one of the aforementioned
auxiliaries ( Õ0Ö , ×ÙØ , Ú�ÛÝÜ  or Þ�ß ). Their distribution is the same; as described
earlier. The occurrence of an auxiliary is obligatory with all persons
and numbers, except with third person singular subjects.

(105) àâáäãÑåçæ^èêéjëgìgíîåïæ^ðgíSñ0ò.á å�ìgñôóõàjö
          I   a     cloth   buy-PERF  AUX/non3-1SG

          ‘ I bought a piece of cloth.’

(106) ÷^øgùgúgûýüÝþgûêÿ������ � �	�
         name    work    make/PERF AUX/3SG/VOL

         ‘Sonam did her work.’

In constructions involving auxiliary, the perfective verb form in Pa ani
displays two types of alternations. First, the perfective suffix is not
obligatory. The following examples illustrate that both forms, with the
perfective suffix and without the suffix, are possible when it is
followed by an auxiliary. When perfective is the bare verb (i.e.,
without perfective marker), the auxiliaries 
��  and 

���
 are realized as ���

and ��� , respectively, in fast speech, when the verb stem ends with / � /
and /� /. A similar alternation is also found with the auxiliary ��� . It is
realized as ��� .

(107) � �"!$#%'& (*),+"-/. 0�1 2 3$4 576*8 9;:=<
          child  fell-PERF AUX    fell AUX

          ‘The child fell down.’

(108) > ?"@$AB'C D E"F�GIH J*K LNM OQP R�ST'UWV X�YNZ []\ ^ _$`        
          child  yesterday there sleep happen/PERF AUX

          ‘The child slept there yesterday.’

The second variation which is permissible in perfective constructions
involving auxiliaries concerns the verb final vowel a�b . It is sometimes
realized as ced . The perfective verbs allowing the final f  always have
the verb form with a final g  as an alternate form.

(109) h=i=j�k l�m lon"p qQr�s t�u	v w7x�y{z}|�~ �$�	�
         s/he-ERG water  drink-PERF AUX/3SG/VOL drink-PERF  AUX/3SG/VOL

         ‘S/he drank water.’
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The perfective verb forms in Pa ani, as in Kinnauri, also occur in
certain non-perfective constructions.

First, it functions as the nonfinal verb in the clause chain construction
and in the compound verb construction. (110-111) illustrate the clause
chain construction, where the perfective verb form functions as a
nonfinal verb and (112) illustrates its occurrence in the compound
verb construction.

(110) �=� �,�	� �N�=��� ���{�}��� � ��� � ���
         s/he  poison  drink-NF  die-PST/3SG

         ‘S/he died after drinking poison.’

(111) �=�=��� �*� � �¡ �¢¤£�¥�¦�¥ §©¨«ª¬� ® ¯N°=±³² ´"µ ¶�· ¸º¹N»
            s/he-ERG food   make-NF sleep  happen-NF WENT

         ‘S/he cooked food and slept.’

(112) ¼�½¡¾¿�ÀÂÁ=Ã�Ä³Å Æ	Ç ÈÊÉ$Ë ÌºÍ�ÎÏ
          boy  fell-NF  WENT

          ‘The boy fell down.’

In such constructions my informants overwhelmingly gave nonfinal
verb forms ending with the final ÐÒÑ , though the forms ending with Ó
were also accessible.

(113) Ô=Õ Ö,×	Ø ÙNÚ=Û�ÜÞÝoß"à áQâ�ã ä7åIæNç è}é�ê ë ì�í î ï�ð
         s/he poison drink-NF   drink-NF die-PST

         ‘S/he died after drinking the poison.’

Second, the verb forms functioning as the perfective in Pa ani also
function as past participle forms.

(114) ñ*ò óNô³õ ö"÷ ø=ù¡úû'ü
fall-NF  tree
‘The fallen tree’

A piece of evidence suggesting that the perfective verb form and the
nonfinal verb form in the aforementioned constructions are related is
the fact that the distribution of the suffixes in the perfective and
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nonperfective constructions are the same. For example, verbs such asý�þ*ÿ����
, �����	��
� , ����� , ���������������  take the suffix ��� / �!  when they function as

the perfective verb forms and as the nonfinal verb forms in the clause
chain and compound verb constructions. On the other hand, verbs
such as "$#�%�& , ')(�*,+ , -�.�/�/ , 0�1�2  take the suffix 3 à/4 5  when they function
as the perfective verb forms and also as the nonfinal verb forms.

(115a) 687 9 :<;�= >@?BADC8E8F GIHKJ L
           s/he home  come/PERF 
           ‘S/he came home.’

(115b) dM N - OP         QR n-STVUW        dXY    khZ [ b\ r  r ]^ n           d_ `
           s/he-ERG come/NF this news   give/PERF AUX/2SG/VOL

           ‘S/he came and gave the news.’

(116a) a�b8c bed fg�h�ikjBlnm o pKqnr
           name vegetable cut-PERF AUX/3SG/VOL

           ‘Ram cut the vegetable.’

(116b) s�t8uwv�x y8z|{ }V~B��������k�B�����k���@��� �K�n�
name-ERG  crop  cut-NF sell-PERF AUX/3SG/VOL

           ‘Ram cut the crop and sold it.’

�������������������������� ��¡$¢
The progressive construction in Pa ani involves the infinitive verb
form, followed by £|¤�¥�¦  and ending with a copula (V-INF §©¨$ª�« COP-TNS-

AGR).

(117) ¬@¯®±°$²³�´¶µ ·�¸�¹ º�»8¼ ½k¾B¿eÀ ÁkÂ8ÁKÃ8ºÅÄ Æ�Ç
          I   sleep happen-INF  PROG be/PRST-1SG

          ‘ I am sleeping.’

(118) È@ÉÊÉBËÅÌ�Í È�Î Ï Ð<Ñ�Ò Ó@Ô�Õ ÖkÔ�×8Ö ØKÙBÚBÛ ÜKÝ8Ô�ÛKÔ|Þ@Õ
          I   yesterday house-LOC go-INF PROG be-PST-1SG

          ‘ I was going home yesterday.’

(119) ß8àâáwà8ãKä�å æèçêéKëìîí¶ï ð�ñ�ò ó�ô8õ ök÷Bøeù ú û�ü8ý�þ8ý�ÿkþ
         s/he tomorrow sleep happen-INF PROG COP-FUT-3SG

         ‘S/he will be sleeping tomorrow.’
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The progressive verb form (i.e., the infinitive verb form followed by�������
), like other aspect markers in Pa ani and Kinnauri, also occurs in

nonprogressive construction. It functions as a noun modifier denoting
an on-going action.

(120) �	�	
��� �����������	�	� ( �	�	� ���   ‘ fall-INF’ )
         fall-INF PROG fruit
         ‘The fruit which is falling’

(121) ���	 	!#"�$	%'&(*),+ -/.�021 34.�57698�:4;/<*=?>A@B*C	DFE,G ( H�I	JLKM*N,O  ‘say-INF’ )
         song  say-INF PROG woman-child-PL

         ‘Girls who are singing songs’

3.4 PRQ,SUTVSAQ
WYX[ZYX[\^]4_A`�a�bdcdafega*h�i^jkiYlYm^npoAl*qsrAoutfo�vYw

A finite verb in Tinani involves a verb stem, tense marker, subject
agreement marker and optionally an aspect marker. The subject
agreement marker is regularly suffixed to the finite verb, except in one
set of the perfective aspect construction (see below for details). The
agreement schema19 is presented in table 13.20 The third person dual
and plural agreement markers function in Tinani, as also in Pa ani, as
the dual and plural markers, respectively, for (pro)nominal arguments.
But, unlike Pa ani, honorific distinction in Tinani is indicated in
second person pronominals as well as in verb agreement.21

Table 13. Tinani subject agreement markers

xRyVzY{Y|V}
SG Dual PL

1     ~*�������        � �,� �       �,�u�,� �
2 ���*� (HON)

�,�A� (-HON)

������� �����Y�

3      0 �,�A� �,�Y�* ,¡
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°A±

 and ²  function as copulas in Tinani. They also function as lexical
verbs, where ³  has ‘happen’  interpretation and ´�µ  has ‘have’
interpretation. Besides, the copula ¶f·  occurs also in imperfective and
progressive constructions, where it occurs as an auxiliary.

(122) ̧�¹º�» ¼ ½9¾ ¿ ÀÂÁ Ã�Ä	Å	Æ Ç È�É�Ê Ë�ÌFÍÏÎ9Ð Ñ Ò�Ó	Ò/Ô	Õ[Ö ×
         we(2) everyday clothes wash-IMPF exist/PRST-1Dual
         ‘We wash clothes everyday.’

The past tense marker in the copula construction is Ø,ÙYÚ  and the present
tense does not have any overt marking. The future tense construction,
on the other hand, has a nominalized structure as its basic structure
( Û -NOM Ü�Ý -AGR).

ÞàßVágâ�ß?ã¦ä�åFæçâkßVá�èêé�ëYäAâkéFì�ßVá
The noncopula construction has one of the following two finite verb
structures: V-TNS-AGR or V-ASP AUX-AGR. The distribution of the
various tense markers in the finite structure V-TNS-AGR is as follows.íAî

 functions as the future tense marker (ex. 123).  Suffixes ï,ðòñUó /ô�õYöu÷ ,ø ù  and ú?û /üþý�ÿ /� �
 function as the past tense markers. Their distrbution is

as follows: ������� /	�
���  occurs with third person singular subjects (ex.
124). � �  occurs with nonfirst person subjects (ex. 125), whereas ��� /� ���
/� �  can occur with all persons (exx. 124-126). The distribution of ��� /�
��� � !�� "  is phonologically determined to a large extent; #%$  occurs
predominantly with verbs ending in /n/ or back vowels, &('*)  with / / or
front vowels and +  with verbs which take ,  as the infinitive marker.
In some cases, however, alternation between the allomorphs -%.  and /�0 1
is possible (for example, 2�34265  and 7�8947�:  ‘ (I) ate’ ). In constructions
where several past tense markers are permissible their occurrence
seems to be semantically conditioned.

(123) ;%< = >@?BADC�E FHGJIBK@L�MONDPDQ6RDSBQ6T     
         you(-HON)  tomorrow home      go-FUT-2SG

         ‘You will go home tomorrow.’
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(124) UBVBWYX Z []\_^a`Db�cedYf�g hji]k�lJm_npoJq
         s/he-ERG tea  drink-PST  drink-PST/3SG

         ‘S/he drank tea.’

(125) rtsBuYv wprtv x%yBzB{B|~}��_� �e��� �]�����6� �����4� �e�Y�(�D�Y�
         you(-HON)-ERG yesterday name   see-PST-2SG    see-PST-2SG

         ‘You saw Sonam yesterday.’

(126) �e��� �D�_���¡ £¢ ¤e¥Y¦�§]¥4¨ ©«ª¡¬]�®J¯±° ²_³B´4µ
          I   tea  drink-PST-1SG

          ‘ I drank tea.’

In the finite verb structure V-ASP AUX-AGR, ¶Y·  /̧�¹ , º_»  and the copula ¼4½
function as auxiliaries. The copula ¾_¿  functions as an auxiliary in the
imperfective and progressive aspects. In such constructions it retains
its copula inflectional endings (exx. 127-128). The auxiliary ÀYÁ , which
could as well be a cognate of the Pa ani auxiliary ÂYÃ , occurs in the
perfective construction; perfective being the bare verb stem. Ä�Å  has
two allomorphs, Æ6Ç  and È�É , where Ê6Ë  occurs with verbs ending with
consonants and ÌÎÍ  occurs with verbs ending in vowels. The auxliary Ï4Ð
occurs only in constructions involving  the  perfective  aspect  marker
Ñ%Ò6Ó(ÔÖÕ , which occurs only with third person plural subjects. The
remaining perfective marker ×�ØÚÙ�Û does not take any auxiliary.
Sentences (129-130) illustrate Ü�Ý  and Þ6ß  functioning as auxiliaries and
(131) shows that constructions involving the perfective marker à(áÚâ4ã
do not take any auxiliary.

(127) ä�åBæ çBè éDê±ëpì�í î]ï ð ñ�ò ó ôeõDöa÷DøBùYú(û
         name this think-INF PROG be-PST

         ‘Ram was thinking (about) this.’

(128) üeý�þ ÿ � ��� ���	� 
 ���������� �����������
          I   everyday story tell-IMPF be/PRST-1SG

          ‘ I tell stories everyday.’

(129) ������� �"!$#�% !'&	# ( )*�+",.- /�*�+�0
         children-ERG story tell-PERF AUX-3PL

         ‘Children told stories.’
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(130) 1�2�3"4 5 6.4 7�8$9�:<;>= ?@�A.BDC'EGF�H I'J
         s/he-ERG yesterday one  glass  break/PERF AUX

         ‘S/he broke a glass yesterday.’

(131) K�LNM O�P	Q R ST�U�VNW'X
         mother story tell-PERF

         ‘Mother told the story.’

3.4.2 Y[Z�\^]`_>acbedgfh\^igdkjldnmpo

Tinani, like other West Himalayish languages (for example, Kinnauri
and Pa ani) makes a three-way aspect distinction, perfective,
imperfective and progressive.

qnrtsDupv�w�upx`y�z�{put|�}�sNunxpy
The imperfective aspect markers in Tinani are identical with the
infinitive markers22. This can be seen by comparing the infinitive and
the imperfective verb forms in table 14. Tinani and Pa ani not only
have cognate verb forms to a very large extent, but they also have
cognate infinitive suffixes. As is the case in Pa ani, in Tinani too, the
distribution of the infinitive/imperfective markers is not
phonologically conditioned. Each verb, however, consistently takes
one particular infinitive/imperfective marker.23

Table 14. Tinani imperfective aspect morphology

Infinitive Imperfective Gloss
~g����p� �g� ���`�

‘ tell’
�����p����p� �����p����p� ‘write’
��� ���>� ��� ���>� ‘drink’

���g�>� �p� ���g�>�  p¡ ‘give’
¢>£p¤ ¥`¦ §>¨p© ª`«

‘say’
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The existential copula ¬ , as mentioned above, functions as an
auxiliary in the imperfective construction. The occurrence of the
auxiliary is obligatory with all persons and numbers, except with third
person singular subjects, where its occurrence is optional. When the
auxiliary does not occur, the final vowel of the imperfective (i.e., ®�¯ ) is
realized as °²±   (see examples 134-135).

(132) ³µ´·¶¹¸ º »�¼ ½�¾�¿`À ÁÂ ÃÄhÅ�Æ'ÇÉÈ"Ê$Ë�Ì Ê'Í�Ê�Î�È�Ï ÐÉÑ
          I  everyday vegetable cut-IMPF  be/PRST-1SG

          ‘ I cut vegetables everyday.’

(133) Ò�Ó ÔlÕ�Ö ×¹Ø Ù ÚÜÛ ÝÉÞ�ßáàâ�ã�ä å'æ�å�ç�è�é êëå�æ�è�é
         you(-HON)-ERG everyday say-IMPF be/PRST-2SG   be/PRST-2SG

         ‘You say (this) everyday.’

 (134) ì�í�î"ï ðòñ ó ôÜõ öµ÷·øúù�û ü�ý�þ�ÿ�� þ���þ�� �ëþ��	� 
�������
          s/he-ERG  everyday  I   see-IMPF  be/PRST/3SG  see-IMPF

          ‘S/he sees me everyday.’

(135) ����� ������� ���! " #	$&% ')(+*�, (�-�(�. /10 22	3&465�7+8:9
         mother/ERG everyday  story    tell-IMPF  be/PRST/3SG  tell-IMPF

         ‘Mother tells stories everyday.’

The imperfective form in Tinani, as is the case in Kinnauri and Pa ani,
occurs in certain additional constructions.

Tinani has two ways of forming present participle constructions. One
strategy involves the imperfective verb form which is optionally
followed by ;&<>=�?�@�A:B 24. The participle is frequently repeated in such
constructions. The other mechanism for forming the present participle
construction in Tinani involves the suffix CED�F /G:HJI . Sentences (136-
137) illustrate the two participle constructions.

(136) K�L�M N�K6O�P�QSR�K�T�UWVX�Y�Z\[^]�Y�_&`!acb�Z\dfe�g)d�hji
         mother/ERG food  give-NF  SUBO  this say-PST

         ‘Mother said this, while giving food.’

(137) kjl�m+npo�q�r�s t�uwv�xfy z|{ }�~w���6���|� �|�w�^�����f�����^�
         boy  flower pluck-NF pluck-NF  outside  went
         ‘The boy went out while plucking flowers.’
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The participle construction which involves the imperfective verb form
can either have the complete imperfective form (for example, �	���J�����	�J�
‘hold-INF/IMPF’ ) or just the bare verb form (i.e., without the
infinitive/imperfective marker) (for example, �	���J�  ‘hold’ ). This option
seems possible in all cases.

(138) �|�������+�� �¡¢¡6��£�¤ ¥ ¦^§	¨ ©6ª�«+¬: «�®�¯°ª�±³²��« ©f´�ª¶µ ·	¸ ¹ º^»�º�¼
         name       clothe wash-NF SUBO song say-IMPF AUX/PRST/3SG

         ‘Phuntsok sings while washing clothes.’

(139) ½�¾w¿^À�Á:Â³Ã|Ä�Å�ÆÈÇ�ÉËÊÍÌ Î Ï^Ð�Ñ Ò�Ï�Ó:Ô Õ�Ö�×�ØÚÙ�Û�Ü¶Ý Þ^ß à
         child   milk   drink/NF SUBO   drink/NF  SUBO  sleep-IMPF

         ‘The child falls asleep while drinking milk.’

Second, the imperfective in Tinani also occurs in predicate
complement constructions.

(140) á�â ã�äfåçæfè)é+ê�ëìåîí ï�ð�ñóòfô�õ�ö òf÷wø�ùÈú¶û ü^ý þ ÿ���ÿ��
          DEM girl-ERG  red    clothes cloth(V)-IMPF be

         ‘That girl has red clothes on.’

The following table provides verbs in their infinitive, imperfective and
present participle forms in Tinani which illustrates the similarities in
their form.

Table 15. Tinani imperfective and related morphology

Infinitive Imperfective Present participle Gloss
�����
	����� ������	����� �����	�����

‘write’
��� ����� ��� ����� ��� �� �!#"�$�% ‘drink’

&�'�(*) +, +�-�.*/ 01 032�4*5 6�798�:�6;=<�> ‘give’
?�@�A�BDCFE ?�@3AFBDC�E ?@�A�BHGJI�KML�A�@NGJO�K

‘cry’
P�Q R S�T U V�W X Y�Z*[ ‘hit’

\�]*^�_`\a \�]*^�_`\a \3]�^�_�\ab_�]�c ‘kill’
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dfeg�h*e�i
j�k�l
enm�oqprei�j
The three possible structures involving the perfective aspect in Tinani
are:

(i)   V- sqtvu*wyx�z -AGR
(ii)  V  {=| -AGR

(iii) V-}9~�� 25

While (i) occurs only with third person plural subjects, (ii) and (iii)
can occur with all persons and numbers. When the perfective is the
bare verb stem ���  functions as the auxiliary. No auxiliary is permitted
after the perfective marker ���y���  (i.e., mechanism (iii)). If a verb ends
with a non-velar nasal, then the verb final nasal is lost, when -�9�`�  is
affixed to the verb stem (cf. 143 and 144, the infinitive forms are ��� ������  ‘see-INF’  and �3���*� ���  ‘give-INF’ , respectively). Sentences (141-142)
illustrate the perfective formations of the types (i) and (ii). Sentences
(143-145) illustrate the perfective construction involving ���9�`� .

(141) ������� �F�q¡£¢�¤ ¡�¥¦¢ § ¨�©�ª «q¬F ®°¯�«�±
         child-PL-ERG  story  tell-PERF  AUX-PL

         ‘Children told the story.’

(142) ²�³�´Dµq¶ ·�¸�¹»º¼q½�¾�¿ÁÀÃÂ�ÄÆÅ°Ç�È É°Ê
         name-ERG crop cut-NF sell/PERF AUX

         ‘Ram cut the crop and sold it.’

(143) Ë�ÌÍ°Î Ï ÐFÑFÒ Ó�Ô�Õ�Ö�× Ø°Ù�Ú�ÛqÜDÝ°Þ
         we(2) yesterday name    see-PERF

         ‘We saw Sonam yesterday.’

(144) ß�à�á�â�ã ä�å�æ°æ�ç�áqæ£è�érè�ê�ë�ì�íDáqâ�éïîñð�òó�ô õ�ö�÷qøDù°ú
         s/he-PL all-ERG   name-DAT  patato give-PERF

         ‘They gave patatoes to Sonam.’

(145) û�üþýJÿ�������� �
	�����
         s/he home      go-PERF

         ‘S/he went home.’
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The suffix �������  in Tinani, as in other West Himalayish languages,
functions as a nominalizer. Examples of �������  as a nominalizer follow.
(The examples are the same in Kinnauri, Pa ani and Tinani).

(146)  �� a ‘eat’ : � a-min  ‘ food/eating’
          krap ‘cry’ : krap-min ‘crying/weeping’

The semantic difference among the three perfective formation devices
is not clear at this stage. One hypothesis is that the structure V-PERF

AUX-AGR represents the older perfective formation mechanism, whose
occurrrence in modern Tinani is restricted to some verbs with third
person plural subjects and V-!�"$#  represents the newer mechanism,
which has now become generalized as the perfective marker.

%'&)(�*+&-,�.�.)/�0�,21�.�34,6587
The progressive construction in Tinani has the following structure: V-

INF 9$:8;�< ;  COP-AGR. The occurrence of =$>8?A@B?  is confined to the
progressive construction in the dataset.26

(147) CEDGFIHJCEKMLILONQPSR�TVUW-X�Y Z�[]\E^_\a`
bc`
dIe�\ fg`
bIe$\
          I   this talk     say-INF  PROG  be/PRST-1SG    be-1SG

           ‘ I am saying this.’

(148) h�iIj kIl m
npo]qsr t�u v w
x]yEz�{}|
~I�����
         name this think-INF PROG  be-PST/3SG

         ‘Ram was thinking this.’

3.5 �������-�2�����4�����g�

3.5.1 �4���6�������������������8�8�� ¢¡���£A¤�¡+¥�¡6¦8§

Tibetan, like other languages considered here, is a clause chaining
language, where a number of clauses are linked together by a nonfinal
marker. Aspect and evidential markers occur only at the end of a
clause chain. When verbs occur in nonfinal positions, they require a
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nonfinal marker, and when they occur in the final position, they
require one or more finite verb suffixes.

(149̈ª©¬«�4®�¯S°®E±�®E°²³²-´Iµ ¶�·I¸]®¹®E¯S°®aºI¶�»M«�¼S·I± ½Oµ�¾À¿
       dog a-ERG     meat  single a       find(PERF)-NOM

ÁSÂIÃIÄ�Å�Ã ÆBÁSÂÈÇ�É]Ê�Ä�ËIÃ]Ì)ÍsÎ
mouth-LOC take(nonPERF)-ABL

Ï-ÐIÑÓÒÕÔOÐIÖ-×BØJÙ�Ú
ÛSÜ]ÝEÖ�ÞIßà× ÝEá�â Ù-ãSÐIä]Ù
     bridge-GEN on-LOC    go(nonPERF) during

å�æIç]èEé�èEêëèIì-íIîðïIå�çMñ�æIçóòSôIíIé)õ ê ö�æIç]èEé�÷Ií
      self-GEN  ?lead  image   water-GEN self-LOC

øIù-úIû
ü ýOú
show(SAME)-NOM

þIÿ ���������	��
������ÿSþ
DEM see(SAME)-PERF/INFERENCE

        ‘A dog found a piece of meat, taking that in his mouth, while
         going on the bridge, he saw his shadow in the water.’

�����������������! #"$%���%"�&'���
In Lhasa Tibetan (�)+*  and ,#-%.  are equational copulas and /1032  and ’ 41576
are existentials. In statements, 8:9<;  occurs with first person subjects and=7>@?  with non-first person subjects.

(150) A	B�C�D�E�F�GIHJC K3LMA
          I     Tibetan (person) be
          ‘ I am Tibetan.’

(151) N�O�PRQ�P�S3TIUJV WYX	S
         he    Tibetan (person) be
         ‘He is Tibetan.’

Hale (1980) labelled this type of system as “conjunct”  vs. “disjunct”
for Newari, a Tibeto-Burman language. In Lhasa Tibetan the
conjunct/disjunct distinction is intertwined with evidentiality.
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The distribution of the existentials (Z\[�]  and ^ _\`#a ) is similar to that ofbdcfe  and g7h%i , where j!k�l  occurs with first person and m n\o#p  with non-first
person subjects.

(152) q	r�s�tuwv�q	r�x�y z�{	rJ|}z�~7s�� �3{�v
              I-DAT  money  some         exist

         ‘ I have some money.’

(153) �������� ���	���������	�J�}���7��� �����	�
         he-DAT money some         exist
         ‘He has some money.’

However, in some cases both conjunct and disjunct forms of
existential can occur with first person arguments. (154) and (155)
demonstrate that the choice of the form is based on semantic factors
other than person. DeLancey (1986) argues that � �!���  is linked with
“new knowledge” . (155) is possible in the context where the cat does
not belong to the speaker and he has no idea how it came in the house.

(154) �	���������������	��� M� ¡7¢���£��!¤3¥�¦
         I-GEN  house-LOC cat     exist
         ‘There's a cat in my house.’

(155) §	¨�©�ª�«�¬�§�©�§	¨�ªM© ®7¯�¬�°�¬±« ²�³	¨
         I-GEN  house-LOC cat      exist
         ‘ idem.’

In Lhasa Tibetan, the conjunct/disjunct distinction is neutralized in
subordinate constructions. In such constructions only the conjuncts
(́�µf¶  and ·\¸�¹ ) can occur29.

(156) º	»�¼	½¿¾�À�Á�Â�Á�Ã�Ä�ÅJ¼ Æ�Ç�º	½IÈÊÉYË�Ã�ÌÍÏÎ7¼�º	»
            I/he       Tibetan     be-because

          ‘Because I am/he is a Tibetan...’

ÐÒÑ�Ó!Ô%Ñ#Õ�Ö�×ØÙÔ�Ñ�ÓJÚ�Û'Ü@Ö�Ô�ÛÝ'Ñ�Ó
The two sets of verb endings which occur at the end of a finite verb in
noncopula constructions are provided in table 16. The second column
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in the table lists the verb endings, the third column describes their
tense/aspect and conjunct/disjunct distribution and the fourth column
describes their evidential interpretations.30

Set I is comprised of forms which reflect nominalization of the clause
with a final copula. The nominalizer in such constructions functions as
the perfective aspect markers and copulas function primarily as
evidential markers. Set II represents cliticization of earlier serial
verbs.

Table 16. Finite verb endings in Lhasa Tibetan

I

Þfßdàâá�ã�ä
Þfßdàæådç+è
é�ê çfë
é�ê çìå1í3ä
é�ê çìå1í3ä�Þ+ß�à�á7ã�ä
é�ê çîá7ã%ä
é�ê çìådç+è

DISJUNCT PERF
CONJUNCT PERF
DISJUNCT IMPF
CONJUNCT IMPF
IMPF
DISJUNCT FUT
CONJUNCT FUT

INFERENCE
DIRECT, VOL
DIRECT,EVENT
DIRECT, VOL
INFERENCE
INFERENCE
DIRECT, VOL

II ïYð7ñ�ò%ó
ï�ô@õ�ö%ó
ï7÷Yø:ù@ò%ó

PERF
PERFECT
PERF

DIRECT
INFERENCE
SPEAKER AS
GOAL

The conjunct/disjunct distinction of the copulas is retained in
noncopula constructions. As mentioned earlier, ú�ûfü  and ý1þ3ÿ  are
conjuncts and � �����  and ���
	  are disjuncts.

(157) ��������������������������� �! �"$#&%
         I-ERG  do(PERF)-PERF/VOLITIONAL

         ‘ I did it.’

(158) '&(�)+*&,�-/.$0�12�3�2�465�7/'&(�8�395 :�)�05�3 ;�0<.=*&, 7?>@)�4A1
         you-ERG            /  he-ERG do(PERF)-PERF/INFERENCE

         ‘You/he did it.’
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Finite verb endings which include copulas, have the same evidential
values as the copulas, with the addition of volitionality. Here I will
briefly describe the evidential values associated with BDCFE  and G HJI�K .

LJM�N
 occurs with first person subjects in perfective and imperfective

aspects. It marks volitionality, so it does not occur with nonvolitional
verbs.

(159) OP�QSR�T�U�VXW�Y�Z�OP
          I     die-happen
          ‘ I died.’

(160) * [\�]_^�`�a�bXc�]ed�a�[
            I      die-PERF/VOLITIONAL

With verbs which can have volitional as well as nonvolitional
interpretations, fDg9h  occurs only when the clause involves volitional
interpretations.

(161) ij�k�l�mon�p&k�q�r�s�tvu�w&kj�l x�ker�y�i
          I-ERG  cup       break(PERF)-PERF/VOLITIONAL

          ‘ I broke the cup (intentionally).’

(162) z{�|�}�~����&|��������v���&|{�}9~���z{
          I-ERG cup       break-PERF/DIRECT

          ‘ I broke the cup (unintentionally).’

� ���&�
, on the other hand, occurs only in the imperfective. In the

interrogative and negative constructions � �����  follows the imperfective
marker, but in the affirmative, it does not occur in spoken Lhasa
Tibetan, instead the imperfective marker has a falling tone, which
suggests that there must have been an obstruent coda, presumably  an
�$� . For this reason, the imperfective marker is represented here as
���������  when � �����  does not follow the imperfective marker.

� �� &¡
 occurs with all persons. With non-first person subjects, ¢+£D¤¥ ¦�§ £+¨©£«ª!¤F¬  marks direct knowledge of the event. It contrasts with +®!¯
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°�±�²�³9´�µ·¶�¸�² , another verb ending, which shows that the information is
based on inference.

(163) ¹&º�»�¼�½ ¾Aº�¿�ÀÁ�ÂÃ¹&¿ÅÄ Á�Æ&ÇÈÂvÁÉ�Ê6½
         s/he-ERG thangka     hang-IMPF/DIRECT

          ‘S/he is hanging up Ë�Ì�Í�ÎÏ�ÐÍÑ .’  (Based on the speaker's direct
perception)

(164) Ò&Ó�Ô�Õ�Ö ×AÓ�Ø�ÙÚ�ÛÃÒ&Ø Ü Ú�Ý&Þ�Õ9Úß�à=ß�Ô�á«Õ â�Ø<ã$Ý&á
         s/he-ERG ä�å�æ�çè�é&æ       hang-IMPF/INFERENCE

         ‘S/he is hanging up ê�ë�ì�íî�ïìð�ñóò  (Based on report of inference)

ô õ�ö&÷
 occurs with first person subjects in nonvolitional event clauses.

(165) øù�ú<ø�ú�û�ùü�ýÿþ
          I     sick-IMPF/DIRECT/NONVOLITIONAL

            ‘ I am sick.’

The Lhasa Tibetan verb system, presented here, shows that a finite
verb complex in Lhasa Tibetan encodes evidentiality and volitionality,
besides aspectual and verbal information. The perfective and the
imperfective distinctions, in set I constructions, are indicated by � ���
and ����� , where 	�
��  has the perfective interpretation, and ����  in the
same position has the imperfective interpretation. Chapter 4 presents a
diachronic study of the development of the set I finite verb
morphology in Lhasa Tibetan. It presents data which suggest that the
verb suffix ����� , which has a perfective interpretation in Lhasa Tibetan,
is a reanalysis of the nominalizer ����� , when it precedes evidential
markers (such as ����� , � ���! ). Similarly, "�#�$ , the imperfective aspect
marker, is a reanalysis of %�&�' , a nonfinal marker indicating temporal
overlap. This development can, schematically, be represented as
follows.

(�)�*  (NOM) > Perfect      >      Perfective+-,�.�/  (Temporal overlap) > ...        >      Imperfective
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3.6 021234365�798

To summarize, in the Tibeto-Kinnauri languages examined here,
perfective and imperfective markers occur in a number of related
constructions. For example, the perfective verb form in Kinnauri and
Pa ni also occur in the past participle construction, the clause chain
construction, the serial verb construction, the compound verb
construction and it also has the perfect interpretation. However, in
Tibetan and Tinani, the perfective marker is homophonous with one of
the nominalizers in the languages. If lined up diachronically, the
various ‘ functions’  of the perfective aspect marker in these languages
represent various points in the development of the modern perfective
aspect markers in these languages. In chapter 5 we will examine the
development of the modern perfective aspect in Tibeto-Kinnauri
languages, where functional motivations will be provided in support
of the pathway suggested here.
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1. This consultant is from the Kalpa region in Kinnaur. According to my

consultants, BDCFEGBDH  is a peculiarity of the Kinnauri spoken in the Kalpa region.

2. The distribution of the future tense markers reflects the speech of the
Sangla region. According to my consultants, there is a variation among the
Kinnauri speakers depending on the geographical area of Kinnaur to which they
belong. The future marker IKJ  is realized as LNM  in the Kalpa region.

3. The verb ‘see’  has two variants OQPSRUT  and VQWDX . This variation is yet another
instance of variation among Kinnauri speakers, which my informants attributed to
variation among speakers depending on the region to which they belong.

4. Y[Z  also occurs in the construction \�]>^`_AaG^`\�]  [NEG=be=NEG] ‘ if not’ ,
where it has the interpretation of ‘unless’ .

5. The auxiliary function of the “versatile”  verbs (Matisoff 1976) is
indicated here by providing the gloss in capitals.

6. There are, however, some loan words which follow the regular
phonological rules of Kinnauri. bQced�f g  ‘happy’  is, for example, an Indic loan word
and the choice of the imperfective ( hQikj�l m�nporq ) is determined by the same
phonological rule as indigenous verbs.

7 . See Saxena (1991) for a discussion of the tonal system in Pas t ani.

8. The first and second person plural marker uKvxw�y  is realized as V+ z{  when

the verb ends with a vowel.

9. It is possible that these agreement markers were originally clitics and are
now on their way to becoming suffixes. This would account for the variation.

10. The detailed form of | }�~��D� is � ���A�D�A�  It is realized as � ����� in rapid speech.

11. The forms in table 6 reflect careful speech; in informal speech the verb
final �-�  is usually dropped. For example, � ���A���  instead of � ���A�D�A��� .

12. The verb �Q�  ‘say’  allows an alternation between �Q���D   and ¡£¢A¤K¥ ¦-§  as its past
tense forms.
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13. The verb ‘die’  takes only ¨ª©¬«  as the non-future tense marker.

14. The perfective and the non-perfective forms of the verb ‘go’  are U®  and¯K°
, respectively.

15.  Non-phonologically determined environments in Pa± ² ani and, as will be
shown below in Tinani, could be a consequence of the historical developments in
these languages (just as in Maori), where, at one stage, suffixes were simple
vowels, but at a later stage words were resegmentalized, with the result that the
stem final consonant got reanalyzed as part of some suffixes. Similarly, the
relationship between the past allomorph ³N´ µ-¶  and the infinitive ·¹¸ºx»¬¼  in Tinani,
suggests that retroflexion could be a part of the verb stem, otherwise it would be
difficult to account for the fact as to why only those verbs which take ½¹¾¿-À¬Á  as the
the infinitive, take the past tense marker ÂKÃ Ä-Å  in the structure V-TNS-AGR.

16. It is plausible that in older PaÆ Ç ani the imperfective marker ÈDÉ  was
suffixed to the infinitive verb form, including the final vowel ÊDË . In modern PaÌ Í ani,
the infinitive marker is completely lost in imperfective verb forms.

17. There is only one verb in PaÎ Ï ani, which allows Ð¹Ñ Ò�Ó  as the imperfect
participle marker; the verb ‘ laugh’  ( Ô�ÕeÖØ×  (INF), ÙÛÚeÜØÝ  (IMPF), ÞÛß�à áNâ ã�äKåAæ  (imperfect
participle).

18. Both Paç è ani as well as Tinani show a frequent alternation between / é /
and / êìëªí

19. The first person singular agreement marker is realized as îDï£ð  with the
copula ñ ò�ó .

20. When the verb stem ends with a consonant, the first person plural

marker is realized as ô õ ö .
21. The agreement marker ÷DøFù9ú  also occurs with second person singular

honorific subjects.

22. The imperfective verb form in Tinani is identical with the infinitive verb
form, except in the following cases. ûKüAû  / ýNþ  ‘goes’  (INF ÿ��Aÿ ), ����� ‘ is scared’  (INF������	

), 
�������  / ��������  ‘sleeps’  (INF ��������  ), à����  ‘comes’  (INF à!#"�$ ), %'&�(�(�)  ‘ lives’  (INF*,+.-0/�1
), 2 354.6 7#89  ‘happens’  (INF : ;=<.>@?�AB ). Even in these cases, the two forms are very

similar. These are all the cases of C5DFE as the imperfective marker.
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23. The infinitive verb in Tinani occurs also in nonfinite complement
constructions (subject, direct object and oblique complements). The complement
clauses in such constructions are never followed by a headnoun.

24. The only exception to this is the verb GIH . The infinitive and imperfective
forms of the verb ‘ JIK�L  is M�N�M  (INF, IMPF), but the present participle is OQPSRUTQV�WXRUY0Z ).

25. []\�^ , which functions also as a nominalizer in some other West
Himalayish languages, occurs in some nominalized constructions in Tinani and
Gahri, too. For example, it occurs in the relative clause construction and in the
complement construction in Tinani. In the latter case, if the subjects of the two
clauses are not coreferential, the head noun occurs obligatorily.

26. Due to the lack  of relevant data, it is not possible to determine if the
progressive marker in Tinani has additional functions.

27. Examples of Lhasa Tibetan appear in the transliterated form of the
written Tibetan. The tonal patterns of _ `�a  and bdcIe  are different. The suffix f g�h
behaves like a regular suffix. Like all suffixes, it is toneless. The suffix idjIk , on the
other hand, has the tonal pattern of a compound word. This difference in the tone
pattern is shown here by - and =. Verb endings such as lImon  and p q�rs  are not linked
to the aspect markers by means of hyphens, because they have the status of
independent morphemes. Since the morphosyntax and semantics of the verb
endings are sensitive to the determination of aspect, the gloss of t u�vxwzy�{  and |d}I~����� }  is treated as one unit.

28. ����  is an ablative case marker in Tibetan. It also functions as a
subordinator.

29. DeLancey (1989) notes that ������  occurs in nonfinal contexts in certain
circumstances. For example,

(1) �������5� ����� ��� �z������������I�����
      he-DAT book that exist-if
      ‘ If he has the book...’

30. All contemporary varieties, for which adequate descriptions are
available, seem to have an evidential system generally similar to that of Lhasa
(DeLancey 1990).



Chapter 4

4.1 ���I �¡'¢z£�¤¦¥ ¨§©¢I�

Tibeto-Kinnauri languages, as seen in chapter 3, display two plausible
sources of their modern aspect markers; the nominalizer and the
participle form. This chapter traces the development of the modern perfective
and imperfective aspect markers in Lhasa Tibetan. The finite verb structure
relevant for the present purposes in Lhasa Tibetan is V-ªx« / ¬z�® -EVID,
where -̄±°  has the perfective interpretation and ²z³µ´  has the imperfective
interpretation. ¶¸·º¹ , »½¼�¾ , ¿�ÀzÁ  and Â Ã�ÄÅ  which otherwise function as
copulas, function here as evidential markers. Results of the diachronic
study, as will be presented below, suggest that ÆºÇxÈ  which has a perfective
interpretation in standard Lhasa, is a reanalysis of the nominalizer ÉºÊxË
when it precedes evidential markers (such as ÌµÍºÎ  and Ï ÐÒÑ�Ó ) and ÔzÕ×Ö  (the
imperfective marker) is a reanalysis of ØµÙºÚ , a nonfinal marker indicating
temporal overlapÛ

Standard Lhasa Tibetan has two sets of finite verb endings in noncopula
constructions; (i) finite verb endings which reflect what was at an earlier
stage a nominalized clause with a final copula and (ii) verb endings
which reflect cliticization of earlier serial verbs. The set (i) finite verb
system (hereafter, the finite verb system) involves a verb stem, aspect
marker and a copula which functions as an evidential marker. The
evidential markers indicate the source of the information contained in the
clause. Sentences (1-7) below show that the verb stem is followed by an
aspect marker, where Ü.Ý×Þ marks the perfective and ßzàµá  marks the
imperfective.1
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Lhasa Tibetan has a four-term copular system. âdãåä  and æèçêé  are equational
copulas and ë ì�íî  and ï�ðzñ  are existentials. They also occur in noncopula
constructions. Their distribution in such constructions is as follows. òIó.ô
occurs with first person subjects, where it indicates volitionality (exx. 1-
2). õ÷ö�ø  occurs with non-first person subjects in the perfective, but can
occur with all persons in the imperfective. ùûúêü  marks that the information
is based on inference (exx. 3-5). ý þ¦ÿ��  occurs with non-first person
subjects in event clauses (ex. 6), where it marks direct knowledge of the
event. � �����  occurs with first person subjects in nonvolitional event
clauses (ex. 7). In the following description I will use ‘evidential’ as a
cover term for these morphosyntactic and semantic features.

(1) �	��
��������
�������
��� ��
���� � 2

      I-ERG tiger  kill-PERF/VOLITIONAL

      ‘ I killed a tiger. (volitionally)’

(2) !	"�#$&% ')(*'�+�#�" ,�'�#.-�/1032�45264�!
      I-ERG   tiger  kill-IMPF/VOLITIONAL

      ‘ I will kill a tiger. (deliberately)’

(3) 7�8:96;�<�=1>&?@	A�BCAEDGFIHJ7�8�KB�F L:9�?	F�B M�?N>O;�<
      you-ERG           /  he-ERG  did-PERF/INFERENCE

      ‘You/he did it.’ (based on inferential information)

(4) P�Q:R6S�T�U1V&WX	Y�Z\[ Y�]_^a`*^�b WcY d�^�W�T�U1P3R�]eVfS�T
      you-ERG              tiger   kill-IMPF/INFERENCE

      ‘You will kill a tiger.’ (based on inferential information).

(5) g	h�ij�klk�m�i�h�n�k�io�p1q3r�sutOv�o
      I-ERG  tiger  kill-IMPF/INFERENCE

      ‘ I will kill a tiger.’ (accidentally).

(6) w�xyz�{|{}�~������~.z	{���{���� �.��{  3

      s/he     song  emit-IMPF/DIRECT

      ‘S/he is singing.’ (direct knowledge)

(7) �	�����.������� �&�5� �.�����
      I     sick-IMPF/DIRECT/NONVOLITIONAL

      ‘ I am sick.’

Table 1 presents the tense/aspect and evidential values associated with
this set of the finite verb endings.
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Table 1. Tense/aspect/evidentiality values of the finite verb endings

 NO DIRECT
 KNOWLEDGE

  DIRECT
KNOWLEDGE,

  VOLITIONAL

DIRECT
KNOWLEDGE,

EVENT

PERFECTIVE ����������� ��� �¢¡ £¥¤
IMPERFECTIVE ¦J§�¨&©«ªJ¬J¥® ¯�°�±u¬ ¦6§�¨�©«ª6¬ ¦J§ ¨�³² ¬�´�§Jµ

¦J§u© ¨¥¶
FUTURE ·J¸ ¹»º�¼�½ ·6¸�¹�¾ ¹¥¿

The finite verb system of Lhasa Tibetan differs significantly from the
original Tibetan finite verb system. In the original system,
tense/aspect/mood distinctions were indicated by prefixes, suffixes and
change of the root vowel. Thus, a transitive verb could potentially have
four verb forms. For example, À�Á�Â�Ã  (IMPF), ÄuÅ�Æ�Ç�È6É  (PERF), ÊuË�Ì�Í�Î  (FUT),
Ï�Ð�Ñ�ÒJÓ  (IMP) ‘ reap’ (Shafer 1950:709). Unlike Lhasa Tibetan, in this
system, each finite declarative verb ends with a declarative marker (’ Ô ).
Differences in the two finite verb systems raise questions about the
development of the modern system. In this chapter we will pursue the
development of Õ�Ö�×  and Ø6Ù�Ú as the perfective and the imperfective
markers, respectively, and the emergence of Û�Ü�Ý  and Þ ß«à�á  as evidential
markers. We will argue that â¥ã�ä  is a reanalysis of the nominalizer å�æ�ç ,
when it precedes evidential markers (such as è�é¥ê  and ë ì�í�î ) and that ï³ð�ñ
is a reanalysis of the nonfinal marker ò ó¥ô , which indicates temporal
overlap. As a consequence of the reanalysis of the nominalizer as the
perfective marker and the copula as an evidential marker, the structural
configuration of a clause is also undergoing reanalysis. (8a) presents the
original structure involving a nominalized copula construction. (8b)
illustrates the finite verb structure in Lhasa Tibetan.

(8a) s[ NP  s[ NP  VP ]s NOM  COPULA ]s

(8b) s[ NP   V-ASP EVID ]s
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The development of the modern finite verb system involves the loss of
the original tense/aspect system and the final declarative marker ( õ ö ).
Degeneration of these two systems happened at the same time. In Lhasa
Tibetan, the evidential markers also mark the end of a finite verb (EFV,
hereafter).

It is important to point out here that Lhasa Tibetan has not reached the
stage where copulas such as ÷ ø¥ù  and ú û�ü�ý  have been completely
reanalyzed as finite verb markers and have lost all traces of the verb in
noncopula constructions. This is evident from the fact that the native
speakers recognize the evidential marker þ ÿ��  as the copula �����  and the
tone configuration of evidential markers is that of an independent
morpheme in the slow speech of educated informants. However, it is
possible that if this development continues, these morphemes might lose
some of their phonological material and be treated as suffixes.

The materials which I have investigated for the present study are listed
under (9) in chronological order.

(9)(i)  Sixth century Tibetan texts from ���
	���
��	��  (Thomas
1957) ( ���
���������
�  texts, hereafter);

    (ii)  Classical Tibetan texts and descriptions (Hahn 1974, 
 Francke 1929, Jäschke 1954);

    (iii) �������� "!# �$���%& ('��)!#*� �+-,�.� �! , a fourteenth century Tibetan
           text, (De Jong 1959) (/�02143�5"6#5�7�1�8�5 , hereafter); and

      (iv) Data from Lhasa Tibetan (DeLancey 1985, 1986, 1990,
  1992)

The organization of this chapter is as follows. Section 4.2 presents the
background material for the study, including a brief overview of the
inferred original verb schema and the Lhasa Tibetan system. In section
4.3 we trace the development of the modern finite verb system in Lhasa
Tibetan. This will be done by examining the aforementioned Tibetan
texts, beginning with the 9�:�;�<�:�=�;�>  texts in section 4.3.1. This
description, it is hoped, will show a gradual degeneration of the original
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system and a slow rise of the modern system. In section 4.4 the
development of the perfective and the imperfective markers in modern
Lhasa Tibetan will be examined. In section 4.5 evidence will be
presented which suggests that the structural configuration of a finite
clause in modern Lhasa Tibetan is undergoing reanalysis, as a
consequence of the reanalyses of the nominalizer as a perfective marker
and copulas as evidential markers.4

4.2 ?A@�B)CED�FHG�IJLK

4.2.1 MON
P
QRN�STP
UWV2X"YTZ�P[V�Q�S \�S�]�^_`^�]�abYTZ�P4cdZ�^�e#^bf�Shg�P�YT^�]"N�P
Q�g
^i_`ehj�e
YkP�lme
n�op(q�rRs�tshuv�wyx�p
r#z�v�w�{}|�{#~�p��
In the inferred original Tibetan verb inflection system, the tense/aspect
information was indicated by prefixes, suffixes and changes in the root
vowel (Shafer 1950, 1951). For intransitive verbs, a two-way tense/aspect
distinction was made. The imperfective had the prefix � � 5 and the
perfective had the suffix �2� . For transitive verbs a four-way tense/aspect
distinction was made, where the imperfective had either an � �  or a ��  as
the prefix; the perfective had the prefix �
�  and suffix ��� , the future had
either ���  or �L�  as the prefix and the imperative had �  as the root vowel and
suffix �2� . The original verb inflection system is summarized in table 2.
Various morphophonemic rules affected the realization of this system
with particular root-initial or root-final consonants (see Shafer 1950,
1951 for details).
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Table 2. The original transitive verb inflection system

Imperfective Perfective Future Imperative

CLASS 1 ’ ------ b------s b------ ------s

CLASS 2 ’ ------  b------s g------ ------s

CLASS 3 g------   b------s b------ ------s

CLASS 4 g------    b------s g------ ------s

     For example, � �
�������  (IMPF), ���
���
 ¡  (PERF), ¢�£
¤�¥
¦  (FUT), §)¨�©�ª)«&¬hh®
(IMP) ‘hold’6

In addition, finite affirmative verbs were followed by a declarative
marker (EFV) ¯ ° . It has two allomorphs ± ²  and ³k´ . µ·¶  occurred with the
perfective verb forms ending in ¸ , ¹  or º . » ¼  occurred elsewhere. ½ ¾
repeated the stem final consonant, if the verb ended with a consonant7.
(In the gloss of each verb, the tense/aspect information, given within
parenthesis, describes the tense/aspect of the verb stem.)

(10a) ¿ÁÀÃÂ�Ä ÅÇÆ
              become(PERF) EFV

(10b) È É�ÊÌË ÊÌËÃÉ
               come(IMPF) EFV

(10c) Í ÎÐÏÒÑ�Ó Í Ó
         live(IMPF) EFV

Ô�ÕÖØ×OÕLÙ�Ú#ÙÛÔ�ÜhÝ�Ö
ÞßÙ�àâá�Ö)ãÒÝ�Ù�ä�Ú}å�Ú#Þ}Ö�æ
As noted earlier, in the original system a verb can have up to four forms,
perfective, imperfective, future and imperative. In Lhasa Tibetan the
stem alternations are disappearing.8 A large number of verbs make a
distinction only between perfective and nonperfective and a number of
other verbs have only one invariant form of the verb (for example, the
verb ‘become’ has only one form ç è
é&ê�ë  (SAME) ‘become’) 9. If more than
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one verb item is available, certain verb endings in Lhasa Tibetan require
a specific form of the verb. The perfective marker ìîí&ï  and the nominalizer
ðTñ&ò  require the perfective form of the verb and the imperfective markeró�ô&õ  requires the imperfective form of the verb.

When verbs occur in nonfinal positions, they take a nonfinal marker and
when they occur in the final position, they occur with one or more finite
verb suffixes. Tibetan is a clause chaining language, where a number of
clauses are linked together by a nonfinal marker. Aspect and evidential
markers occur only at the end of a clause chain.

(11) öø÷�ùûúÃüÌùýúÃþkúÿù���� ��� ���
	 ú úÃüÁùÐú�� �� ÷�� � þ � �
       dog a-ERG     meat  single  a      find(PERF)-NOM

       ����������� � �������� ��"!#��$ 10

       mouth-LOC  take(nonPERF)-ABL

       %'&�(*),+-&�.0/ 132�465�7�8�.�9
:;/ 8=<�> 20?�&�@�2
       bridge-GEN  on-LOC    go(nonPERF) during

       A�B
C�DFE�D�GHD�I'J
KML�ANC�O�B�CQP�R#J�E0S G A�B�C�D�E�T
J
       self-GEN  ?lead  image    water-GEN self-LOC

    U
V'W�XZY [\W
       show(SAME)-NOM

       ]
^ _a`Zb�c�dfe�g"h
ikj�^�]
       DEM see(SAME)-PERF/INFERENCE

     ‘A dog found a piece of meat, taking that in his mouth, while going on the
       bridge, he saw his shadow in the water.’

lnmpoaqsrut�vwmyx\z|{'}pq\v0{N~�myx
In Lhasa Tibetan �a���  and ���w�  are equational copulas and �����  and � ���'�  are
existentials. In statements, �a���  occurs with first person subjects and �f�p�
with non-first person subjects.

(12) �������������,�-� �����
        I     Tibetan (person) be
        ‘ I am Tibetan.’
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(13)  �¡�¢¤£�¢�¥F¦¨§-© ª�«�¥
        he    Tibetan (person) be
        ‘He is Tibetan.’

Hale (1980) labelled this type of system as “conjunct”  vs. “disjunct”  for
Newari, a Tibeto-Burman language. In Lhasa Tibetan the
conjunct/disjunct distinction is intertwined with evidentiality.

The distribution of the existentials (¬��®  and ¯ °�±�² ) is similar to that of ³�´¶µ
and ·�¸w¹ , where º�»½¼  occurs with first person and ¾ ¿�À'Á  with non-first
person subjects.

(14) Â�Ã�Ä�ÅuÆÈÇ�ÂÉÃ�Ê
ËMÌ�Í�Ã\ÎÏÌÑÐ�Ä�Ò Ó�Í
Ç
             I-DAT  money  some          exist

        ‘ I have some money.’

(15) Ô�Õ�Ö�×�Ø Ù#Ú�Û�Ü#ÝßÞZÖÉÛ\àÏÞ�á0â�ã ä Ù
ÜÉÛ
       he-DAT money  some          exist
       ‘He has some money.’

However, in some cases both conjunctive and disjunctive forms of
existential copula can occur with first person arguments. (16) and (17)
demonstrate that the choice of the form is based on semantic factors other
than person. DeLancey (1986) argues that å æsç�è  is linked with “new
knowledge”. (17) is possible in the context where the cat does not
belong to the speaker and he has no idea how it came in the house.

(16) é�ê�ë�ì0í îïé�ë�éÉê�ìuð6ë ñ0ò#î6óôîöõ�÷�ø
        I-GEN  house-LOC cat      exist
        ‘There’s a cat in my house.’

(17) ù�ú�û�ü0ý þïù�û�ùÉú�üuÿ6û � � þ���þ ý ���fú
        I-GEN   house-LOC  cat      exist
        ‘ idem.’

In Lhasa Tibetan, the conjunct/disjunct distinction is neutralized in
subordinate constructions. In such constructions only the conjuncts (�	��

and ���� ) can occur11.
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(18) ������������������ �!#"$�&%�'(���*),+.-� �/1032������
          I/he        Tibetan   be-because

       ‘Because I am/he is a Tibetan...’

46587�9:5<;>=�?A@B9:5C7$DFEHGI=J9�ELKF5�7
The two sets of verb endings which occur at the end of a finite verb in
noncopula constructions are provided in table 3. The second column in
the table lists the verb endings, the third column describes their
tense/aspect and conjunct/disjunct distribution and the fourth column
describes their evidential interpretations. 12

Table 3. Finite verb endings in Lhasa Tibetan

M NPORQBSUT:V
NPORQ	W>XPY
Z8[ XP\
Z8[ X]W�^�V
Z8[ X]W�^�VCN_O>QBSUT<V
Z8[ X`SUT:V
Z8[ X]W>XPY

DISJUNCT PERF
CONJUNCT PERF
DISJUNCT IMPF
CONJUNCT IMPF
IMPF
DISJUNCT FUT
CONJUNCT FUT

INFERENCE
DIRECT, VOL
DIRECT,EVENT
DIRECT, VOL
INFERENCE
INFERENCE
DIRECT, VOL

M#M aLbHc8d:e
aAfIg8h:e
aHiLj>k:dIe

PERF
PERFECT
PERF

DIRECT
INFERENCE
SPEAKER AS
GOAL

Set II represents cliticization of earlier serial verbs. Set I is comprised of
forms which reflect a nominalized clause with a final copula. Copulas in
this construction function, however, as evidential markers and not as
copulas. The conjunct/disjunct distinction of the copulas is retained in
noncopula constructions. As mentioned earlier, l>mPn  and o�p8q  are conjuncts
and r sJtHu  and vUwIx  are disjuncts.
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(19) y�z�{�|P}�~���{�}�| ��{�����y �>���.���
        I-ERG  do(PERF)-PERF/VOLITIONAL

        ‘ I did it.’

(20) �������������F����������� �$�8��������� ��������� ��������� �>����� �
        you-ERG           /  he-ERG  do(PERF)-PERF/INFERENCE

        ‘You/He did it.’

Finite verb endings which include copulas, have the same evidentiality
values as the copulas, with the addition of volitionality. Here I will briefly
describe the evidential values associated with ¡R¢_£ and ¤ ¥J¦�§ .

¨ª©P«
 occurs with first person subjects in perfective and imperfective

aspects (see exx. 1-2 above). It marks volitionality, so it does not occur
with nonvolitional verbs.

(21) ¬��®°¯�±�²�³1´�µ�¶�¬�
        I     die-happen
        ‘ I died.’

(22) * ·�¸ª¹6º�»�¼ ½1¾�¹�¿�¼�·
          I      die-PERF/VOLITIONAL

With verbs which can have volitional as well as nonvolitional
interpretations, À>ÁPÂ  occurs only when the clause involves volitional
interpretations.

(23) Ã�Ä�Å�ÆPÇ�È�É�Å�Ê�Ë�Ì�ÍIÎ�Ï�Å�Ä�Æ Ð�ÅÑË�Ò(Ã
        I-ERG  cup       break(PERF)-PERF/VOLITIONAL

        ‘ I broke the cup.’ (intentionally)

(24) Ó�Ô�Õ�ÖP×ÙØ�Ú�ÕÜÛ�Ý�Þ�ß:à�á�Õ�Ô�Ö(×�Þ�Ó�Ô
        I-ERG cup       break-PERF/DIRECT

        ‘ I broke the cup.’ (unintentionally)

â ã�äHå
, on the other hand, occurs only in the imperfective. In the

interrogative and negative constructions æ ç�è�é  follows the imperfective
marker, but in the affirmative, it does not occur in spoken Lhasa Tibetan,
instead the imperfective marker has a falling tone which suggests that
there must have been an obstruent coda, presumably an êFë . For this
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reason, the imperfective marker is represented here as ì8íIî>ïPð  when ñ ò°ó�ô
does not follow the imperfective marker.

õ ö�÷Hø
 occurs with all persons. With non-first person subjects, ù8úüûý þ�ÿ ú��Aú��>û��  marks direct knowledge of the event. It contrasts with ���
	�������

������� � , another verb ending, which shows that the information is based
on inference.

(25) ������� � !"��#�$�%'&(��#*) %,+.-/&0%.1,2 �
        s/he-ERG 354�687.9,:�6     hang-IMPF/DIRECT

       ‘S/he is hanging up ;=<�>@?.A,B�>DC .’ (Based on the speaker’s direct perception)

(26) E�F�G�H I J"F�K�L�M'N(E�KPO MRQ�S=H"M.TRUVT�G�W8H XYK[Z/Q.W
        s/he-ERG \5]�^8_.`,a�^      hang-IMPF/INFERENCE

       ‘S/he is hanging up b=c�d@e.f,g�dDhjiVk  (Based on report of inference)

l m�npo
 occurs with first person subjects in nonvolitional event clauses.

(27) q.r,stq�s�u r.v,wyx
        I     sick-IMPF/DIRECT/NONVOLITIONAL

        ‘ I am sick.’

To summarize, the description, presented here, shows that a finite verb
complex in Lhasa Tibetan encodes evidentiality and volitionality, besides
aspectual and verbal information. In set I noncopula constructions the
perfective and the imperfective distinctions are indicated by z�{t|  and }�~t� ,
where ���
�  has the perfective interpretation and �����  in the same position
has the imperfective interpretation.

4.3 ���������������������t�����j�'�������'���������V�����p�t���������� ¡�'�����¡ V���� ¢�¤£¥�V£��¤�p���

The organization of this section is as follows. The verbal system of the¦�§�¨�©ª§�«�¨�¬
 texts is described first. It suggests that even in the earliest

available texts, the original system was breaking down. The Classical
Tibetan verbal system is presented in section 4.3.2. It demonstrates the
loss of the original system to a large extent; seeds of the modern finite
verb system are seen here. The verbal system in ¯®V°
± ²´³p²�µ�°�¶
²  is
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described next. It shows the continuing decay of the original system and
further developments of the modern system. The functional developments
of ·
¸�¹  and º »�¼�½  and the structural development of ¾�¿�À  in ÁÃÂVÄ
Å�ÆÈÇpÆ�É�Ä�Ê
Æ
are consistent with the patterns found in Lhasa Tibetan.

As is the case with any study relying on written texts alone, the present
work is confronted with the following two limitations. Texts do not
always contain all the information needed for an adequate analysis. Texts
from different periods differ in style. Despite these limitations, as will be
shown below, there is sufficient datacorpus to trace the development of
the modern finite verb system.

4.3.1 Ë�Ì�ÍÎË�Ï�Ð�Ì�Ï�Ñ�Ð�ÒÔÓ ÍpÕ�Ó Ö
×0Ø�Ù�ÚpØ�ÛÝÜÞÚ�ßtØ�à�á
The âRã8äRåæã8çRä8è  texts retain the original tense/aspect system to a very large
extent. The original imperative form of the verb is consistently used in the
texts. Examples of this are é.ê�ëæì�í'é  ‘run(IMP)’ (cf. î�ï.ð'ñ�ò�î  ‘run(IMPF)’) andó�ô�õ�ö

 ‘speak(IMP)’ (cf. ÷�ø�ù  ‘speak, talk(IMPF)’ ). Besides the imperative
suffix, Tibetan also has an imperative morpheme, ú�û ü , which follows the
verb. It has three allomorphs ý�þ ÿ , � ��� �  and ����� 	 . 
��� �  occurs when the
preceding morpheme ends with an � , ����� �  occurs after ��� , � , � , � , and �
and ��� �  in all other places. In some instances in the texts, the imperative
suffix is phonetically implied. For example, in �� "!$#&%' $( )  ‘cover(IMP)
IMP’ and *,+.-0/$1 2  ‘eat(IMP) IMP’ the imperative morpheme is realized as3'4�5 6  in conformity with the imperative suffix 798 , which is later deleted
(:<;"=�><?A@CB D  --> E<F"G�H<IAIJFLK M  --> N<O"P�QSR0OLT U  ‘cover(IMP) IMP’ ). (28) illustrates
the original system in the V�W,X�Y�W,Z�X,[  texts.

(28) \ ]J^<_L\  (IMPF), ̀ba0cJd  (PERF), e<f0gLh  (FUT), i0j<kml  (IMP)       ‘make’

             noqpJr  (IMPF), sJt'u<vmw  (PERF), xby{z<|}x  (FUT), ~'�<�m�  (IMP)    ‘put, place’

At the same time, the ���,���������,�  texts also show signs of decay of the
original system. This is evident from the irregularities in the spelling
system. In some cases the morphological rules concerning the choice of
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the verb form are not followed and in other cases deviant verb forms are
found. In Tibetan ���  is the general negative morpheme and ��� �����  occurs
with the future verb forms. However, the texts have a few instances
where the perfective form is used with ����� . The regular form also occurs
in the texts.

(29a) ��������� �'�<�J b�
         NEG-begin(PERF)

(29b) ¡£¢<¤¦¥¨§'©<ªm«<§
         NEG-begin(PERF)

Similarly, there is a considerable laxity in the use of the perfective suffix
¬9 . Forms with and without the perfective suffix occur in neighboring
environments, for example, ®,¯�°'±�² / ³,´�µ0¶  ‘make(PERF)’ .

The degeneration of the original tense/aspect system is, to a large extent,
clearly seen in the loss of the future form. To quote Thomas, “the Future,
a necessary, and no doubt, ancient, independent form with Prefix ·$¸  of
obscure etymology, had in the period of the first spellings and
grammarians become considerably muddled” (1957:61).13

Further, a careful look at the examples of variant spellings of verbs in
Thomas (1957) suggests that the variation is in the prefixes, root vowels
and suffixes. As described earlier, these are the mechanisms to mark
tense/aspect (see section 4.2.1 for details). Table 4 lists a set of deviant
spellings found in the ¹�º,»�¼�º,½�»,¾  texts. In this set of examples, the
irregular forms appear as variants of the other member of the pair, but are
not found in Jäschke's Classical Tibetan dictionary, or in Goldstein's
modern Tibetan dictionary, except for ¿�ÀÂÁ�Ã , which is listed as a variant ofÄ£ÅÂÆ�Ç  in Jäschke's dictionary.
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Table 4. Deviant spellings in the È�É,Ê�Ë�É�Ì�Ê,Í  texts

Regular forms Irregular forms Gloss

Prefixes Î{Ï�Ð�Î
Ñ�Ò Ð�Î
Ñ Ð�Ó
Ñ£Ô0Ñ

Ó,Î{Ï�Ð�Î
Ó Ò Ð�Î
Ó Ñ Ð�Ó
Ó Ñ£Ô0Ñ

     ‘ listen to’

     ‘patch up’

     ‘hide’

     ‘be bent’

Suffixes Õ0Ö�×�Ø{Ù�Ú Õ'Ö,×$Ø'Ù      ‘sit’

Vowels &
suffixes

Û{Ü,Ý�Þ Û{Ü,ß�ÞàÛ      ‘be thirsty’

This variation has stabilized in Lhasa Tibetan, where in some cases two
variant spellings are found for the same meaning (see Goldstein 1978).
For example,

(30) á{â<ãåä ~ æJç{èbé<ê ‘ ride’

     ëbì<ímî ~ ï<ð<ñJò ‘self/to own’

Besides the deterioration in the spelling system, development of new
words from already existing words intensified the breakdown of the
original system. óõô,ö�÷  ‘surround’ and ø�ùûú�ü�ý  ‘blame’ are derived from
already existing words þ ÿ������  ‘go around’ and ���
	���  ‘ fault’ (Thomas
1957). It is possible that such words did not always develop forms based
on the mechanical system (of having different prefixes and/or suffixes
and a change in the root vowel to mark tense/aspect distinctions); thus,
increasing the number of cases which are not consistent with the original
verbal system. This deterioration continued, resulting in one single form
of a verb in many cases and retention of multiple verb forms in some
cases in Lhasa Tibetan.
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The occurrence of a copula is not obligatory in an equational clause in
Tibetan. For example,

(31) $ %'&)(+*',+- .0/213&)4+5
- 14

                wise            QUOTE

        ‘  “ (He is) wise.”  thus (he said).’

The equational copulas in the 6�7�8�9�7�:�8�;  texts are <>=@?  and ACB�D�E  and the
existentials are F G�H�I  and J�K�L .

MON@P
 and Q@R�SUT  can occur in the final as well as nonfinal positions. In the

nonfinal position, they are followed by a nonfinal marker, such as VXW  and
in the final position they are optionally followed by the EFV Y Z . There is a
discrepancy in the texts concerning the EFV marker with [C\"]�^ . In some
cases the EFV is _  and in others it is ̀)a  (i.e., bCcedUf�gih  and jXk�lUm�nom�p ).

Constructions involving q rUs�t  and u�v�w  have third person subjects. xzy�{
occurs in the final as well as nonfinal positions. | }�~)� , on the other hand,
occurs only in subordinate clauses where it is followed by a subordinator,
such as �@�����
� , NOM-LOC15. This is especially interesting, because, in
Lhasa Tibetan, the occurrence of � ���)�  and �U���  is largely neutralized in
subordinate clauses, where only �����  occurs.

�����)�����"�)�
According to the handbooks of Tibetan, every verb is followed either by
a nonfinal marker or an EFV, except in imperative sentences and when a
question is expressed by an interrogative morpheme. In these two cases
the EFV does not occur at the end of a finite verb. The term ‘bare verb’
refers here to verbs, excluding those in these two aforementioned
constructions, which are not followed either by a nonfinal marker or an
EFV. 

In the ���������������  texts the EFV follows most finite verbs. (32) is one of
the few cases where the verb is not followed by an EFV.
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(32) � �e�¡ 2¢£�+¤'¥§¦�¨ª©'¥ «e¤ª�' ¬ ¥)¨e®¯�' !¤e�O¢z°±¤e²�³´¤
        since         religion  and   life    evil-LOC

        µe¶+µ ·�¸º¹
        settle(PERF) CLP

» ¼e½¿¾!»�¼+ÀeÁ¡ÂÄÃ)½oÅ´Á+ÆCÂ¡Ç�ÅÈÃ ÂOÁeÉ+¼Ê¼'Â!Ë+½ Ìe½´Â!Í@ÇÏÎOÀÑÐºÀeÁÒÂeÃ
        fiend  and    demon-ERG  harm  crooked  100        arise(PERF)
       ‘Since religion and life had fallen upon evil days, all sorts
       of harm from demons and fiends rose in hundreds.’

The Ó!ÔeÕ!Ö�Ôe×!ÕeØ  texts are written in a semi-poetic style. Bare verbs occur in
certain idiomatic expressions, probably to give a rhyme. The following is
one such instance.

(33) Ù ÚÈÛ�ÜeÝeÞ�Ù ß ÚÈÛ�Ü+ßÈàeÛáÙ âeß
             live(nonIMPF,nonIMP)-GEN  verse   DEM

ãºä+å¡æ çéè�êªë'ì
       hear(SAME) also

       í�î ï´ð+ñ¡ò
       NEG  hear(SAME)

ó�ôºõ+öe÷¡ø ù�úe÷Òø
       see(SAME) again

û�ü û�ýXþeÿ��������eü ���
       NEG see(SAME)-NOM TOP

      	�
��������� ��
���������
�� ������� ��!
       men  happy(SAME) evil(SAME)-GEN time-LOC

" # $&%�' " '
        live(nonIMPF,nonIMP)  EFV

        ‘They do not hear, when seeing do not see, and men live between good
        and evil.’

In short, the original tense/aspect system and the finite verb system in the(�)+*-,.)+/-*+0
 texts is retained to a large extent. At the same time, the texts

also show signs of decay. This is seen in the irregularities in the verb
forms and the absence of the EFV marker at the end of a sentence. In the
next section we will examine the Classical Tibetan verbal system, where
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we will observe further degeneration of the original tense/aspect system
and the EFV system. In the CL texts we  begin to see the use of copulas as
well as noncopulas as auxiliaries. The verb preceding 13254  in such
constructions is always nominalized with 6�738  (akin to the 95:<;>=@?5A
construction in Lhasa Tibetan), but at this stage B3C�D  neither marks
volitionality nor does it function as EFV (which is the case in Lhasa
Tibetan).

4.3.2 EGF�H-I&IKJ�L+H.FNM�J�O+P-Q�H�R
SUTKVXW&TZY [\W�]<T+^+_
Classical Tibetan (CT, hereafter) shows further loss of the original
tense/aspect system. This is also indicated by the irregularities in the
spelling system and further degeneration of aspect markers. (34)
exemplifies irregularities in CT. `baXc d  in (34) indicates that this is an
imperative construction. Following the morphological rules of Tibetan,
the verb in this example should not have the perfective form e�fhg�i+j , which
is the case here.

(34) k<l m n�l�oqp rts�u k<u v�s�u�w�x y&z�l{x |Z}�p
        man  DEM-ERG  horse  NEG  let go(PERF) IMP   QUOTE

             ‘This man (said): “Don't let the horse let go.”  ’

CT does not have a consistent morphological device to mark tense/aspect.
Jäschke (noted in Thomas 1957:62) states: “the mute ~  in the Perfect
[perfective] and Imperative is in most cases either put or omitted very
arbitrarily”. The same structure is used for imperfective and perfective.
The following quotations from Francke (1929) are illustrative:

[T]he auxiliary �3�5�  is placed after the present participle���.�+���5�@� �3�5�
 [do(IMPF)-NOM-be] ‘he is doing [it].’ .

(1929:149)

And at another place (pg.150), he states:
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[T]he auxiliary �3���  is placed after the past participle���5�-���K�X�Z�K���@�5�  [see(SAME)-NOM-be] ‘ I saw it.’ .

These types of contradictory statements regarding tense/aspect are found
in Jäschke (1954)16 as well. Assuming that these authors correctly
interpreted the time reference of the examples, this nominalized
construction may have been neutral to tense.

This description suggests that the occurrence of the perfective and the
imperfective in CT is not determined at the clause level. In order to
examine the functions of the perfective and the imperfective verb forms
in CT, I analyzed two CT texts ���Z�¡ �¢-£¥¤�¦-§©¨-ª�«¬£  and -®�¯±°K²5³µ´�¶¥³�·¸º¹Z»½¼+¾3¿@¼ÁÀ+¿-Â ²5®µ¯ ÃK´ ¿ ®µÄ ¿-Â

 (Jäschke 1954). For this, I took into
consideration verbs which were specified for the perfective or the
imperfective aspect. Examination of these texts suggests that verbs which
indicate mainline events have the perfective form and verbs which
indicate background information have the imperfective form.

The following passage from the text ÅÇÆ�ÈÊÉ�Ë�ÌÊÍ5ÎµÏÑÐ�Ò5Ó¬Ì  is illustrative. In
this text verbs ‘see’ and ‘do’ have the imperfective verb forms and verbs
‘go’ and ‘ leave’ have the perfective form. The imperfective forms occur
in purposive clauses and in the direct quotation construction which
constitute background information. The perfective, on the other hand,
occurs in clauses which indicate mainline events. These discourse-related
functions of the perfective and the imperfective aspect markers are in
conformity with the observations made in Hopper (1979, 1982).

(35) Ô�ÕZÖ ×�ØÚÙ Û�Ü�×�ÝßÞ�à�Ü{Ý±á�â�×�Ö ãbØ Ô�Ø�×�Ý
        DEM-ABL long   a      pass(SAME)-NOM  and

ä�å�æèç�é&ê�ë�ìíé&ê�î ç�ï ì�ëßðñç�ò�ë�óõô÷öùøúç�é&ê�ë�ìÁé�êûîüç�ï�ç�î
         time  other  a-LOC     king         other  a-GEN

   ý-þûÿ�� � þ ���ûÿ����	��
�ý� � � ��������� ���������������
         country-LOC fair       do(IMPF) EFV QUOTE hear(SAME)-ABL

   ���� !#" $&%'! (� )*%�!�+-,�) .��'/�0 12!
         boy      DEM bird  DEM-LOC mount(SAME) CLP
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         3#465 798�:;�<�=�5>;?7@=�A-<B52C�:6D;�EF=&5�C�:�A-<
         country otherside-LOC   sights     see(IMPF)-LOC

G�H'I�JK-I'L�G
         go(PERF)-ABL

         M�NPORQ�S�T2UWV@X�Y�O'Z�[]\W^�_�O�V Q�`�a
         bird  tree-LOC    leave(PERF) CLP

          bWc�d#ef gih'j k�l�m'no�pFqFk�l�m'r�s         
                  boy      TOP  sights      see(IMPF)-LOC

t�u�vWw�x x�y
          enter(PERF,IMP) EFV

 ‘Then a long time passed and at another time in another king’s country
  they were having a fair, he heard, the boy mounted his bird and (went
  to) the other country to see the sights, leaving the bird in a tree, the boy
  went to see the sights.’

z	{�|~}�������{������-��}���-��{��
The equational copulas in CT are �����  and �������  and the existentials are� �����

 and ����� .  P¡�¢  occurs in final as well as nonfinal positions. In the final
position it is followed by an EFV and in the nonfinal position it is
followed by a nonfinal marker. All instances of £ ¤�¥�¦  and §�¨#©  are in the
nonfinal position in the texts I examined. Since ª�«�¬  occurs in the final
position both before (in the #®�¯#°�®�±#¯�²  texts) and after this (in ³µ´·¶	¸º¹
» ¹#¼�¶�½�¹ ) it is likely that this was not a syntactic restriction in CT.

¾R¿�À�Á-Â�Á�Ã�Ä�Á-Å�Æ
The term ‘auxiliary’  is used here to refer to a verb in a verb complex,
where some other verb is the main verb. For example, in Ç�ÈÉ�Ê Ë Ì�Í�Ê
‘go(PERF,IMP) exist’ and ÎÐÏ�Ñ#Ò�Ó�ÔÖÕ�×�Ø#ÕÚÙ Û Ô�Ü�Ý�Ù  ‘see(SAME)-NOM-LOC

become(IMPF)’ , Þ�ß#à�á  and âäãºå#æ#ç�è  are the main verbs and é ê�ë�ì  and í î�ï�ð�ñ
are the auxiliaries.

In CT, unlike the ò�ó�ô#õÖó�ö�ô�÷  texts, there is a set of verbs which function
as auxiliaries. This includes copulas and some noncopula verbs. Jäschke
(1954) mentions the following noncopula auxiliaries øúù�ûüý  ‘ finish(PERF)’,
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þ�ÿ��  ‘be finished(PERF)’ , �������  ‘go(PERF,IMP)’ , 	 
�����  ‘become(IMPF)’ ,� �����
 ‘come(IMPF)’ , �������  ‘make(IMPF)’ , ����� �  ‘make(PERF)’ , !�"$#

‘make(FUT)’ , %'&)(�*�+  ‘ let go(IMP)’ , ,.-�/�0�-  ‘do(SAME)’ and 1 2�3�4�5
‘come(PERF)’ . Verbs functioning as auxiliaries in CT are “versatile”
verbs (Matisoff 1969), because they also function as lexical verbs. In (36)
687:9<;  functions as a lexical verb, but in (37) =8>:?<@  functions as an auxiliary
and ACBED:F:G<H  as the main verb.

(36) IKJ<LNM O PRQSM
            go(PERF,IMP) exist

(37) TVUXWRYRZS[ \KY<ZN[
           see(SAME) go(PERF,IMP)

A verb complex involving an auxiliary in CT can have one of the
following three structures (i) V AUX, (ii) V-NOM ]V^�_  or (iii) V-NOM-LOC

AUX17. (38-40) illustrate each of these three structures. In these examples
`�a:b<c , d e�f:e  and gChEi�j�k<l  function as the main verbs and m npoSq , r�sEt  and u�v$w:x
as the auxiliaries.

(38) yKz<{N| } ~R�S|
                    go(PERF,IMP) exist

(39) � �<�R�<� �p� �:�X�
        like(SAME)-NOM  be

(40) �V�X�R�R�S�:���R�<��� ���:�S�
         see(SAME)-NOM-LOC do(PERF)

����������������  ¡���¡��'¢�¡�£�¤
As mentioned above, copulas (¥�¦�§ 18, ¨ ©$ª�« , ¬��®�¯  and °�±'² ) function as
auxiliaries in CT. Clauses involving ³�´)µ  and ¶ ·p¸8¹  have non-first person
subjects in the texts, I examined. As is the case in Lhasa Tibetan, verbs
preceding º¼»E½  are always nominalized with ¾E¿ÁÀ . However, at this stage Â¼ÃEÄ
neither marks volitionality nor functions as an EFV.19
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(41) Å8Æ�Ç:È<É<Ê�ÅËÇ�ÌÎÍKÅ8ÏRÉÐÍ�Ñ�Ç:Ï<Ñ<Ê ÒÓÏÔÇÕÌÖÑ×ÑRÈ
       you-GEN    voice low-NOM   be EFV

       ‘ (Your) voice is nice (to hear).’

(42) ØSÙ�ÚSÛ�ÜÞÝÓÚ<ßKà á â8ãäÙ�áXåVß�æRç à)ØÕèéÚ
           father-in-law-GEN house-LOC  go(nonPERF)

        ’ ê<ëìê<í îpï ð�ñóò<í)ôSð:ñöõ
        like-NOM  be-INST

        ‘Because (you) like to go to your father-in-law’s house...’

The following examples occur in adjacent clauses in the text. It is
interesting to note that ÷)øÁùûú�ü�ý  occurs in (43a) but not in (43b). (43a)
precedes (43b) in the text.20

(43a) þ8ÿ���������þ��	��
Kþ����
����	����� �����	�������
              you-GEN   voice low-NOM   be  EFV

         ‘ (Your) voice is low.’

(43b) ���������� �"!�#��$!%!�&
          voice NEG low    EFV

          ‘ (Your) voice is not low.’

Unlike '�(*) , + ,.-�/  occurs in a variety of syntactic constructions in CT.

(44) 0�13254768 9�:<;>= ?�68A@�B�CED<BF9 21

       despair(SAME) CLP stay  NOM-ABL

       ‘While despairing...’

(45) G�H�I�J K G�LNM�OP	IQO�R�S<T�R	UVPWRWUYXZR\["T�K P
       that-GEN  near-LOC weaver         a

       ]<^�_F`�acbed ]<^�_`gf�h<i` d j�kF`	lnm$_ j�o�l�d h
       weave           NF    exist-NOM  that-GEN

       p�q<r�st	uEv�w x�y�w�sFt
       upper part-LOC fall
       ‘Near that place sat a weaver weaving, and (he) fell on top of him.’
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(46) z�{�|�} ~������W�5����%���|W��zA���<�����E���
                    name                 you     mat-LOC

        �����N�����	� �Z���n� � ����	� �Z� ���$��
        NEG consider(IMPF)-NOM-LOC exist-NOM  also

        ������� �� 
        damage EFV

        ‘ ¡£¢�¤W¥§¦Z¨Y©Zª	¨¬«�ª� , you also sinned in being unaware that [the baby] was
         on the mat.’

®\¯±°³²´¯cµ�¶³·Q¸¹¸º¶	»±¼N·*¼N¸º½�¼N¾À¿
As mentioned earlier, a number of noncopula verbs started functioning as
auxiliaries in CT. This development correlates with the gradual
deterioration of the original tense/aspect system. The language used other
devices, such as the increasing use of auxiliaries which are marked for
tense/aspect. In CT Á*Â�Ã�Ä	Å  ‘ finish(PERF)’ , Æ±Ç*È  ‘be finished(PERF)’ and É"Ê�Ë�Ì
‘go(PERF,IMP)’ frequently occur after a lexical verb, where they are
marked for perfectivity. Similarly, Í Î´Ï�Ð�Ñ  ‘become(IMPF)’ or Ò Ó�Ô�Õ
‘come(IMPF)’ after a lexical verb are marked for nonperfective or the
future tense. The function of an auxiliary is especially clear with main
verbs which do not have separate stems to mark tense/aspect distinction
(for example, ÖØ×ÚÙ�Û�Ü�Ý  ‘see(SAME)’). The auxiliaries in such cases are
marked for tense/aspect. It is the tense/aspect of the auxiliary which
specifies the tense/aspect of the main verb in such cases. In the following
example, (47a) has the imperfective interpretation, (47b) has the
perfective interpretation and (47c) has the future interpretation, not
because of the choice of auxiliary, but because the auxiliaries in (47a),
(47b) and (47c) provide aspectual information (imperfective aspect ( ÞNß³à�á
‘do(IMPF)’), perfective aspect ( â�ã�ä�å  ‘do(PERF)’ and future tense ( æNçZè
‘do(FUT)’)), respectively).

(47a) é7ê�ë�ì�íî	ïEð�ñ�ïQò ð�ó�ôõ ‘see’
          see(SAME)-NOM-LOC  do(IMPF)

(47b) ö7÷<ø�ù�úû	üQý�þ�üEÿ ý���þ�� ‘saw’
         see(SAME)-NOM-LOC  do(PERF)
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(47c) �����
	
������������ ����� ‘will see’
            see(SAME)-NOM-LOC  do(FUT)

This shows that the tense/aspect system in CT diverges from the original
tense/aspect system. The tense/aspect in CT is sometimes indicated by a
sequence of verbs, instead of one single verb stem. Despite this
difference, the mechanism for tense/aspect marking in CT is still the old
morphological alternation.

������� �!�"��#
$ %

 continues to mark EFV in CT, though it shows signs of further decay.
This is evident from the violation in the rules governing the distribution
of & '  and (*)  and in the irregularities in the forms. In CT the EFV +-,
sometimes occurs with nonperfective verb forms, which, following the
morphological rules, should have . /  as the EFV. Further, in CT 0 1  does
not always repeat the stem final consonant, when the verb stem ends with
a consonant (ex. 48). (49a-b) show that the regular as well as the irregular
forms occur in the texts.

(48) 2�34 5 6  
       clean(SAME)  EFV

(49a) 7�8:9 ; <
         NEG/be EFV    

(49b) =�>:? ?�@
         NEG/be EFV

At the same time, there is an increase in the frequency of bare verbs in
CT. For example, if a direct quote construction in CT texts has more than
one occurrence of the negative existential (ACB�D ), only the last one is
followed by the EFV - the rest of them have bare negatives.
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(50)      E�F!GIHKJML EON P�Q:JOESRFTP U
Q:JVL-GWP�XYPZJOH[X�\
then     DEM voice  QUOTE say             EFV

]:^�_�`�a�b�]c_�dfe�g�h�i�jlkVhme�nZ^
dKoqpKr
you-GEN  thought    truth   CLP

st�u�v�wKuyx�u�szt|{Out�v }Vu�v�~
I-DAT   also    sincere-NOM-LOC

�������Z� �V���Z� � ���c���������
�� ����
loss-NOM-GEN fault    also    NEG(be)

�:���
��V�I������������� ��� ������������
wife           bad-NOM  also   NEG(be)

�� ¡V¢l£V  ¤¥�¦�§K��¨�©�ª « ©�ª
¨�¬�  ¦� �¡®��¯:©
son-in-law  house-LOC  come(nonPERF)-NOM  also   NEG(be)

 °Z±�²K³�´¶µ
·¹¸�³´ ·T¸�³�º »V¸ ¼
¸�³´
field   halting place keep(SAME)-NOM and

½�¾K¿�À½ÂÁZÃÅÄ�Æ�ÇÉÈO¿�ÇZÊ Ë ÌÎÍ�¿�ÏÐÀz½�¿�ÀÂÈ�Í�ÑÒ�Ç ÓV¿ Í�¿
À�½
ox      lost-NOM-GEN misery         make(nonPERF)-NOM also

Ô�Õ:Ö Ö
×
NEG(be) EFV

Ø:Ù�Ú�Û�Ü�Ý¹Þ
ß�àIáKâäã ß�Ú�â�åæ�ç�ß
Þ
çÉÝ
you     very       visible-NOM-LOC

èé�êVë ê�ìäíZî�ï�ð ñ�ò:êVë-óWð�ôYðZêOõ�ö�ñ�ê÷è�êOøé
wish      QUOTE  say-NOM          and
‘Then that voice said: “Your thought is pure because you are sincere
to me. To me you are really without sin. You don't have [your] bad
wife. You don't have [your] son-in-law coming to the house. You
don't have the burden of the field and the lost ox. Do you want to
become a monk?” Said (the voice) and...’

Apart from the instances of negative existentials within direct quotations,
bare verbs occur at the end of clause chain constructions  too (see ex. 51).
The following two pieces of evidence suggest that the bare verb is EFV in
such constructions. First, it is frequently followed by a quotative which
marks the end of a direct quotation and second, the clause following it
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often starts with words such as ‘now’, marking the beginning of a new
episode.

(51) ù�úûVülý�ú þ ÿ
ú
ù �������	� ��
 �� û ������������ �������
         son-in-law  PL-ERG       sit-LOC     NEG  give

 �! "$#&%('�)+*,).-0/�#213/�4�"�%('65�!(*,7�!�8:9;5�<=8>%	!�/�4�8�! 23

         now  landlord-GEN          bull         borrow-LOC

         ‘My son-in-laws did not give (me) a place to sit. Now when I borrowed
          a bull from the landlord...’

Bare verbs in CT also occur in certain nonfinal positions. Such
constructions occur in my texts only in direct quotations, where two
clauses are closely connected in a discourse. In the following sentence?A@$BDC

 is considered a nonfinal verb because the clauses involving EGFDH EJI�K�L
and MJN�O�PRQ�S3QUT  seem like conjoined sentences.

(52) VXWZY2[�\^] ]�V�_=`:]�\ ab`
            man  DEM-ERG  speak(PERF)-NOM

      c(d�e0cgf�h�ikj2l m�n2l�c(focgeZp3h�l m:q�l�n
      a-LOC   when self-GEN  horse kill(PERF)

      r(s>t	u v�wov�xks2y z2{2y|r(wor(u~}���� z2��y2{2w �by
      two-LOC when self-GEN   tongue cut(PERF)-NOM

      �2�:�
      settle(PERF)

      �2�>�	� �b���b�(�,�$���������	�2�������2��� �:�(�2� ���(�2�:�
      name                 victory-NOM-LOC become(PERF) also

      �2��� � �
      great  EFV

      ‘That man said: “For one, (he) killed my horse, and secondly,
      decision is made to cut my tongue, �2�&�(�0 b¡�¢b£g¡¥¤���¦  has won.”.’

In short, CT shows further loss of the original tense/aspect system. For
the first time verbs in CT are seen functioning as auxiliaries, where they
are marked for tense/aspect. Tense is still, however, indicated by the old
morphological alternation.  CT also shows further degeneration of the old
EFV marking system and an increase in the occurrence of bare verbs.
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Copulas §©¨«ª  and ¬ b®$¯  have also started functioning as auxiliaries. The
verb preceding °©±R²  is always nominalized in these texts with the
nominalizer ³µ´�¶  (similar to ·«¸.¹Xº¼»«½  in Lhasa Tibetan). But at this stage ¾.¿RÀ
neither marks volitionality nor does it function as EFV, which is the case
in Lhasa Tibetan.

4.3.3 ÁÃÂ=Ä.ÅoÆÈÇ$ÆDÉÊÄÌË�Æ
ÍÏÎAÐÒÑ�Î$Ó�ÔÕÑ×ÖXÎÌØÌÙ
The loss of the original tense/aspect system continued during ÚÃÛÝÜ©Þ«ßà ß(áDÜ2â©ß . This is suggested by the irregularities in the verb forms and the
increasing use of auxiliaries. ã«ä©åXæ.ç«è  and é(ê.ëíì îbï�ê  in ðÃñ3ò©óRôöõ$ô	÷	òÌø.ô  show
further developments as aspect/evidential markers. ùÃú3û�ü«ý�þ�ý(ÿ	û��©ý  also
shows an almost complete loss of the old EFV marking system;
suggesting a further development in the colloquial speech represented in�������
	��	�������	

.

(53) illustrates irregularities in the verb form. Following the
morphological rules of Tibetan, the verb which precedes the nonfinal
marker �������  should have the imperfective form. But in (53) the preceding
verb has the perfective form.

(53) �����������  "!#�$�&% ')(*�+!,�.-,�$�/ $�"�10"243$ 5! �&687
       mother-ERG I-GEN  hand-ABL    take(PERF) CLP

       9�:;$<+=>9$:5;$<"=?9A@�;+B B&CED*<"=
       hold    hold   do(PERF) NF

       F#G$H�I5F?JLKM�NPO�JLQ$R�STF�Q�I5F�R/U�Q$R&V N I"F�WXI5F#Q5F�RYF#NZS
       face    tears-INST   full-NOM-GEN cry   talk-INST

       [�\ ] \�^�_5`5a,^�bL`�^dc&bL`�e$f/gih�jlk8`"cm^dc4gn5c4fok�`Xk*p�n5c
       son  we:son&mother-GEN    fate-LOC      look(IMP)

            ‘Mother taking my hand, holding it, with tears on her face, sobbing (she
       said): “Son, look at our fate!” .’
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As in CT, and so too in q�rts�u�vxw4v�yzs${|v , auxiliaries are frequently marked
for tense/aspect. In (54) the auxiliary }t~����  ‘do(PERF)’ specifies the
aspectual information of the main verb, although Jäschke’s Classical
Tibetan Dictionary records all four verb stems of the verb ‘ let go’ to mark
tense/aspect distinctions (�|�����$�  (IMPF), ���Y���$�  (PERF), �L�����$�  (FUT), �
���$�
(IMP)).

(54) �5���$�/�����L�8��� �4�*�����/�*� �A ����5�
        I-DAT  black magic teach(IMPF)-LOC happen(PERF)

        ¡Z¢4£$¤�¥
        whenever

     ¦§$¨E©5ª�«Yª#¬ $®°¯E©5ª�«/$¯±ª#²8¨$©5ª�«/³�´�«o® ³Aµ�´5¶
        he(HON)-GEN near-LOC  let go(IMPF)-NOM-LOC  do(PERF)
        ‘Whenever I have someone to teach black magic, (I) send (that person) to
        him.’

Another development in ·¹¸�ºL»
¼¾½&¼�¿zºÁÀ�¼  is the frequent occurrence of Â�ÃYÄ
and Å�Æ�Ç
È  as alternate forms of the nonfinal marker ÉËÊ�Ì�Í , which indicates
temporal overlap. Following the handbooks of Tibetan, ÎzÏYÐ�Ñ  has three
allomorphs Ò�Ó
ÔÁÕ , Ö4×ÙØ
ÚmÛ  and Ü�ÝÙÞ
ß�à . (55-56) are examples of áLâ�ã
functioning as a nonfinal marker.

(55)  ä�å8æ�ç�èLæ$é�ê ë$ä�ì"êmç.í,î�ï°ì"ð#é�ð�ñ ð#ò5ê å*óAð$êmç.íôæ
         teacher-ERG place name-GEN  clothing  good

õ÷ö øù�ú$ûoü�ý�þ�ÿ��&ö����4ûoúEý��
         each all-DAT sewed(PERF)-ABL

���	�
��� ������ �
���
         give(PERF)  NF   be
         ‘The teacher sewed clothes (brought from) �	�
���������
�����  for each (of
          us) and gave (them) to us.’
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(56) �� �!#"$! %& �!
�(')"+* �
,.-�/0!	"1'2"$�	*
         I      mother old woman  TOP wise

3
4�5	6�7 7�8&6
         send(PERF)  NF

9(:<;)=$>�?�;�@�A+B	A	C�?DC�?(> E	FHG	IJE	A =$:KC(;�@�A
         despair         and   cry(nonPERF) feel(SAME)-NOM except

LNM O P	Q�R
         NEG exist
         ‘Thinking of my old mother, I could feel despair and a desire to weep.’

S$T0UWVYX[Z]\^T`_ba0cJd�V(\ecJf[TY_
The equational copulas in gihkjmlonqp�nYr(jesmn  are tNuwv  and xoy	zb{  and the
existentials are | }b~�� , ���(�W�  and ���(� . They occur in final as well as nonfinal
positions. In the final position �m�o� , � �����  and �o�
���  are never followed by
EFV but �b�(�  is followed by EFV in a limited number of cases.

���e�N���[�]�����`���o���Y ¡��¢^£
Copulas in ¤¦¥�§m¨w©«ª0©(¬Y§	m©  also function as auxiliaries. The following
description of ®N¯w°  and ± ²�³�´  will show their increasing occurrences in
constructions where they, among other things, are associated with aspect
and evidential interpretations. These developments are in conformity with
the functions of µ·¶m¸$¹mºo»  and ¼�½m¾$¿ ÀbÁ�½  constructions of Lhasa Tibetan.

Â�ÃJÄ
ÅÇÆ�ÈNÉoÊÌË�ÊYÍ(ÈeÎmÊ

 shows further development of ÏNÐwÑ  as an aspect/evidential
marker. In Ò¦Ó�ÔmÕwÖØ×0Ö(ÙYÔ^ÚNÖÜÛNÓwÝ   predominantly occurs with volitional verbs
(see the results of the quantitative study, given below). In many cases it
occurs in clauses where the speaker is reporting his own acts. These are
seeds of the later development of Þmßwà  as an evidential marker, denoting
volitionality and direct knowledge of the act. These functional
developments in áiâkãmäoå æ�å�ç�ã^èNå  correspond with the structural
developments of émêoë . In ìiíkîmïwðòñ0ð(óYî	ô$ð  the auxiliary õNöw÷  is always
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preceded by a nominalized lexical verb. These developments are
consistent with the øoù$ú$û$üoý  construction in Lhasa Tibetan.

A quantitative study was done to examine the correlation of þwÿ��������  with
perfectivity and volitionality. The variables which were examined for this
purpose are [+VOLITIONAL], [+PERFECTIVE], [+STATIVE], [+DIRECT

QUOTE] and [+SPEAKER]. The justification for these variables, except
for the last two, is self-evident. [+DIRECT QUOTE] and [+SPEAKER]
were included in this study to examine the correlation between ��	�
  and
direct knowledge of the act, which is associated with ����  in Lhasa
Tibetan. A verb was considered [+PERFECTIVE] if it had the perfective
form. The results of the quantitative study are given in table 5. The total
number of �����  is 14. These are all the occurrences of the auxiliary �����  in
chapter III of �������������! "�$#�� .24

Table 5. Results of the quantitative study of %'&�(
[+ VOLITIONAL]     78.5% [-VOLITIONAL] 21.5%

[+ PERFECTIVE]     71.4% [-PERFECTIVE] 28.6%

[+ DIRECT QUOTE]      61.4% [-DIRECT QUOTE] 38.6%

[+ SPEAKER]         70% [-SPEAKER] 30%

The results show that )�*�+  occurred with volitional verbs in 78.5% cases.
A similar high degree of correlation is seen between ,�-�.  and
[+PERFECTIVE] (71.4%). This suggests that /�0�1  in 24365�798 :;8=<"5?>�8
frequently occurs with completed and volitional verbs. Out of all the
occurrences of direct quotation constructions in the sample, 70% of the
cases the direct quotations are about the speaker himself. The last one
may be seen as the precursor of the future use of @�A�B  as a marker denoting
direct knowledge of the act.

The reanalysis of C�D�E  in F�GIH�J�KML�K=NOH?P�K  is, however, not complete. As
pointed out earlier, in Lhasa Tibetan Q�R�S  occurs with first person subjects
(“conjunct”) and TVUXW  with non-first person subjects (“disjunct”). In none
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of the texts or descriptions of Tibetan, up through Y�Z�[�\�]_^`]!a"[$b�] , is there
any mention of ced$f , the disjunct copula.25

g9hjiXk 26

In l�m6n�o�prq�p"s=n?t�p , u vjw;x , functioning as an auxiliary, is increasingly
associated with noncompleted events and ongoing states. It has
noncompleted interpretation, when it follows the nonfinal marker
y"z9{X| /}�~�� .

(57) �!���'����� ���!�$�;� ���!�����$�������'�I�$���j����� �`�$�
        mother-ERG I-GEN  friend       PL        DAT  mouth(advise)

        �'���������� ¢¡¤£!¥`¦ §©¨ª�©�¬« ¦$��
        much         make(nonPERF)  NF    exist
        ‘Mother was giving much advice to my friends.’

It also has stative and perfect interpretations, when it immediately follows
the main verb.27

(58) ®;¯$°�±�²´³ ±!°µ³ ¶¸·$°�¹rº"»!°$·�±�²�¼ ¹;¯�°!²�½$¾`°$¿�²O¿ª±©»!°$·$¶9±©»=À
       a few days-ABL   name-GEN

       Á�ÂÄÃ'Å�Æ$Â Ç�È�É$Á$Ê¸Å�Â Ç`É$Ë©Ì Í Î$Â�Ì
       son black magic learn(IMPF)-LOC go(PERF)  exist

       Ï�Ð`Ñ¤Ò¸Ó�Ô$Ò;Õ Ö ×!Ñ�Ô©×$Ø�Ù�Ú�Ô¢Û©Ü$Ð`Ý!Ù�Ú�Þ
       say(SAME)-NOM-GEN  rumour     big

       ßáà=â$ã�ä
       happen(PERF,IMP)

                   ‘After a few days, the big news spread that åOæ!ç�è©éµêìëîí`ï$ç!ê�ð$ñ`ç�ò;ê�òªé©æ!ç�è 's
       son has gone to learn black magic.’

A quantitative study, similar to the one described above for ó�ô9õ , was also
done for ö ÷jø`ù . The variables examined for this study were the same, as
used for the quantitative study for ú9û�üþý'ÿ�� . They are [+VOLITIONAL],
[+PERFECTIVE], [+DIRECT QUOTE] and [+SPEAKER]. The results of the
quantitative study are given in table 6. The total number of 

� �����
 is 41.
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These are the total number of occurrences of the auxiliary � 	�
�  in chapter
III of ��������������������� .

Table 6. Results of the quantitative study of �  �!�"
[+ VOLITIONAL]     43% [-VOLITIONAL] 57%

[+ PERFECTIVE]     19.5% [-PERFECTIVE] 80.5%

[+ DIRECT QUOTE]      39%  [-DIRECT QUOTE] 61%

[+ SPEAKER]          0%     [-SPEAKER] 100%

The frequency of the occurrence of # $�%�&  with [+PERFECTIVE] is very
low (only 19.5%), as opposed to 71.4% for '�(*),+.-�/  (see table 5 above).0 1�2�3

 occurs relatively less frequently with volitional verbs (43%);
suggesting somewhat closer association with nonvolitional and stative
verbs. These developments are in conformity with the 465.798 :�;�5
construction in Lhasa Tibetan, where <�=.>@? ACB�=  occurs in the imperfective
event clauses. Further, D E�FG  occurs in direct quotation constructions 39%,
but none of these constructions is about the speaker himself. This
suggests that H�IKJML NCOI , unlike P�Q�R*S�T�U , has not yet started associating with
the direct knowledge of the event.

Though V�WYX.Z�[]\�[�^�X`_*[  shows some further developments of a b�c�d  which
are consistent with the e�f.gih j�k�f  construction of Lhasa Tibetan, its
reanalysis is not complete in l�mon.prqts�q�u6n`vKq . Unlike Lhasa Tibetan, inwyxYz.{�|~}�|��6z`�K|

, ���K�t� �����  can be further nominalized (ex. 59) or be
followed by a nonfinal marker.

(59) �����*������ �����y������������������
       mother  time  a     faint(SAME)-ABL

       �  ¡�¢�£ � ¤�¥ �¦ §©¨�¦ª� « ¬ ¯®�¢
        fall(IMPF)  exist-NOM-GEN time
        ‘At the time when (my) mother fell down after fainting for a brief
        moment...’
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(60) °*±�²�³ ´µ·¶�¸º¹¼»¾½�¶¹ ¿À½�¶�´µ
        black magic  I-ERG  do(PERF) even

        Á�Â�ÃÅÄ�Æ Ç©È�Æ�É Ê Ë�ÌÄÎÍ�Ï�Ð
        sufficient-NOM-LOC exist   CLP

        Ñ�Ò�Ó�Ô�Õ�ÑÖÒ�×�Ô·Õ6Ø�ÓÙÑoÓ Ú.Û Ü Ý�ÑßÞ�à
        helter-skelter   fence NEG draw
        ‘ I did (learned) black magic, but it is not enough to shake the fence.’

In short, á�âÖã.ä�åiæ�å�ç�ã�è.å  shows increasing functional similarities of é.ê�ë
and ì í�îï  with the ðòñKóõô�ö�÷  and ø�ùKú û`ü�ýMþ ÿ���ù  constructions in Lhasa Tibetan.
In 

�������
	��	�������	����
�
 is getting stabilized in the �
���������  structure, but the

structure of  !�"$#  is still not consistent with the Lhasa structure.

%�&('*)�&,+�-*.0/1/2-43(56.756/28569;:
As in CT, in <�=�>�?
@BAC@(D4>FE�@  too, verbs function as auxiliaries. No detailed
examination of the auxiliaries in G�H�I�J
KMLCK4N�I�O�K  is done to specify the
details, but it will be safe to say that the set of auxiliaries is similar in CT
and P�Q�R�S
TVUCT4W(RFX�T .

YMZ\[�]7^`_C^�a2[;b�^
, however, diverges from CT auxiliary system in two

respects. First, the frequency of occurrence of auxiliaries is increased.
Second, unlike CT, two auxiliaries can follow a lexical verb in cMd6egf7h
i h4j(eFk�h . The verb complex involving one or two auxiliaries can have one
of the following four structures: (i) V AUX, (ii) V-NOM AUX, (iii) V-NOM-

(LOC) AUX, (iv) V-NOM-(LOC) AUX1 AUX2. The structure (iv) was not
available in CT. In (iv) the noncopula auxiliary occurs in the position
AUX1 and the copula auxiliary occurs in the position AUX2. All the
copulas, except l�m
n , can occur in this position. The following sentences
illustrate these structures.

(61) oqpFrts u vFwxs
                    go(PERF,IMP) exist

(62) y z4{}|F~���� �4���
        go(IMPF)-NOM  be
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(63) �g����� �����F� ���F��� � �F�x�
        black magic be-NOM-LOC  exist

(64) �$�C�����F�F��� �C �¡$¢ £4 �¤F� ¥��F��¦§�
       drunk(SAME)-NOM-LOC go(PERF,IMP)  exist(SAME)-NOM-LOC

(65) ̈q©ª¬«��® ¬¯�®x° ± ²F³$´
       say(SAME)-NOM  do(IMPF) exist

The noncopula auxiliary, in most cases, is marked for tense/aspect. It
specifies the tense/aspect of the lexical verb (as described earlier for CT),
whereas the copula auxiliary links the clause to the context. This
distribution of copula and noncopula auxiliaries holds true whether the
structure is V AUX1 AUX2 or V AUX28. For example, in (63) µ�¶
·  functions
as a copula and ¸ ¹�º$»  specifies that the situation existed at the time of
narration. Similarly, in (64-65) the noncopula auxiliaries (¼½�¾F¿ , À�Á�Â4Ã ) are
marked for tense/aspect and the copula auxiliaries (Ä*Å4Æ , Ç È*É$Ê ,
respectively) specify the temporal relevance of the verb with respect to
the time of the narration. In this respect their ordering is iconic.

It is interesting to note that Ë�Ì
Í  does not occur in the position AUX2. As
described earlier, ÎÐÏ�Ñ1Ò�Ó
Ô  in Õ×Ö6Ø�Ù
ÚÜÛÚ4Ý(ØFÞ�Ú  shows high correlation with
completed acts, which suggests that ß
à�áãâ�ä7å  is getting associated with the
perfective aspect. Once æ7ç�èêé�ë
ì  gets associated with the perfective aspect,
the occurrence of a noncopula auxiliary in such constructions becomes
redundant. In Lhasa Tibetan, where the aspectual information is conveyed
by í(î�ï  and ð
ñ�ò , noncopula auxiliaries are not required to mark the
aspectual information.

Though auxiliaries in ó�ô6õ�ö�÷ùø÷(ú(õ�ûg÷  frequently specify the tense/aspect
of the lexical verb, in some cases, auxiliary adds other information, such
as honorificity of the hearer or the speaker.

(66)    üþý�ÿ�� �������	�
[tears] fall down(SAME) do(HON,SAME)

(67) 
��		� ���	�� �	
       cut(IMPF) be(ELEG,SAME) NOM
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So far, we have seen that �����  and � �����  in � �"!�#%$'&�$)(*!,+�$  show increasing
functional similarities with the -%.�/10�2�3  and 465�798 :�;<5  constructions of
Lhasa Tibetan. =?>�@  and ACBED�F  frequently occur as alternate forms of the
nonfinal marker G)H�IKJ , to mark temporal overlap. In addition, there is a
profusion of constructions involving auxiliaries.

The following section will show that this development of L%M�NPO�Q�R  and
S6T�U V,W)X'Y Z�[�T  constructions in \ ]_^�`�acb�a*d6^,e�a , is coupled with an almost
complete loss of the original EFV. The latter could possibly have
reinforced the occurrence of f�g�h�iEj�k  and l*m�npo q�r�m  in the finite position.

sut)v�wyx,wKv�z
There isan almost complete loss of the original end of a finite verb (EFV)
system in the variety of Tibetan represented in { |C}�~��������*}	��� . Unlike the�*�	�����K���	�

 texts and CT,  � �"���������)�)�,���  does not have any instance of the
EFV ��� . The frequency of occurrence of � �  is also extremely low. The
bare verb is the predominant device to mark EFV in � �������¡ ¢�)£)�,¤�� .
However, bare verbs also occur as nonfinal verbs in complement
constructions, in relative clauses and in some constructions involving an
auxiliary.29

Absence of one distinct device to mark EFV might have reinforced the
occurrence of ¥�¦�§©¨�ª�«  and ¬*�®©¯ °²±�  as EFVs, which as we saw earlier, are
beginning to encode aspect and evidential information. And, such
information is usually marked at the end of a clause in a verb final
language. In Lhasa Tibetan aspect/evidentiality markers also mark EFV.

In short, the signs of morphologically encoding the tense/aspect and
evidentiality information in ³µ´�¶�·�¸º¹¢¸*»�¶,¼�¸  are consistent with the patterns
found in Lhasa Tibetan. ½¿¾�À  and Á Â�Ã¢Ä  show increasing functional
similarities with the Å�Æ�ÇpÈ�É�Ê  and Ë�Ì�ÍÏÎ Ð�Ñ¢Ì  constructions of Lhasa Tibetan.Ò¿Ó�Ô

 in Õ Ö"×�Ø�Ù9Ú�Ù�Û*×	Ü�Ù  is getting stabilized in the Ý�Þ�ßÏà�á�â  structure, but the
structure of ã ä�å¢æ  is still not consistent with its structure in Lhasa Tibetan.
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4.4 ç1è�é�è,êìëîí�ïðèKñ*òEë,óôò<õ�èöïðë6÷�èKø,ñ�í�è,ø�ó�èKù�ò�úûé�èyü)ñ�÷�ú_ï�í�è,ø<ó�èKù�ò"úìé�è
ïðü6øKýþèîøKÿôú"ñ�� õ�ü*ÿ�ü�� ú���è�ò�ü6ñ

In this section we will examine the development of ���
	  as the perfective
marker and ����  as the imperfective marker in Lhasa Tibetan. Noncopula
constructions in Lhasa Tibetan involve nominalized clause with a copula.
In such constructions the perfective and the imperfective aspects are
marked by �����  and ����� , respectively.

����������� �"!�#%$'&(#�)+*-,'.%#/�10�$32%#%$

There are two possible sources of the imperfective marker 4+5�6  in Lhasa
Tibetan. They are the genitive marker and the nonfinal marker 7�8�9 , which
indicates temporal overlap. 

The first possible source (i.e., the genitive marker as a plausible source of
the development of the modern imperfective marker) is rejected here for
the following reasons. First, though the allomorphs of the genitive marker
(:<;�= , >%?�@ , A�B  and CED 30) are very similar to allomorphs of the imperfective
marker (F<G�H , I%J�K  and L�M ), the distribution of the allomorphs of the
imperfective and the genitive markers is not the same. After a vowel, we
get genitive N�O , but imperfective P�Q . Second, there is no evident semantic
or syntactic basis for the reanalysis, or any historical evidence in my data
of a construction involving the genitive which might have been the source
of the imperfective construction.

It is suggested here that the imperfective marker in Lhasa Tibetan is a
reanalysis of the nonfinal marker R�S�T . Clauses linked by U-V%WYX[Z]\ /̂`_�aEb  are in
paratactic relationship to one another. Such constructions can have
sequential or simultaneous interpretations, sometimes these
interpretations shading into one another. (68) illustrates c`d�egf�h]i /j`k
lnm
functioning as a nonfinal marker.
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(68) o p]q]r-stq u qvu pxwzy|{~}�p]�<q�{r�stq � �tp]�xy�{
       meat-ACC eat PART  blood-ACC drink
       ‘To eat flesh and drink blood’

A chaining construction, such as the one given below, constitutes the
origin of the modern imperfective marker. As mentioned earlier, ���'�  and�<�����

 are alternate forms of the nonfinal marker �������]� (Beyer 1992). They
occur frequently in ���������1���+�+�%��� .

(69) ���� �¡ z� ¢ £]�¤�
       cry(nonPERF) NF     sit/exist
       ‘Crying’
       ‘Sat while crying’

Motivations for the reanalysis of ¥�¦'§  as the imperfective marker are as
follows. One of the interpretations closely associated with the original
function of ¨+©'ª%«  is to indicate simultaneity, which is closely related to
imperfectivity. Second, as we saw earlier, ¬ ¯®3°  is independently getting
reanalyzed as an aspect/evidentiality marker, where it is increasingly
associated with noncompleted events and states. The occurrence of ± ²´³�µ
after ¶�·[¸  is also not semantically incompatible. And, third, the V ¹�º'»  V
structure already exists in the language; it is available for reanalysis. Thus
its eventual reanalysis as an imperfective marker is not inconceivable.

As was mentioned earlier, the imperfective marker ¼¾½�¿  in Lhasa Tibetan
requires the imperfective verb stems. The nonfinal marker À�Á�Â  too,
requires that the preceding verb be in the imperfective. This similarity in
their occurrences supports my claim that the imperfective marker
developed out of the nonfinal marker Ã�Ä[Å /Æ<Ç�È[É .

Regarding the loss of the final nasal, Jäschke (1881) and Francke (1929)
mention that Ê+Ë /Ì�Í  are sometimes used in place of ÎÐÏ�Ñ'Ò /Ó
Ô�Õ  in CT too.
Further, Lhasa Tibetan has another evidentiality marker Ö ×Ø�Ù  (literally
meaning ‘went’). In the speech of some Tibetan speakers, Ú Û+Ü�Ý  (the
evidential marker) is pronounced as [ Þ3ß¾à ]. Reasoning from this, it is
possible that in the case of the imperfective marker also, the final nasal
was lost and the imperfective marker in Lhasa Tibetan became áÐâ�ã /ä�å æ]ç+è .
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This analysis of the imperfective aspect provides evidence in favor of the
observation made in Traugott (1982). According to Traugott, “if a
meaning-shift in the process of grammaticalization occurs within a
component, it is more likely to involve ‘ less personal to more personal’
than the reverse” (1982: 253). The lexical interpretation of é<ê�ë�ì  is to mark
temporal overlap which is less personal than the imperfective which is
more specific, thus more personal.

í(îïí(îtðòñ�ó%ô�õ(ó�ö+÷-ø'ù%ó/ú1û�ô3ü�ó%ô

It is suggested here that the perfective marker ý'þ�ÿ  in Lhasa Tibetan is a
reanalysis of the nominalizer � ���  in constructions involving evidential
markers. ����� , as a lexical and clausal nominalizer, has a long history,
throughout Tibetan and it is a cognate of the nominalizer 	�
��  found in
other Tibeto-Burman languages. It is the nominalizer throughout CT. In
Tibetan up through ��������������������  the nominalizer ����  could occur with
perfective as well as imperfective verb stems. In Lhasa Tibetan it has
been replaced in many of these functions by newer forms (!#"�$�%�& , ')(+*
and ,�- ), but it continues to be one of the nominalizers used only with
perfective stems.

We have seen earlier that .�/�0  and 1 243�5  are being reanalyzed as evidential
markers and are no longer functioning only as copulas. They are viewed
as part of the V-complex (where the verb preceding 6�7�8 / 9;:=<  is the main
verb). The morpheme >�?�@  is no longer recognized as a nominalizer - thus,
functionally, it is empty, and available for reanalysis.

As pointed out earlier, A�BDC  always has EDF�G  preceding it, which is not
always the case with H IKJML  and N4OQP  (other evidential markers), and clauses
involving R�S�TVU=WDX  predominantly code a completed act, whereas the other
ones involving copula auxiliaries do not. The frequent association of Y�Z�[
\�]D^  with perfective and completed acts could possibly have triggered the
reanalysis of _D`�a  as the perfective marker. Further, in analogy with the
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imperfective marker which requires the imperfective form of the verb, it
later developed the restriction requiring the perfective form of the verb.

4.5 b�c�d�eKd;f�g4hjijhlknmporq4cshjort�u)vwo�u)t�d�fxv�k;e�myijz;uKt�d+o�ijk�e{knm�d|v�f}d;uKh�c

The above description outlines the development of the modern aspect and
evidential system in Lhasa Tibetan, whereby the original copulas are
getting reanalyzed as evidential markers, and the nominalizer ~D���  is
getting reanalyzed as a perfective marker when it precedes evidential
markers. As a consequence of these developments, the structural
configuration of a clause in Lhasa Tibetan is also getting reanalyzed.
(70a) presents the original structure involving a nominalized copula
construction and (70b) demonstrates the finite verb schema in Lhasa
Tibetan.

(70a) s[ NP  s[NP  VP ]s NOM   COPULA ]s

(70b) s[ NP   V-ASP EVID ]s

Evidence in favor of this structural reanalysis is as follows. First, in texts
prior to Lhasa Tibetan, � �4�M� , as an existential copula, can optionally be
preceded by a case marking (for example, ���D���D���Q����� �4�M� ), whereas ����� , as
an equational copula, cannot (for example, �D���Q�Q�������  ���¡  ). In Lhasa
Tibetan, however, ¢D£�¤  is never followed by a case-marking, not even with¥ ¦K§w¨

. Thus a structure such as ©�ªD«�¬D�®Q¬j¯±° ²4³M´  is not permissible in Lhasa
Tibetan. This suggests that µ ¶K·M¸  is no longer an existential copula in such
constructions. Second, the morpheme ¹Dº�»  does not necessarily have a
perfective interpretation in texts up till ¼±½j¾�¿DÀÂÁMÀQÃ�¾ÅÄ�À , whether in verbal
conjugations, or in nominalization (Saxena 1988). But in Lhasa Tibetan
one of the major devices to mark the perfective-nonperfective distinction
is by means of Æ¡Ç�È  vs. ÉQÊ�Ë . Third, DeLancey (1985, 1989, 1992) has
shown that the distribution of Ì�ÍDÎ , ÏKÐQÑ  and Ò Ó4ÔwÕ  is strictly based on the
evidentiality and not based on their literal meaning. Thus they function as
auxiliaries, occurring with a main verb. These pieces of evidence suggest
that the original schema comprised of a nominalized clause with a final
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copula was s[ NP s[NP VP]s NOM  COPULA]s. And, as a consequence of
the reanalyses of the nominalizer as the perfective aspect marker, and
copulas as evidential markers, the structural configuration of a finite
clause in Lhasa Tibetan is s[ NP   V-ASP  EVID ]s.

4.6 ÖK×)Ø�Ø�Ù;Ú�Û

Continuing our investigation of aspect morphology in Tibeto-Kinnauri
language, we examined in this chapter the development of the modern
perfective aspect marker Ü�Ý�Þ and the imperfective aspect marker ß;à�á  in
Lhasa Tibetan. The diachronic study showed that the perfective marker
â�ã�ä  in Lhasa Tibetan is a reanalysis of the nominalizer å�æ�ç  and that the
imperfective aspect marker èQé�ê  is a reanalysis of the nonfinal marker ë�ì�í ,
which indicates temporal overlap. An attempt was also made to examine
the development of î�ï�ð and ñ òKówô  as evidential markers. Several arguments
were presented to suggest that the reanalysis of õDö�÷  as the perfective
marker and copulas as evidential markers triggered the reanalysis of the
structural configuration of clausal structure in Lhasa Tibetan. The results
of the diachronic study presented in this chapter and the descriptive
analysis of the aspect markers in Tibeto-Kinnauri languages provided in
the previous chapter would be used in the next chapter to examine the
question concerning the roles internal and external factors play in change
in grammar.
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ø�ù�úüû�ý

                                                          
1. The perfective marker þ ÿ��  has two allomorphs � ��� and ���
	 , where ���


occurs after words which end with ��� , � , �  and vowels and � ���  occurs in all other
cases. The imperfective marker has the following allomorphs: ������� , ���!  and "�#%$'& .
The suffix (�)%*�+  occurs after , , -/.  and 0 , 1�2'3 after vowels and 46587�9  elsewhere. The
tonal patterns of : ;�<  and =�>'?  are different. @ A�B  behaves like a regular suffix. Like all
suffixes, it is toneless. C�D!E  on the other hand, has the tone pattern of a compound
word. This difference in the tone pattern is shown here by - and =.

2. Verb endings such as F�GIH  and J KML%N  are not linked to the aspect markers by
means of hyphens, because they have the status of free morphemes. Since the
morphosyntax and semantics of the evidential markers is sensitive to aspect, O P�QSR!TVU
and WYX!ZV[]\ ^M_�X / `�a%b�c d  etc. are treated as one unit for glossing purposes.

3. e�f'g  has a falling tone, when h i
j�k  does not follow it. This suggests that
there must have been an obstruent, presumably an l .

4. An abridged version is to appear in Saxena (forthcoming). I would like to
thank Scott DeLancey and two annonymous reviewers of that article for their
comments.

5. m  is called nMoqp
rts%u  in traditional Tibetan grammars. It is manifested as
prenasalization on the following segment.

6. This example is from Shafer (1950:707).

7. The rule of the hidden vxwxy�vxz{wq| may be mentioned in this connection.
See Beyer (1992) for details.

8. The description of the finite verb system in Lhasa Tibetan is largely based
on DeLancey (1985, 1986, 1989, 1990, 1992). DeLancey’s analysis differs in some
cases from the one presented in Tournadre (1991). For the most part, the differences
are in the terminology only. But there are two cases where Tournadre’s system
makes finer distinctions than the ones presented in DeLancey’s analysis.

9. Examples of Lhasa Tibetan appear in the transliterated form of the written
Tibetan. There are a number of cases where the dictionary has separate verb forms
for the perfective and nonperfective (for example, }M~��
� and �����
� ‘kill’ ), but only one
verb stem is used in spoken Lhasa. For example, in sentences (1-5) �%���M�  is used with
the perfective as well as imperfective aspects.
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10. �����  is an ablative case marker in Tibetan. It also functions as a
subordinator.

11. DeLancey (1989) notes that � �M�%�  occurs in nonfinal contexts in certain
circumstances. For example,

(1) �%�
�
� �
��� �
���'�
����� �
�¡ '¢�£M¤
      he-DAT book that exist-if
      ‘ If he has the book...’

12. All contemporary varieties, for which adequate descriptions are available,
seem to have an evidential system generally similar to that of Lhasa Tibetan
(DeLancey 1990).

13. The original system, to quote Thomas, “was ruined largely by phonetical
interchanges among the Prefixes, losses of the same and losses of aspirates and
terminal consonants; so that its survival is qualified by numerous exceptions”
(1957:69).

14. The quotative marker has three allomorphs ¥�¦M§©¨ , ªq«
¬©ª , and %®©¯ . °'±t²©³
occurs after words ending with an ´ , µq¶
·©¸  occurs after ng, n, m, r, l and ¹qº©»  in all
other cases.

15. In Tibetan, as in some other Tibeto-Burman languages, a case marker
preceded by a nominalizer also functions as a subordinator. The locative marker is
used in reason clauses.

16. Jäschke provides two interpretations of ¼ ½�¾6¿�ÀIÁ :

Compound present tense can be indicated by “ the
participle connected with Â'ÃVÄ , for example, ÅÇÆIÈMÉ
Ê%ËÌ�Í  Î'ÏVÐ  ‘ (I) see'.”  (1954:46)

But at another place (pg. 47), he states:

The participle connected with Ñ'ÒIÓ  occurs more
frequently in the past tense than otherwise...ÔÖÕV×Ø
Ù ×
Ú%ÔMÛ Ø ×6Ü�ÝIÚ ‘wages have been paid.’ .

17. The structure of a purposive clause in CT is the same as the auxiliary
structure (iii). It is V-NOM-LOC V.

(2) Þ%ßáà�âIãåä6æ
ç
è�é!êëé'â ì ãÇíVßtî
ï%é'êðæMè
êðñ æáà'âëï
      house owner-ERG  see(SAME)-NOM-LOC give(PERF)
      ‘The houseowner gave (X in order) to see.’
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The similarity in the structures of a purposive clause and the auxiliary structure (iii)
can cause ambiguity if the non-initial verb is one of the auxiliaries listed above and
the clause is considered in isolation.

(3) òôó�õ÷ö
ø%ùëú ú�ûýü%þ ÿ � õMûýù ��õ
ùðû òôó�õ%ú ú�ü
      bird  DEM-ERG life   save-NOM-LOC do(PERF) EFV
      ‘The bird saved his life.’
      ‘The bird did (X) to save his life.’

18. There is no instance of �����  in the text �
	�����������������
�  (Jäschke 1954). So,
it is not possible to say whether the � ������� �  construction found in the text given in
Hahn (1974) is only a stylistic peculiarity of that text. Jäschke (1954) gives
examples of ! "�#%$'&�(  as an auxiliary, but they could possibly be from )+*-,�.�/102/�34,�5�/ .

19. 687'9;:  is an instrumental case marker in Tibetan. It also functions as a
subordinator, where it has a reason interpretation. In (42) <�='>;?  functions as a
subordinator.

20. It will be interesting to analyze the semantic difference between the
presence and absence of @'ACB  in such constructions in order to better see what
determines its presence.

21. D�EGF  is an ablative case marker. It also functions as a subordinator, where it
has a temporal interpretation.

22. HJI , locative marker, has three allomorphs KCL , MON  and PRQ . S�T  occurs after anU , VRW  occurs after X�Y , Z , [ , \  and ]  and ^C_  occurs after ̀  and a . These case markers
also function as subordinators. They occur in purposive constructions.

23. b1c  is a case marker with an interpretation of ‘ in, on, at’ . It also functions
as a subordinator, where it has temporal interpretation.

24. This is a small corpus of data for a quantitative study. Similar quantitative
studies of d�e f  with a larger corpus of data would be able to confirm the observations
made here.

25. At this stage the etymology of gih�j  is not known.

26. The original meaning of k lnm�o  is ‘sit, dwell’ . It occurs in CT. In Lhasa
Tibetan it is replaced in this function by another verb pOqRrRq . The occurrence of s tRuGv
in Lhasa Tibetan occurs only in copula and in finite verb endings. The following
sentence from the CT text wRxzy'{G|J} ~��
}����R�  illustrates its literal meaning.

(4) ���R�R���������R�����2���������C�����R�'� ���n� ���
      wife-ERG     always   blame  NF
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     �
������� �R 
�
¡¢ 
£R¡�¤¥�¦£�¤���§�£ ¨i¡R£
�ª©¬«®'¯;©±°  R�G¤J²´³ �
     daughter  seven and   son-in-law  PL      ERG   sit-LOC

     µ¦¶¸·º¹�»º¼
        NEG give(IMPF)

     ‘The wife always blames (him) and seven daughters and son-in-laws do
      not give (him any room) to sit.’

27. DeLancey (p.c.) reports that ½ ¾
¿�À  continues to be used in this construction
in a number of varieties of Tibetan, outside Lhasa. In standard Lhasa Á�ÂRÃGÄ  is used in
a similar construction. Like Å ÆRÇ�È , it has a perfect interpretation. It is used when the
speaker does not have the direct knowledge of the event and he draws his conclusion
on the basis of available evidence.

28. Subordinators which link various constituents in a verb complex are not
part of the present study.

29. The question still remains: Why do we find auxiliary or complement
taking verbs, preceded by bare verb in some cases, and by nominalized verbs in
some other cases?

30. The distribution of the allomorphs is as follows. É´ÊÌË�Í  occurs after Î , Ï , andÐ , ÑCÒ�Ó�Ô  after Õ , Ö , ×  and Ø , ÙCÚÜÛ  after Ý  and Þ�ß  and à á  after vowels.
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Chapter 5

5.1 â4ã�ä�åçæ%è�éëêºäiì2æ'ã

Tibeto-Kinnauri languages provide crucial data concerning the
development of the perfective aspect morphology. The perfective aspect
marker in this subgroup, as shown in chapters 3 and 4, has a number of
related functions, ranging from its function as a nominalizer to the clause
chain marker. Further, Tibeto-Kinnauri languages display two sources for
the perfective aspect morphology. In some Tibeto-Kinnauri languages
(for example, Lhasa Tibetan and Tinani) perfective is a reanalysis of a
nominalizer, whereas in some other languages of this subgroup (for
instance, Kinnauri and Paani) it is a reanalysis of the past participle form.
Such similarities among Tibeto-Kinnauri languages on one hand, and
differences concerning the source of the aspect morphology on other
hand, raise some very interesting questions. The questions that will be
discussed here concern the functional motivation for utilizing the same
set of markers for a range of functions, including the perfective marker;
and implications this has for its historical development, as well as the
motivation(s) for two separate sources for the development of the
perfective aspect marker within one, otherwise, closely-knit subgroup of
languages.1

Data will be presented in this chapter to suggest the following pathways
for the evolution of the perfective aspect markers in Tibeto-Kinnauri. It
shows that once a marker (whether a reanalysis of a nominalizer or a past
participle form) starts functioning as the perfect marker, it acquires the
potential to get reanalyzed as the perfective aspect marker. This is
consistent with the claims made in Bybee and Dahl (1989).
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íïîñðOò�óôîñõªöø÷ñùûú¦üñýOùºü4þºð ÿ � ü�� ÷%ýºú�ò�÷���÷��ñõ ÿ	��
 ÿ��üºðO÷���� ÿ	���ªî��ªýOÿ

Nominalizer

   perfect  >  perfective

Past PART  >  ADV SUBO  >  Clause chain  >  compound verb

The results of this study suggest that the reanalysis of a nominalizer as
the perfective aspect marker in Tibeto-Kinnauri is a language-internal
development. The reanalysis of the participle form as the perfective
aspect marker, on other hand, is triggered by external factors (namely,
contact with Indic languages), even though the potential for this
reanalysis existed in the structure of these languages, suggesting an
interplay of internal and external factors. In an attempt to avoid premature
conclusions about the role language contact plays in linguistic change, I
have taken into consideration the aspect morphology in the neighboring
Indic languages as well as in Tibeto-Burman languages (with which
Tibeto-Kinnauri languages are genetically related) outside this region.

The organisation of this chapter is as follows. Section 5.2 summarizes the
relevant information about the perfective aspect morphology in Tibeto-
Kinnauri langauges. Section 5.3 discusses the functional motivations for
the pathway suggested here and discusses the roles internal and external
factors play in syntactic change. In this section data from the neighboring
Indic languages as well as data from the Tibeto-Burman languages
outside this geographical area will also be presented.
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5.2 ���	��������� �"!��$#%�"&��'�(*)	+*,-)/.$�0�1�32�45)�+6+%7�86!�)

This section recapitulates the description of the perfective aspect markers
in Kinnauri, Paani and Tinani, followed by a brief description of the
emergence of the modern aspect markers in Lhasa Tibetan.

5.2.1 9;:=<�<�>%?A@�:

The reduplicated form of the verb (e.g. B=C DFE  for the verb GIH  ‘see’) and
its allomorph J	KML  function as the perfective aspect markers in Kinnauri.
Their distribution is phonologically conditioned: N�OQP  occurs with verbs
ending with R /, S / or / / and the reduplicated form of the verb occurs
elsewhere.

(1) T�UWVWXWY[Z]\_^ `ba c degf0h1iMjWkmlon�p qArMsut vWw
      name-ERG  yesterday a  book  read-PERF  be/PRST/3SG

      ‘Sonam has read a book yesterday.’

(2) x�yWzW{W|[}]~_� �	��� � �Q���u��� ���W��� ������� ����� ���
      name-ERG name die-NOM  talk   hear/PERF  be/PRST/3SG

      ‘Sonam has heard the news of Ram's death.’

The perfective verb form in Kinnauri also occurs in the following
nonfinal constructions: the adverbial clauses, the clause chain
construction, the past participle construction and the compound verb
construction. “A compound verb comprises the finite form of one of these
[auxiliaries] following a non-finite or stem form of a main or primary
verb” (Hook 1991:60). Auxiliaries, which add specific information to the
main verb in the compound verb construction, function also as lexical
verbs in the language. The participle construction, on other hand, is a
phrasal adjective, modifying a nominal argument. Examples (3-9)
illustrate these constructions. The distribution of the markers in these
constructions is the same as in the perfective construction.
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���� �¡£¢�¤¦¥]��§�¨"§©��ª�«�¡
(3) ¬3¯®±°u²�³µ´ ²g¶A³/·�¸º¹�»�¼º½ ¾A¿1ÀÂÁ�ÃÅÄAÆÈÇ�ÉËÊ ÌAÍ�Î�ÏÑÐ0ÒÔÓAÕ�Ö�×
      s/he house-LOC  NEG-go/NF    SUBO mother-DAT sad        fell-PST

      ‘Because (s)he didn't go home, (her) mother felt sad.’

Ø"ÙÛÚ�ÜgÝAÞßØ"à[Ú�á]â
(4) ã�äWåWæ1ç è�é]ê=ë ì í1î�ï�î�ð ñÑòôóöõø÷�ùûúýüøþ�ÿ ������� �	��
������� �
      name-ERG one cloth      buy/NF      me-DAT give/1/2OBJ-PST-3HON

      ‘Sudesh bought a piece of cloth and gave it to me.’

(5) ��� �	����� �����! "�$#&%('�) *,+.-0/21!354
     s/he   some  here     sit-NF   go/PST/3nonHON

     ‘ (S)he sat here (for sometime, and then) went.’

687:9<;=7:>8?8@<ACBED8F
(6) G,H�IKJMLONQPSRUTUV(WYXUZ [!\5]$^
      pot     break/NF  GO/PST/3nonHON

      ‘The pot broke (accidentally).’

(7) _�`$aQb cedgf�hji0kYl	imkMl n k.opn kqo
      s/he-ERG food  eat/NF   SEND/PERF

      ‘ (S)he ate up the food.’

(8) rs�tvuxwzy {�|m}�~g� �e�(� �K�$�m� �e������2� �(��"� �.�� �(�
      name-ERG say-PST COMP s/he-ERG work     finish/PERF be/PRST/3SG

      ‘Ram said that he has finished the work.’

���C�������8�C�����8�.�����
(9) �, (¡(¡( q¢�£M¤ ¥K¦e§�¨ ©«ª
      Delhi-ABL come/NF  man
      ‘The man who came from Delhi’

5.2.2 ¬® ¯"°:±

Pa ani has a set of perfective aspect markers (² /³ , ´µ , ¶p·5¸ , and ¹ º » ).
Each verb takes consistently one particular perfective marker.

(10) ¼�½ ¾À¿pÁ!Â Ã$¿Ä�ÅÇÆÉÈ ÊqË Ì
        s/he  yesterday cry-PERF

        ‘S/he cried yesterday.’
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(11) ÍpÎ�ÏvÐ�Ñ Ò,ÓÕÔÖg× ØÙqÚ�ÛYÜ"ÝßÞ à áqâgã
        name-ERG tree    cut-PERF  AUX/3SG/VOL

        ‘Ram cut the tree.’

The perfective marker, in Pa ni, also occurs in certain additional
constructions. It functions as the nonfinal verb in the clause chain
construction, in the compound verb construction and in the past participle
construction.

äæåèçæé8êpëìäæí:çæî�ï
(12) ð�ñ ò ó�ô õmö�÷eø ùQú�û�ü�ý þ ÿ������
        s/he  poison   drink-NF  die-PST/3SG

        ‘ (S)he died after drinking poison.’

���
	�����������������
(13) gè sú�� -à ���� � -gà            /  sú� -i-gà
        I   bathe-NF  happen-1SG     bathe-PST-1SG

        ‘ I bathed.’

(14) gè khám-!" è     tsúm-ñè    tá-(g)
        I   clothes-PL  buy-PERF AUX-1SG

        ‘ I bought clothes.’

#%$'&)(*#%$�+,(�-/.�-/#%0�1
(15) 243 576 8:9 5 ;=<?>@ A
        fall-NF  tree
        ‘The fallen tree’

5.2.3 BDCFE?G?E�C

The two possible structures expressing the perfective aspect in Tinani are
(i) V-PERF AUX-AGR and (ii) V-PERF. The suffix - H/IKJML  functions as the
perfective aspect marker in structure (i). It occurs only with third person
plural subjects. The suffix NPORQTS  occurs in structure (ii). It can occur with
all persons and numbers. No auxiliary or agreement marker is permitted
after the perfective marker UWVYX[Z . (16) illustrates \W]_^[`  as the perfective
marker.
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(16) acbed f gihkj lnm=op=qsr�tcuwvyx{z�|
        we(2)  yesterday name   see-PERF

        ‘We saw Sonam yesterday.’

The suffix }P~R�T�  in Tinani, as in Kinnauri, Pa ni, Tinani and some other
languages of this subgroup, functions as a nominalizer. Examples of �P�Y�T�
as a nominalizer follow. (The examples are the same in Kinnauri, Pa ni
and Tinani).

(17) � ��� ‘eat’ : � ���i�y�����   ‘ food/eating’
     �k�)�e� ‘cry’ : �i�P�e�D�y�����  ‘crying/weeping’

It is plausible that the perfective marker �n�¡ W¢,£  in the finite verb structure
V-PERF AUX-AGR represents the older perfective formation device. And
¤)¥_¦F§ , the other perfective marker, represents the more recent
development. In modern Tinani, the latter has become the regular
perfective aspect marker.

5.2.4 ¨?©?ª¬«©M®?¯c®°¨
±/²³ª?´F®?µ·¶4ª%¸4²4®
¹º¯/»
¯4´Fª4¼

In Lhasa Tibetan one set of the finite verb endings is comprised of forms
which reflect a nominalization of the clause with a final copula. The
nominalizer in such constructions functions, however, as the perfective
marker ½T¾¿  and the copulas function as evidential markers.

(18) ÀkÁwÂÃTÄ ÄcÅÆÂkÁ ÇkÄnÂ�ÈÃ ÉDÂËÊ�Ì�À 4

              I-ERG   tiger  kill-PERF/VOLITIONAL

        ‘ I killed a tiger.’  (volitionally)

(19) ÍiÎÏÐÒÑ¬ÑÓiÔkÕ×ÖØ�Ô=ÐÒÑDÙÚÑwÛ
Ü Ý=ÞkÑ
        s/he    song  eat-IMPF/DIRECT

        ‘ (S)he sings.’  (direct knowledge)

The finite verb system in Lhasa Tibetan differs significantly from the
original Tibetan finite verb system. In the inferred original verb system
the tense/aspect information was indicated by prefixes, suffixes, and
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changes in the root vowels. An example of the original system is ß à4áwâMã%ä
(IMPF), å4æ%çMè%é
ê  (PERF), ë³ì%í?î4ï  (FUT), ð%ñ?òMó%ô�õ/ö/÷  (IMP) ‘hold’ .5

The evolution of the finite verb morphology in Lhasa Tibetan was
discussed in chapter 4. Data is presented therein which suggest that the
verb suffix øúùû , which has a perfective interpretation in Lhasa Tibetan, is
a reanalysis of the nominalizer üTýþ , when it precedes evidential markers
(such as ÿ���� , � ���	� ) and 
��� , the imperfective aspect marker, is a reanalysis
of ����� , a nonfinal marker indicating temporal overlap.

5.3 ����������������� �

5.3.1 !�"�#%$ &'"�(*),+-#.$0/213/�&4"0576�/�80#:9;)0<76�$3)�=%)?>?(

The above description shows that the perfective aspect marker in Tibeto-
Kinnauri languages has a range of functions. Tibeto-Kinnauri languages
are not alone in employing the same set of markers for the
aforementioned functions. Nedjalkov (1995) notes that “the functions that
in some languages are fulfilled by canonical converbs can be fulfilled in
other languages (and often also in the same language) by forms that also
have other functions, especially functions that are typical for the
participle, the infinitive and the gerund”. He uses the term “quasi-
converb” to refer to such “multifunctional formations”. (20) is one of the
combinations, representing a quasi-converb, which he presents. This
combination, as was seen in the preceding section and in chapter 3, is
reminicent of the Tibeto-Kinnauri patterns examined earlier.

(20) converb, participle, gerund and finite verb

The “quasi-converb” situation, such as (20), raises questions regarding
the functional motivation(s) for employing the same set of markers for
these constructions and regarding the implications this has for its
historical development.
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The various “functions” of the perfective aspect markers in Tibeto-
Kinnauri could be seen as diachronic stages in the development of the
modern perfective morphology. One plausible sequencing of its evolution
can be described as follows.

@BA�C�DFEGA�H�IKJ�LNM�O�P�LQOSRQC,TVUWOYXZJ3PQM�D�J [VJ \?H]T_^-`'T7a�OQC�J�b�cdT_^�^�A e�P�T
Nominalizer

   perfect  >  perfective

Past PART  >  ADV SUBO  >  Clause chain  >  compound verb

An intermediate stage between the clause chain construction and the
compound verb construction is the serial verb construction (or the ‘nonce
concatenation’ construction in eastern Tibeto-Burman languages
(Matisoff 1969)), where the two clauses (the nonfinal clause and the finite
clause) share all the arguments, yielding a structure which is similar to the
compound verb construction (see examples (6)-(7), above). Hook (1991)
suggests serial verb construction as a plausible source of the compound
verb in Indic languages.

For the paucity of space, we will concentrate here on the pathway
involving the past participle source. The staging of these functions
displays the increasingly dependent nature of the verbal constituents
involved and a gradual loss of the semantic features of the units
concerned, the latter exhibiting some sort of ‘bleaching’ (Givón 1984).
This development at the semantic front affirms the claim made in Vincent
that the morpheme undergoing reanalysis “is only partially empty in the
sense that some feature values are suspended while others are held
constant” (1993: 436).

At stages II and III on the scale (i.e., the subordinator in adverbial
construction and the clause chain construction) the medial verb and the
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“superordinate”  verb in a clause chain construction have full lexical
status, as they do, when they occur in simple sentences. The semantic
contribution of the verb, functioning as an auxiliary at stage IV is
considerably reduced. The auxiliary in such constructions (for example,f_g

 ‘GO’  and  ‘SEND’  in Kinnauri) has particular, but rather limited
interpretation. The perfective in Kinnauri and Pa ni also occurs in
constructions where it is followed by a copula. The latter functions as an
auxiliary, marking the end of a finite sentence. The semantic weight of
the copula auxiliary in terms of its literal interpretation is minimal; it is
seen mostly as a hanger, on which, to hang the finite verb morphology. If
the information indicated by the copula auxiliary can be gathered from
the context, the copula may not occur. Consequently, the aspectually-
inflected verb form may also conclude a finite sentence.

In clause chain constructions in Tibeto-Kinnauri languages as well as in
the neighboring Indic languages (Masica 1991), the nonfinal clause
marker denotes, among other things, temporal priority to the following
verb. The chronological sequencing of an event is also described in some
studies (Hopper 1982, Forsyth 1970) as the chief role of the perfective
aspect.

Compound verbs consist of a sequence of two verbs, the first verb
functions as the main verb and the second verb as an auxiliary.
Auxiliaries in this construction are partially bleached of their lexical
content. The core function of the auxiliary in compound verbs in Tibeto-
Kinnauri can best be described, using the term hBi jlk.m0n oQp q�j . This function
of the auxiliary could be seen as a step towards its eventual reanalysis as
an aspect marker. While describing the terms ‘aspect’  and ‘ rBs0t7u.v w x�y z?t ’ ,
Dahl (1994) talks of “a continuum of meaning from more ‘ {B| }7~.� �0��� �?} ’ -
like to more ‘Aspect’-like one” (1994:240).

In each of the Tibeto-Kinnauri languages considered here (except for
Tinani, for which relevant information is not available), the perfective
marker also functions as a perfect marker. For example,
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(21) �B�����������Q������������ ��� ���%�l��� �� 	¡ ¢�£�¤¦¥ §©¨Fª�«F¬	l® ¯±°3²Q³±´ µ
        name   read-NOM SUBO outside country-LOC  go/PERF

        ‘Sonam has gone abroad to study (and he is there now).’

(22) ¶B·�¸�¸�¹�º�»Q·¼ ½�¾À¿�Á ÂÄÃ�Å%Æ Ç�ÈQÉ�Ê�ËQÌ Í�Î
          boy    water-INST thirsty/PERF be/PRST/3SG

        ‘The boy is thirsty.’

Bybee and Dahl (1989) present the following, as one of the diachronic
paths for the development of perfectives.

COP/have+past PART ---> Resultative ---> Perfect ----> Perfective

The semantic motivation for the shift from resultative to perfect to
perfective is described as follows: “Resultative views a past event in
terms of its prevailing results, the perfect de-emphasizes its link to the
present moment, by focussing more on the past event, but requiring only
that that event have some relevance to the present moment... The change
to past or perfective is in the same direction: the sense of relevance to the
current moment disappears altogether” (Bybee and Dahl 1989:77). This
shows that the progression of the perfective morphology in Tibeto-
Kinnauri is consistent with the pathway described in Bybee and Dahl
(1989).

To conclude this section, the pathway, suggested in this section,
illustrates the gradual bleaching of the semantic features of the
morpheme. This development at the semantic level correlates with the
increasingly dependent syntactic nature of the unit. In Kinnauri a
subordinator occurs in the temporal adverbial construction (stage II), but
not in the clause chain construction (stage III). Furthermore, while the
constructions at stages II and III may have different subjects in each
clause in Kinnauri, the compound verb construction and the construction
involving the copula auxiliary do not allow this possibility, suggesting a
difference in the degree of independence of the verb.
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5.3.2 ÏQÐ�Ð�Ñ�Ò2Ó,ÔÖÕ?Ó0×ÙØ.Ú Õ0Ø%Û�Ü.×0ÝWÑ?Õ?Ò�ÝÞÕ?ß Ú0×?àÙÒ

In this section we will discuss the role internal and external factors play
in language change, in particular the issue of internal vs. external
motivations for the development of the modern perfective aspect markers
in the Tibeto-Kinnauri languages. It will be argued here that it is not easy
to distinguish the language-internal factors from language-external factors
in a contact situation; rather in some cases a more advantageous approach
is to recognize the importance of both of these factors. In this connection
I agree with Aitchison (1981:123) and Mithun (1992) who argue against
the traditional dichotomy.

Based on the results of the examination of tense and aspect formation in
the neighboring Indic languages and in Tibeto-Burman languages
(Tibeto-Kinnauri languages are genetically related to the Tibeto-Burman
language family) outside this geographical region, it is suggested here
that the actuation of the reanalysis of participle forms as the perfective
and the imperfective markers in the Tibeto-Kinnauri languages is due to
external factors (namely, the contact with neighboring Indic languages),
even though the potential for this reinterpretation existed in the structure
of these languages, illustrating an interplay of internal and external
factors.

The Tibeto-Kinnauri languages have been in contact with Indic
languages. Both, in terms of social prestige associated with these
languages and number of speakers, Indic languages are the dominant
languages in this region. Table 1 presents information about the past
tense, perfective aspect and the past participle form in the Indic languages
examined for this purpose and table 2 presents similar information
concerning the imperfective, present tense and present participle form in
these languages. The labels ‘past’, ‘perfective’, ‘present’ and
‘imperfective’ in these tables reflect the terms used in the source material.
A dash (-) in the table indicates that relevant information was not
available. These tables suggest that the neighboring Indic varieties have
past/perfective markers which are homophonous with the past participle
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forms and imperfective markers are homophonous with the present
participle markers.6

Table 1. Past, perfective, past participle in Indic dialects

áNâ�ã�ä�å�â�ä�æQç èéâ�ç�ê è3æQëQìlæQí	êlîðïFæ èéâ�ç�êFèéñ�òKó
         Bhales            V-ôöõ         V-÷öø  AUX          V-ùûú /üûýÿþ
         Paa� ���� ri            V-���              --          V-�
	
        Tinauli            V-��         V-��  AUX          V-��
         Punchi            V-��         V-��  AUX             --

         Rambani         V-���������  AUX        V-���������  AUX          V- 
!�"�!� 
         Poguli         V-#�$�%�$�#  AUX        V-&�'�(�'�&  AUX          V-)
*�+�*�)
         Kish, -/. wari           V-0�1�2         V-3�4�5          V-6�7�8
         Bilaspuri           V-9:         V-;<  AUX             --

         Gadi           V-=>         V-?@          V-AB
         KangC DFE           V-GH         V-IJ          V-KL
         KoM NFO arhi          PST PART         PST PART         PST PART

         Koci          PST PART         PST PART         PST PART
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Table 2. Present, imperfective, present participle in Indic dialects

PRQTSVUTWVQXUTY[Z \�]^Y[Z_Y[Sa`cbdSaeVf b_gihaY^][jkY[l[`nmpocY \�]^Y[ZdY^Sa`c\�qsrut
    Kului        PART+v            -- --

    Bhadrawahi           --      V-w
x   AUX V-y�z
    Bhales       V-{
|�}      V-~
��� AUX V-�
���
    Paa� � ari       V-���      V-���   AUX V-���
    Pangwali       V-�
�           -- --

    Punchi      V-���  AUX     V-���  AUX V-���
    Siraji      V-(� ) AUX     V-�  AUX V-�
    Rambani      V-(� ) AUX     V-(� ) AUX V-(� )

    Poguli      V-���  AUX     V-� �  AUX V-¡ ¢
    Kish£ ¤ awa¥ ¦ i      V-§�¨  AUX     V-©�ª V-«�¬
    Mandi Siraji       V-      V- ®  AUX V- ¯
    Eastern Mandeali       V-°�±�±     V-²�³�³  AUX V-́�µ�µ
    Gadi       V-¶�·      V-̧�¹ V-º�»
    Kang¼ ½ i       V-¾�¿      V-À�Á V-Â�Ã

A comparison of the past tense marker, the perfective aspect marker and
the past participle forms in table 1 and the present tense marker, the
imperfective aspect marker and the present participle forms in table 2
show that the aspect markers in these Indic varieties are frequently based
on the participle forms. As we saw earlier in section 5.2, this is also the
case in some Tibeto-Kinnauri languages.

The Tibeto-Burman languages, on the contrary, are highly nominalizing.
The participle constructions are found rather marginally. Further, Tibeto-
Burman languages are clause-chaining languages, where the
tense/aspect information is indicated at the end of a chain.
Additionally, some languages employ a special marker to mark the
end of a finite clause. Because of the uneven level of information
available in the source materials, I examined, if the tense/aspect
marker or the end of a finite verb marker shows any similarity in form
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with the nominalizer or the participle form in the languages considered
here. Fig. II presents the results of the survey done to examine the
mechanism(s) used in the Tibeto-Burman languages family to form
tense/aspect markers. It has two parts. The first portion of the figure
presents the Tibeto-Burman family tree (largely based on DeLancey
1987). The latter half of the table lists the Tibeto-Burman languages
examined for the present purposes.7 The languages are listed under the
subbranch to which they belong. If a language shows similarity in form
with the nominalizer, this is indicated in the figure by ___ around the
language name and the similarity in form with the participle form is
shown by * in front of the language name, ? indicates that insufficient
information is available to say anything conclusive and no marker on the
language name denotes that the tense/aspect markers do not show any
similarity in form with either the nominalizer or the participle form.
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As Fig. II shows, a predominant mechanism for newer tense/aspect
morphology in Tibeto-Burman is based on nominalized forms, whereas
as we saw earlier it is the participle forms in Indic languages.
Additionally, languages which show the participle-based forms in Tibeto-
Burman languages are predominantly spoken in geographical areas where
they have been in contact for a long time with Indic languages in a
sociolinguistic setting where one or more of the Indic languages are
dominant languages, i.e., the kind of setting that favors structural
borrowing from the dominant language to the less dominant language. In
these Tibeto-Burman languages we find new aspect markers that have
participle forms as their diachronic source. Thus, contact as a driving
force for this development in Tibeto-Kinnauri languages cannot be ruled
out. It is, however, important to note that the Tibeto-Kinnauri languages
have not borrowed the aspect markers themselves from Indic languages,
rather only the concept of reanalyzing the participle forms as aspect
markers. This highlights the complex interaction of internal factors and
external factors in certain contact situations.

5.4 ÄÆÅÈÇÊÉÌËnÍÊÎ_ÏdÅÈÇ

Almost three decades ago, Weinreich, Labov and Herzog, in their
influential article “Empirical foundations for a theory of language
change” formulated what, in their view, constituted the most basic
problem for a theory of language change:

What factors can account for the actuation of changes? Why
do changes in a structural feature take place in a particular
language at a given time, but not in other languages with the
same feature, or in the same language at other times? ThisÐ�ÑÓÒÕÔÖÐÊÒÕ×ÙØÈÚÜÛuÝÞØÊßÈàâáÖã  can be regarded as the very heart of the
matter. (1968: 102)

They recognize the relevance of both external and internal factors for
coming to grips with the actuation problem, even though the linguistic
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mainstream of the time strongly favored language-internal explanations.
Since then, the importance of language-external factors—especially
social factors—for the outcome of language change has been further
emphasized in works such as Thomason and Kaufman (1988) and
Gerritsen and Stein (1992a). A lot still needs to be worked out in order to
gain a better understanding of the roles internal and external factors play
in language change, however, and the present study is intended as a
contribution to this area of investigation. The data presented here shows
that it is not always feasible to distinguish language-internal factors from
language-external factors, rather in some cases a better approach is to
recognize the importance of both.

Thus, the reanalysis of participle forms as aspect markers in Tibeto-
Kinnauri is best seen as due partly to external factors, more specifically,
to contact with neighboring Indic languages, and partly to language-
internal factors, in that the potential for this reanalysis existed in the
structure of the languages themselves. That is, functional motivations
for the pathway involving the past participle form in the development of
the perfective aspect markers, along with the data from the neighboring
Indic languages, on the one hand, which the Tibeto-Kinnauri languages
have long been in close contact with and Tibeto-Burman languages
outside of this geographical area, which favor other sources than
participle forms for their aspect morphology, on the other, were presented
to suggest a complex interplay of internal and external factors in the
evolution of the perfective aspect markers in Tibeto-Kinnauri.

Tibeto-Kinnauri aspect is not unique or even exceptional in this regard: it
is becoming increasingly clear that most instances of language change
can only be understood by invoking a complex array of internal and
external factors. The research of the three decades which have passed
since Weinreich, Labov and Herzog formulated the actuation problem
have engendered a growing awareness among linguists of the signific-
ance of external factors in language change and of the necessity of social
analysis to complement the linguistic analysis in the description of
language change. Still, even though it seems that we are going in the right
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direction, we have only come a small part of the way toward solving the
actuation problem, and much further research is needed to illuminate the
intricate linguistic and social details of the processes by which languages
change through time.
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äæåÓçkèÌé

                                                          
1. Earlier versions of this chapter appeared in Saxena (1995) and Saxena

(forthcoming b).

2. The auxiliary function of the “versatile” verbs (Matisoff 1976) is
indicated here by providing the gloss in capitals.

3. The complementizer ê^ë is an Indic borrowing in Kinnauri.

4. Examples of Lhasa Tibetan appear in transliterated form of the written
Tibetan. The tonal patterns of ì íÊî  and ïñðcò  are different. This difference in the
tone pattern is shown here by - and =.

5. There are some traces of this system in Kinnauri. Some verbs in Kinnauri
have separate forms to mark tense/aspect/mood. For example, óÖô ‘come(nonIMP)’
versusõ�öF÷  ‘come(IMP)’ .

6. The information about Koci and Koø ù arhi is from Hendrikssen (1986) and
the information about the remaining Indic languages is from Bailey (1908, 1920).

7. The information provided here is based on the following sources: Bodo
and Dhimal (Hodgson 1880), Balti (Read 1934, Jinghpao (DeLancey, Diehl and
Maran 1978), Karen (Jones Jr. 1961), Lahu and Burmese (Matisoff 1972), Lisu
(Hope 1974), Ladakhi (Koshal 1979), Lushai, Sizang, Tiddim Chin, Sunwari
(DeLancey 1989), Newari (Genetti 1994) and Nung (Saul and Wilson 1980).
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